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ASSTRACT

Abstract
,\ccording to Canadian Cancer Statistics, breast cancer continues to be the most frequent

of câncer diagnosed among Canadian women. An estimated 18,700 new cases of
breast c ncer will be diagnosed 1n 7999. During their lifetime, 1 woman in 9 is expected to
type

develop breast cancer and 1 woman tn 25 is expected to die from

it.

Earþ detection is

a

womân's hope for effective treatment and better survival rates. Unfortunately, present
imaging modalities are either ineffective ot financially unjustifiable for mass screening. A

new non-invasive screening and diagnostic technique (viz., Electrical Impedance
Tomography, EIÐ with high potential has recendy been given much atrenrion. However,
the tansition of EIT from the laboratory to the clinic is yet to occur. The main problem
aPPeârs

to be one of

spatial resolution, usually attdbuted

to the lack of a robust and fast

algotithm capable of producing 3-D clinically useful images.

An existing EIT image reconstruction algorithm, the \X/exler 3-D EIT algorithm,

is

further refined to address the problem. A new and efficient scheme, the Modeller-Ptedicror-

Corrector (À4PC) method, is devised and implemented on the original Wexler 3-D EIT
algorithm to improve its convergence rate. Images are recovered within a time period

to that of existing clinical imaging modaüties. The spatial resolution of the
MPC-recoveted image, though recovered in a reasonable time period, is far from what is
desired. To this end, a novel approach, the Locator-Compensator (I-C) algorithm is
comparable

developed and implemented to improve EIT's resolution limit, in particular at normal-todiseased tissue interfaces.

Both schemes (viz. LC and IvIPC) were implemented on 3-D

comPuter simulations of small breast tumour (i.e., benign and malignant) imaging. Using the

improved \ùØexler 3-D EIT algodthm, breast tumours of size 2.35 mm in diameter were
detected and diagnosed. Implementation of this improved imaging algorithm in conjunction

with the appropriate EIT hardwâre system is anticipated to provide a safe, cost-effective,
and easily accessible screening and diagnostic tool for the detection

EIT could

of small breast tumours.

serve âs a complementary tool to conventionalX-lø;y mammogrâphy, considering

its advantages.
IV
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Chapter

I

Introduction
1.1

Electrical fmpedance Tomography (EIT) as an Imaging Modality
The objective of electrical impedance tomography (E,IT) is to reconstruct images

of the distribution of eiecttical impedance within a conducting region by means of
impedance measurements made

on the surface of the region plend78, Príc79,

Btow82, and Vale89]. In medical applications, small subliminal electrical currents
(0.1- 1 mA at 0

- 100 1,J12) arc applied to the body from àn ^rtày of electodes

attached to the skin. These currents are below the threshold for perception, let alone
tissue damage Subsequently, from measurements of voitages andf or currents made at

these electrodes, image reconstruction algorithms
impedance images

of the underþing body structure

^te

appìied

to

produce the

(i.e., this is characteristic

inverse ptoblem) [John95]. Due to the differential electrical (i.e., impedance,
macroscopic scale) or 'dielectric' (i.e., conductiviy,

6

or relative permittivity,

of an

Z

at

E

àt

microscopic scale) properties of biological tissues at the above frequencies (see Table

1.0) [Gabr96], the resulting impedance images display useful and previously
unobtainable anatomical information. A clear and comprehensive relationship
between the mactoscopic and microscopic electdcal behaviour
found in Foster and Schv¡an, 1989 post89] and Rigaud

I

EIT is also known

as

et

of tissues can be

a/.,1,996[Riga96a].

Applied Potential Tomography (APT) or Electrical Impedance Computed Tomography (EICT).

CHA
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As a potential imaging modality, EIT offers several advantages over existing
medical imagrng techniques such as X-ray Mammography (filrn-screen

or

digital),

Computed Tomography (CÐ, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (IVIRÐ. The positive
attributes

of EIT

are its ability to produce images at reduced biological hazard, its

relatively inexpensive instrumentation requirements, and its physical ease of operation
[Süebs90]. The technique has potential in medical [(otr97], industrial [Yang97], and

environmental [amb87] applications.

For medical appJications, EIT is

being

considered as a screening [Gord99f or a diagnostic tool.

Table 1.0: Dielectric Properties of Biological Tissues at Frequencies of L0 kHz and 100 kHz.
Tisque

Livet
Spleerr

Lung
Kidney
Bone

Whole Blood
Skeletal Muscle

Fiequency

ConductivitS¡r. O

,

(s/*)

,',

Relative

Permittivityr: €

x

kHz

0.15

100 kHz

0.62

kHz

0.11

100 kHz

0.25

7.09 -7.25x701

kHz

0.013

640

100 kHz

0.55

4000

kHz

0.55

10

10

10

10

5.5

104

3260
2.5

8.0

x

x

701

10+

Reprinted, with permission, from reference

Howevet, as with any tomographic technique, the spatial resolution

of EIT

is

Iimited by the number of possible independent measurements performed on the
object under investigation, and as well as by the signal-to-noise ratio of the coüected

åata

[Guar9l].

Consequentiy,

the focus in medicine has been on developing

applications where resolution is of no major concern. Despite the severe limitation

of

spatial resolution, ongoing hardu¡are and software developments are broadening

EIT's potential to applications whete resolution is of the utmost importânce. One

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTON

such application, of woddwide interest, is in the detection

of eady stages of breast

cancer. The ultimate goal of reseatchets in this area is to develop a cìinical EIT-based
breast cancer-screening tool to either complement or replace mammo

g^phy.

Medical, Industrial and Environmental Applications of EIT

L.2

Many possible clinical applications of electrical impedance romography have been

investigated. Examples include gastric emptying, pulmonary ventilation, perfusion
changes during the cardiac cycle, pelvic venous congestion, hyperthermia monitoring,

breast c flcer screening, and swallowing disorders [Dijk93, Jong94, and Boon97].
Dynamic imaging of impedance changes with time offers the most immediate clinical
potential.

,t

potential appl-ication of 'static' EIT imaging would be in the screening of

breast tumours. Both 'dynamic' and 'static' imaging will be discussed later.

EIT has been used successfully in geophysicaÌ applications flelfl6 and Send82].
Tamburi et al., L987, convincingly demonstrated the effectiveness of an ElT-based
system, Electtoscan2,in subsutface imaging of pollution plumes

[amb87]. Industrial

applications of ElT-based techniques include multiphase flow measuremenr, dynamic

internal behaviour of process vessels, reactors, separators or pipelines, fluidized bed
analysis, and combustion flame monitoring [Plas95, Yang95, Xie92, and Wang94].

1.3
,\

A Review of Clinicat EIT Literature
comprehensive review

on the

fundamentals, principles, and concepts

electrical impedance tomography reconstruction algorithms can be found

litetature [Moru96]. Rigaud and Morucci,

1,996,

et

the

published an excell.ent review on

existing hardwate solutions for acquisition systems for

Boone

in

of

EIT [Riga96b]. More tecendy,

a/.,1997 [Boon97] published a summary of present and future development

in EIT (viz., hardware and reconstftrction aigorithm). The clinical applications of EIT

were reviewed by \X/ebster et a/., 1988 [sØebs88], Dijkstra et al., 1.993 [Dijk93],
2

El""t

or.* -

An EIT imaging system developed by euantic Electroscan Inc., Winnipeg, MB, Canada
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Jongschaap et a/., 1994 [Jong94], r{otre 1.997

[(otr97], and Boone et a/., 1997

[Boon97].

There are presently three u¡âys to use electrical impedance tomography (E,IT) in
the c[nical environment [Boon97]:

imaging the distribution

of absolute

impedance within the body at a specific

frequency (i.e.,'static' imaging);

imaging the frequency variaton

of

impedance

within the body

(i...,

'multifrequency' imaging) ; and

imaging the variation

in

impedance during breathing

or

some other

physiological change in time, at a single-frequency (i.e., 'dynamic'imaging).

The fìrst two ways

^Íe

normàlly concerned with producing images that show how

the different t'?es of tissues are distributed in the body; this is somerimes known
tissøe characteriqaîion

alternative

or

anatomical inaging.

In such applications, EIT is being used

as an

to X-rays, CT and MRI, with certain pracical advantages. The third

technique produces images of physiological fønction, such as in the imaging
(e.g., millisecond) changes

In

as

in the physiological

state

of short

of tissue.

electrical impedance tomogaphy, images âre reconstructed from sets of

electrical meâsurements made on the surface
images, measurements

high-quaüty

with good àccùtacy, precision, and repeatability are

ftom the data acquisition system. Boone
of the components of

of the body. To obtain

a typical

et a1.,1,997,

needed

provided an informative review

EIT data acquisition system [Boon97]. Noise, optimal

currerit patterns, and electrode-electrolyte impedance among other factors impose
stringent tequirements ori the accuracy of an

EIT

data acquisition system. Despite

these hurdles, useful images, albeit at relatively low resolution, have been obtained.

Metherall et a1.,1.996, using a 64-electtode data acquisition system, repoted a spattd,
resolution of about

1,0o/o

of image diameter for a centrally located object in the cross-

sectional plane [Meth96]. Using a 32-electtode system, Cook

et

a/., L994, obtained a

CHAPTER 1. ]NTRODUCNON

of

for a similat scenario [Cook94]. Although, the spatial
tesolution of EIT is limited, its temporal resolution and sensitivity in 'dynamic'
spatial resolution

imaging is quite good

1,4o/o

[(otr97]. It

appears that better spatial resolurion ought to be

achievable by improving either the data acquisition system andf or the performance

of

the reconstruction algorithm [Guar91]. This thesis will focus on improving the latter,

with the objective to image bteast tumours at a physical size corresponding to
relatively good prognoses.

1.4

A Review of EIT Systems Hardware

of this work is on EIT image reconstruction, most of
factors limiting meâsurement accuracy in EIT systems
àt its front end, i.e.,
,A.lthough the focus

data acquisition system.

In

the
the

^fe
most pncncal systems, the measudng device appJies

a

known, constant current to two or more electrodes, and measures voltages thât
develop between other electtodes. As published by Boone et a1.,1.997, apractical EIT
system

will normally have the following comporients: waveform synthesizer, current

source, differential amplifìer, and

components

[Boon97]. For â

a demodulator or some combination of
comprehensive discussion

on EIT

these

hardware

components, see the following references þga96b and Boon97].

Rigaud and Morucci, 1996, pubüshed an excellent review

on the hardware
that have taken place in the

for EIT and outlined changes
previous decade, in terms of measurement strategy and development to
solutions developed

overcome

hardware error sources that have undesirable effects on image recovery

þga96b]. In
practice, it appeats that there are formidable instrumentarion problems, due to the
intetaction

of fìnite current drive ouçut

impedarrce, recording amplifier common

mode rejection, and unequal skin-elecuode impedances. Â number of different EIT
systems have been successfrilly constructed

or are presently under development to

address these limitations [Smit90, Riu92, Cook94, and

Brow94]. These employ

differing strategies, such as additional electrodes, multiple electrode current injection,
or recording at multiple ftequencies, to improve image

^ccrrracy

with great success.

CHAPTER 1. ]NTR ODUCTTON

1.5

A Review of EIT Image Reconstruction Algorithrns

Image reconstruction in

EIT is the process of converting the voltage f cunent

measurements from the data acquisition equipment into images. The reconstruction
process makes use of the relationship known to exist between voltage, current, and
resistance (viz., Poisson's equation).

EIT image reconstruction is a non/inear inverse

problem since the voltage is a function of both the appüed currenr and resistivir¡, and
as

well as the geometry of the imaging region. The inverse problem of reconstructing

the electrical impedance p^r^meters from voltage and current measurements made on
the boundary is very diffìcult. This is due to the fact that this inverse problem is both
nonlinear, and

quite argazbly, depending on the algorithmic method employed for

impedance image recovelry, ill-posed [Oost91]. Ill-posedness means that the solution does

not depend continuously on the measured data and that small changes in
measured data can lead

to

relatively large errors

in the reconstruction of

the
the

impedance distribution.

Many apptoaches have been proposed for solving the inverse non-Linear problem
that arises in

EIT.

These methods fall into nvo broad categories. The fìrst are rlon-

itetative (single-step) techniques, based on linear approximations. The basic
assumption

of

these methods is that the conductivity distribution is approximately

homogeneous. Examples of these linear approximation methods include the Barber-

Brown

backprolection

þarb83 and ,A.vis95] and related methods [Guar91 and Barb93].

Single-step methods produce an image using the single application of a mathematical

opetation [Boon97]. Single-step methods can generally be divided into two broad
categories: backprojection þarb93) and sensitiui4t matrix lGadà92 and Monr94] methods.

Iterative techniques are neatly always used to try to solve the 'static' reconstruction
problem, i.e., find the actual resistivity in the body rather than a change in resistivity.
These include \)7exler, Fry, and Neuman's doubie constraint aigorithm [X/exl85 and
\X/ex188] and a variant

[(ohn87]. These methods generally solve a sedes of linear
problems via solution of the Poisson or Laplace (see Equation 1.0) electromagnetic
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equations (i.e., the forward problem) in an attempt to solve the full nonlinear problem
(i.e., reconstruction of the unknown impedance distribution or inverse problem, see

Figure 1.0). Poisson's relation for a continuous inhomogeneous medium is:
-Y'rcYQ
where

rc, Q

=¡

[1.0]

, and,f âre the conductivity, potential distributions, and impressed current

source distributions within the region being studied, respectively. Most

methods acknowledge the non-Iinearity and ill-posedness

of EIT

of

these

(discussed fully

later) and attempt to treat it without ltneariza:uon, unlike non-iterative methods. The

of a¡ iterative image reconstruction technique, using the l7exler
algorithm [Wext85] or the I(ohn-Vogelius variant [(ohn87] as an exâmple, is
mathematical basis

discussed in detail in,tppendix

II.

Cwent Excitation Pattems

Known or Assuned
Conductivity Dislribution

I
I

Unknown Surfece
Potentials

v

(a)

Cwent Excitation Patiems

ntrmom Conductivity

Distribution

e\+
U

I
I

Knoum Surface
Potentids

v

<_
(b)

1.0: The Fonvard Problem (a) and the Inverse Problem þ) in
Electrical Impedance Tomography. In the Font¡ard problem, a known or
assumed impedance distribution is used to calculate surface potentials
from applied currents. In the Inverse Problem, the measured potentials
Figure

and applied cur¡ents are used to solve for the unknown conductivity
distribution.
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I(yriacou et al., L990 [<yri90] and Yorkey et a/., 1988 [York88], have pubJished
excellent reviews comparing the different reconstruction algodthms for EIT. rMhat

follows is a summary of the fundamental differences. AJthough rhere are many
different single-step methods, they can be divided into

t'u¡¡o

broad classes, backpr/ection

and sensitiuilt matrix, as stated previously. The most widely used backprojection

is that fìtst described by Barber and Brown [Barb83]. These aurhors
transformed the normal curve isopotential lines into a conformal space where
technique

backprojection occurs along parallel Jines. This process allowed the caiculation of

coefficients

for the backprojection operator. Each image pixel then had to

be

"weighted" to compensate fot the non-uniform angular distribution of backprojection

ljnes thtough that

point.

Variants

of the Barber

and Brown methods are quite

popular in the üterature þayf95 and l(otr94].

The other broad class is that of the sensitivity matrix zpproach [Moru94]. The
sensitivity matrix is the mâtrix of values by which the conductivity values can be
multiplied to give the electrode voltages.

In other words, multiplication by the

sensitivity mâtrix is equivalent to an approximate solution to the forward problem.

The sensitivity matrtx uses a theorem derived by Geselowitz [Gese71]. To
reconstruct an image, the sensitivity mâtrix needs to be inverted. A number of
specific techniques to accomplish this step have been published [Gibs98 and
Gadd92l.

These hneaÅzatton methods

^ne

very atftacttve due to their

mathematical

simplicity and computational speed, but they have the effect of ignoring the nonlineatity of

them. In

EIT. Futthermore,

thete are a number of undesirable features common to

particular, the recoveted images

of a centrally-placed object appeârs

physically larger than that of a peripheral one of equivalent size, and underestimation

of

overail diffetence

fBoon97l.

in resistivity is normally

greatest

for

centrally-placed objects
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As mentioned above, it is pdmarily the

^ccùtercy

of the guess at the conductivity

distribution stage, which distinguishes one iterative reconstruction technique from
another. Many iterative algorithms have been published in the lirerarure. Among the
iterative techniques are varlants of the Newton-Raphson method fYork 88, Boon97
and I{ott97l and variants of the ertor function minimizatton algorithm [(ohn87].

Ertor function minimization aigorithms minimize
differences

of

error function based on the
^rr
potential distdbution solutions compared to an initiai assumed

conductivity distribution. The conductivity distdbution is updated by minimizing the

etror function with a least-square technique. Such algorithms include the ìØexler EIT
algorithm and its vatiants [(ohn87]. There seem to be two particular limitations,
though highly disputable, to rhe iterative approach:

o

The iterative process is perceived as being sensitive to noise and measurement

effof.

o

Convergence to a solution is observed to be relatively slow and thus the image

feconstruction process is computer intensive.
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1,.6 A Review of Breast

Cancer Imaging Modalities

According to Canadtan Cancet Statistics3, breast cancer continues to be the most
ftequent type of câncer diagnosed among Canadianwomen. Canada's incidence rates

^re

among the highest

in the wodd,

second

to the United States. In

estimated 18,700 new cases of breast cancer will be diagnosed

lifetime, 1 woman in 9 is expected to develop breast
expected

to die from it. The

c

1.o/o

in 1,999. During their

flcet and 1 woman in 25 is

statistics âre less alarming

infrequent and rare occurrence, accounting for

Canada, an

in male breast cancer,

an

of all breast carcinoma [Bodn99];

although detection is often at advance, incurable stages.

Cutrently breast cancef can be detected in three principal \¡/ays:

(1.)

conventional

x-r^y mammography; (2) breast examination by a trained health professional; or Q)
self-examination.
'tny means to detect breast cancer before the onset of symptoms is
termed screening. Presentl¡ conventionalx-ray mammography is the most effective

method

of

screening

for breast câncer. However, the technique is not without

limitations [(er197, Huyn98, Jato99, and Gotd99]. With mammography, there ate
problems distinguishing malignant from benign tumours fPategS]. Three of four
lesions that

it

detects are benign, tesulting

procedutes [Bren97]. In addition, 5 -

1.0o/o

in unnecessary costly follow-up medical

of breast cancers are undetected mostly in

young women with dense breast tissue [Cohe85, Shaw90, Yell91, Benn9l, and
Hind99]. The X-ray dose of standard mâmmography causes breast c îcet in and kiils
one woman for every eight saved from the disease [Rick99].
tùØhile

many v/âys are being exploted to prevent and tteat breast cancer, eatly

detection is a woman's hope for effective treatment and better survival rates. Breast
lesion size has a direct correlation with survival: a lesion increases

the time

it is a non-palpable 0.5 cm to the time it reaches

Sivatamkrishna and Gordon (1997),

in a quantitative

B

times in size from

a palpable size

of 1 cm.

analysis, have shown that the

probabilities that 1 cm and a 2 cm lesions have metastasized are approximately 7 .31.%

3

National cancer lnstitute ofcanada: canadian cancer statistics 1999, Toronto, canada, 1999.
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25.5o/o resPectively. The authors concluded that detection of very eady rumours
^fld
ought to substantially reduce the likeühood of metastatic spread [Siva97].

The limitations of conventional mammography cre te the need for

new

technologies that could detect and diagnose breast càÍ7cer at an early srage, thereby
eliminating unrlecessâlT biopsies and providing more information about the extent

of

c flcer growth and improving prognosis. Magnetic resonance imaging (À4RÐ,
ulttasound (JS), computerized tomography (CÐ, positron emission tomography

eEÐ,

and nuclear medicine OJAÐ are among a few modalities presently under

investigation for bteast

c

ncef screening Piew99]. These modalities, however, are

not without limitations. MRI brings the advantage of high-resolution 3-D imaging to
breast cancer staging (usually based on the size and degree

of rumour

spread) and

treatment evaluation. However, MRI without contrast media thus far has failed to
demonstrate sufficient sensitivity and specificity to justify rhe enormous expense and

time needed to perform these studies fiftam98 and Skaa98]. Ultrasound has
demonsttated efficacy in the differentiation of cysts from solid lesions but is
unteliable for the differentiation of benign from malignant solid lesion [Samu98]. CT
offers essential information that can altet treâtment planning and optimize tle tmerLt
strategy but would likely be testricted,

in

breast tumours diagnoses, due

to

the

relatively high level of tadiation exposure presently employed Frig99]. Larger trials
are necessa;ry to establish whether positron emission tomography and radionuclide
scanning would provide any effr.cacy in screening for asymptomatic breast malignancy

[SØahl98]. PET and NM would likely be limited by the requirement for the injection

of ndioactive material. At the outset, it

appears that these new imaging modalities,

for reasons outlined above, might not be appropriate in screening for breast cancer
but could Prove effective as diagnostic aids if they replaced less accurate tests,
eliminated biopsies, and improved treatment planning [Cole98].

1l
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Can

EIT be

technique? Can
spread? \X/hat

of

used as a breast cancer imaging (viz., detection and d.iagnosis)

it be used to detect breast cancer

^re

before the onset of metastatic

the limitations of the technique in the full nonlinear reconstruction

absolute resistivity 'static' imaging? A-lthough,

accomplishments

of a few EIT

the

research efforts and

groups [Cher95 and Chen99] engaged in EIT

hardware development deserve recognition, the transition of

EIT from the laboratory

to the clinic has yet to occur. The main problem ¿ppears to be software related. In
particular, the limitation in spatial resolution is usually artributed to the lack of an
effìcient and tobust EIT algorithm capabie of producing clinically useful images.
Recent developments in 3-D EIT
r to be quite promising for clinical

^ppe
applications [Meth96]. However, before EIT can be estabüshed as a complementàry

tool to mâmmography or

âs

the technique of choice in the detection of breast

the questions raised eaflJ.e4 and many more, need to be fully resolved.

T2

c

ncef,
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Purpose and Outline of Thesis

1.7

In

Chapter 2, an analyacal and cdtical review

tissue is presented.

of 'dielectic' properties of breast

A review of the histopathologicat development of breast cancer in

Chapter 2 reveals some important requirements for an EIT-based imaging algorithm,

in particula4 the optimal detection size for a good prognosis. The original \Wexler

EIT algorithm is

presented

computer simulations of breast

in
c

Chapter

3.

Simple nvo and three-dimensional

flcer imaging are performed to illustrate rhe method.

In Chaptet 4, several tests are conducted, via simulations, on the original algorithm in
order to understand its fundamental chatacteristics and "dynamics". Among the tests
cattied out were the algorithm's abiìity to handle noise, its effect on image quality due

to patient motion, and other considerations thât arc prevalent in cijnical situations.
The objectives are to evaluate the algorithm's clinical ability and subsequently to
identifrT "^te

s

needing improvement". Two most crucial "^re^s

need.ing

improvement" \¡¡ere identifìed for the success of the algorithm in the detection of

of breast câncer (i.e., at relatively small size of L- 2mm in diameter).
These were the low convergence rate and the limited spatial resolution of the
early stâges

recovered images

of the odginal algorithm. In

Chapter 5, a Modeller-Predictor-

Correctot (À4PC) scheme - that incolporates a modifìed Levenberg-Marquardt Q,Nf
least-squares fitting algotithm - is devised and implemented in the Wexler algorithm

in order to improve its convergence rate. The issue of low spatial resolution is
addressed in Chaptet 6. A novel technique, which combines the Peak Detection
Method, an image- ptocessing algorithm, and

a revised locahzed conductivity

compensation scheme, collectively teferred to here as the Locator-Compensator (I-C)
method, is developed to investigate EIT's limit of spatial resolution. By combining

the development of the t'wo previous chapters, ân improved Wexler 3-D EIT
algorithm is presented in Chaptet 7. This imptoved algodthm is demonstrated using
realistic computer simulations of small breast tumours.

objectives of this thesis is provided in Chapter
discussed in Chapter 9.

t3

8.

,t thorough

discussion of the

Conclusions and future work are

Chapter 2
Breast Tissue: A Review of Histopathologies and Dielectric Properties

2.1

Introduction

Electrical or dielectrica propeties of normal and malignant human breast tissue at

both radiowâve and microu/ave frequencies have been investigated since as eady

as

the mid-i920. A knowledge of dielectric propeties of tissue is important for several
reâsons, most importantly

mechanisms involved

to: 1) provide a better understanding of the biophysical

in EM

radiation-tissue interaction [Bern79, Leve84, and

Isma98]; 2) assess the potential

of induced iocal hypenhermia, as a technique in
c rrcer treatment, from a knowledge of the differential dielectric properties over â
wide range of frequencies [Conw92, Hawl92, and Gers99]; and 3) evaluate the
possibility

of

noninvasive

EM radiation-based imaging techniques [Pric79, 5o118L,

\Mtor99 and Rada99]. In principle, the latter ought to be possible due to rhe observed

differential dielectric properties between normal and diseased breast tissue [Suro88
and Mori90] over some frequency range. Because of the importance of the last
objective, and the recent interest in an EM radiation-based imaging technique as
potential screening tool for breast

c

a

rtcer) an objective analyttcai and critical review is

presented at both radiowave and microwave frequencies.

4

Th"." i, much confusion in the literature about nomenclature use in describing the electrical properties of tissues. ln this thesis, the
most commonly used terminology is employed. The microscopic electrical properties that describe the interaction of an EM wave

*

*

und the complex permittivity € . A, described by Rigaud et al., 1996 [Riga96b],
although, "the term 'dielectric' is typically associated with substances capable of storing electrostatic energy, it is also used for any
system capable of polarizing itself under the effect of an electric field". In many instances, the term 'dielectric' is used to describe
electrolytes and certain noninsulating media such as biological tissues. As such, the trend in the literature has been in using complex
conductivity and permittivity to describe the properties of tissues at the microscopic level and complex impedance, the more general
quantity, for defining the electrical behaviour on a macroscopic level.

with matter are the complex conductivity O
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To understând the concept of dielectric properties of

a tissue,

abrief summary of

the mathemafcal backgtound and fundamentals is provided. Prior to the review,
discussion

on the manner in which breast cancer arises and progresses (i.e.,

histopathological development) is given. The purpose

â

its

of the discussion on the

histopathology of breast câncer is to derive some fundamental requirements expected

of an EIT-based breast c ncer screening system. These requirements âre then

to evaluate pubJished studies on the dielectic

properties

used

of the breast at both

radiowave and microwave frequencies.

2.2

Mathematical Background on Dielectric Properties of rissue

A large amount of

data on the dielectric properties

of tissue has been accumulated

in the Jiterature, starting with the earþ work of Fricke pÅc26], Cole and

Cole

lCole4?), Geddes and Baker [Gedd67], and Foster and Schwan post86]. Recently,

Gabriel and Gabriel [Gabt96] compiled àn extensive survey on the dielectric
properties of tissues at radiowave and microwave frequencies. In a 1,989 artrcle,
Foster and Schwan provided a comprehensive review

of the dielectric relaxation

mechanisms of tissue post89]. Duck summarized the dielectric properties of tissues

covering the frequency range from d.c. to over 10 GHz [Duck9O]. Some definitions
and basic mathematical concepts of the dielectric properties of tissue are discussed
below.

The electical characteristics of tissues covering the frequency range from

to microw^ye cafl appropriately be described by using the properties:
permittivity, €', and conductivity, o post89 and Rigag6a]. The relative

radiowave

telative

permittivity and conductivity are, respectively, the charge and current densities
produced

in a medium

(e.g., tissue)

in response to ân applied electric field of unit

amplitude. Using the approach of an idealtzed parallel-pI^te cap^citor, Foster and
Schwan [Fost89] derived àn expression

15

for complex conductivity and relative
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permittivity as a function of frequency (see Table

The lengthy derivation

2.0).

is

summafized here:

The complex conductivity, o x , of a mateital is defìned

as,

6*=6+jAe€,0
where

o

12.01

is the dielectric static conductivity,

j

1s

Ja,

ú) is the angular frequency, e

is the dielectric static permittivity, and eo is the permittivity of free space (i.e., 8.854
10

-12 F

x

/rrr) respectively.

Similarþ, the complex permittiviry, € n, is defìned

as:

E*= t - j€

t2.r)

o, is defined as the conductance of a unit volume of matter and
has units of Siemens meter-1 (S .r-t). Conductivity usually has a frequencyConductiviry,

independent p^rt (due to ionic conduction), a frequency-dependent component (due

to dielectric relaxation), and € " equivalent to of(aeu), usually referred to as the
"loss", is sometimes used with teference only to the frequency-dependent part of the

conductivity. In the literatute there are maîy references to the "dielectric constant"

of amateúal,by which is meant the real pat of the complex permittivity
typicalty at low frequencies, at which

e'

(i.e., e'),

is independent of frequency. "Permittivity"

or "relative permittiviry", ir usually used to indicate the real p^fi e of the complex
permittivity, E*, relative to that of free space,

€0.

The complex conductivity o x and permittivity € *

^re

related by,

o*- jaeoe*

lZ.Zl

from which the complex impedance of a material, Z* ,
,z^..

càrt be derived as,

I

12.31

ox
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In some pâPers, resistivity p is used. This is the inverse of conductiviry, p = L . A
o

more comprehensive derivation can be found in Foster and Schwan post8g].

Table 2.0: List of parameters- employed to describe 'dielectric' properties of tissues or biological
materials at lower frequencies.

Pafametefs

Desòtþtion of Patameters

ai *

Complex Conductivity

o

Static Conductivity

Ê*

Complex Permittivity

t

Petmittivity or Relative Permittivity

€o

Permittivity of Free Space

Z

Complex Specific Impedance

e"

Loss

p

Resistivity

The resistivity of m^ny tissues is anisotropic (i.e., their electrical properties depend

on the direction of measutement). For example, skeletal muscle conducts electricity

relatively better longitudinally than transversely. Anisotropy

is crucial for

the

uniqueness of a solution [Sylv86 and Lion97]. ,{.s such, anisotropy effects ought to be
considered duting reconstflr.ction of electricai impedance images py'ub92 and GIid97].

However, breast tissue is mostly isotropic.

It consists of fibrous and fatty tissues,

which for the most part can gerierally be considered âs being isotropic but
heterogeneous.

17
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2.3

Anatomy and Histopathology of Breast Cancer

The breast, or mammary gland, begins developing in the embryo about 7-8 weeks

after conception. From about 12-16 weeks, epithelial buds develop and branch out

to lay the foundation for future ducts and milk producing glands polk85]. Similady,
other tissues develop into muscle cells that will form the nipple and arcola (the dark

region around the nipple).

At

20-32 weeks, these buds canah,ze

to

form

lactifetous /rn1lk ducts. From infancy to puberty, there is no difference between the
female and the male breast [Rava98]. However, with the onser of puberty, the female
breasts undergo dtamatic changes. The estrogen effect stimulates longitudinal ductal

grov/th and the formation of terminal ductal buds. Further glandular development
occurs in response to progesterone, in particular, the formation of lobules. In the last

8 weeks of pregnancy the lobules mature and increase in comptexity in preparation

for Iactatton. This pfocess approximately takes 3-4 weeks.
The adult female breast is composed of essentially three basic stïuctures: the skin,
the subcutaneous and interparenchymal fat, and the breast tissue, which includes the
parenchyma and the stroma (see Figure 2.0) [Folk8s]. Simply stated the breast is
made up of primatily the milk-producing glands and the network of larger and iarger

ducts that conduct milk from the glands to the nipple. The glands and ducts are
orgarrjzed into lobes and lobules. The parenchyma contains about 1.5-20lobes, each

of which is dtained by a lacttferous duct. The breast itself lies on the pectoralis
muscles, which cover the chest wall.

Microanatomically, the basic histopathologic unit of the breast is the terminal duct
lobuiar unit

(IDLU). The TDLU

is composed of the smallest branches of lactiferous

ducts, the extralobular terminal duct and the lobule. The lobule is composed of the

intralobular duct and the ductules pØell75]. The ducts and the lobules are the sites
where most bteast abnotmalities arise, both benign and malignant. The size of the
ducts is approximately 1,- 2mmin diameter.

t8
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Extralobular
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a)
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,

terminal duct

I

I
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4*'ñ;,r,.t.

iI

lntralobuiar
terminal duct

,-tDuct

-Ductule

c.f

.

(")

þ)

* Reprinted, rvith permission, from reference [Shaw92].

Figure 2.0: This shows (a) the gross anatomy and þ) terminal duct lobular unit (TDLU) of the normal
breast. The three main component of the breast are identified as the glands, the network of ducts, and
the lobules. The TDLU consists of the lobule, intralobular terminal duct, and ductule. The average
size of the ducts is approximately 1- 2 mm in diameter. The size of the duct is of great interest to EIT
imaging of early breast tumours.

There is no known single cause
hormonal factors mày play

^

tole

of breast c flcer. However, genetic andf or

in some patients pand88, \øi1188, and Paul9O].

\X/hat is generaliy known about the natural history of breast

c

ncer, and has come to

be accepted as the model of ptogression, is that in the eady stages, up to the point

of

initial invasion, it forms altnear sequence. The sequence of events within this period

is predictable and the probability of tegional or systemic spread is low. After
significant mass fotmation has occutted, the course becomes more nndomtzed. This

formulation supports the importance

Tubi99]. Furthermore,

as

of

early detection and treatment

ffubigl

and

tumour size increases, the likelihood that distant metastasis

has taken place rises and there appears to be a critical volume before which distant
metastasis does not occur

[(osc84]. For this reason, screefling patients for

câncer befote tumours arc latge enough to be palpable has been proposed as

^
decrease the risk of dying of the disease [Ho1m89, Fryk90, Cds93, and Peer96].

l9

breast

w^y to
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Histopathology is the study of the effects of disease on rissue. Histopathotogical
classifìcation

of breast c ncer helps in

appropriate detetmination

establishing the diagnosis

of the lesion and

of patient treâtment and prognosis. Breast

cancers are

usually classified histologically based on the types and patterns of cells that compose

them.

Carcinomas can be invasive, extending into the surrounding stroma
Q.e., fzt
and connective tissue) through which tumour cells spread locally, regionally, and

distantly via vascular lymphatic space, or noninvasive (e.g., ductal carcinoma in situ)

which is confined just to the ducts or lobules [WHO82]. Invasive carcinomas are
commonly divided into nvo major types: ductal and lobular. Figure 2.1 below
summadzes the most documented histologic types

of

invasive, non-invasive, and

(i..., those with distinct morphology and prognosis) of breast
carcinomas. Morphology is the study of structure or form and the features
special variants

comprised in the form and structure of zn organism or âny of its parts.

Carcinomas have a propensity

to

spread via lymphatics. Breast cancers, when

they metastasize, often go first to the axilIary lymph nodes where most lymphatics

ftom the breast drain. Other orgâns can be sites where metastases lodge, and such
sites as lung, bone and ]iver are more common. Among the least aggressive cancers

are non-invasive intraductal and lobular carcinoma

in situ.

Carcinomas, which can

potentially metastasize but less commonly do, are: colloid, medullary and papillary
carcinomas.

The majority of ductal catcinoma is thought to develop in the terminal duct
branches, and the calcifications associated with these lesions tend

to have a linear,

branching otientation or configuration, corresponding to the duct lumen. Lobular
Processes are often benign, and include mâny forms

of fibrocystic

changes (i.e.,

adenosis, sclerosing adenosis, and cystic hypeqplasia). Associated calcifications are

more smoothly marginated and rounded, confor-irg to the configuration
ductules.

20
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Figure 2.1: The most common histologic classification of breast cancer. Breast cancer histologic
tyPes are generally divided into three main categories: Invasive, non-invasive, and variants of
invasive and noninvasive. This broad classification is gathered from the \AIHO histological typing
of breast tumours, see reference [WHO82].

The stage of breast cancer is based on its size and degree of spread. Traditionall¡
the staging system consists of primarily four stages as identified in Table 2.1,. In Stage

I, the ac¡nl tumour is generally no longer than 2 centimeters (i.e., 2 cm) and has not
sptead to the rest of the breast. In Stage II, any of the following may be true: the
tumour is no longer than 2 cm but has spread to the lymph nodes; the rumour is
benveen 2-5 cm and has or has not spread

to the lymph nodes; or the tumour is

larger than 5cm and has not spread to the lymph nodes. Stage

into

Stage

IIIA

and

IIIB. In Stage IIIA,
21

III

is usually divided

the tumour is larger than 5 cm and has
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spread to the lymph nodes under the arm, and in Stage IIIB, the tumour has spread

to the lymph nodes inside the chest wall along the breastbone. In

fV,

Stage

also

called the metastaflc cancer, the tumour has spread to other orgâns of the body.

The most precise system for cancer staging is considered to be the TNM
(fumour-Nodes-Metastases). The TNM staging sysrem was developed by the
American Joint Committee (AJC) on Cancer Classifications and is used
breast cancer. In the

to

stâge

TNM staging system, the tumour, lymph nodes, and metastatic

spread are âssessed separately. Each letter is followed by a digit that identifies the
severity of the condition, (see Figute 2.2 below). ,{.s an example, a pattent diagnosed

with T2N2M1 has rumour growth fuom 2-5 cm, which has spread to the tymph
nodes and have grown together or into other stnrctures under the arm, and has
distant metastases or skin recurrence beyond the breast area.

Table 2.1: The Traditional Staging of Breast Cancer þased on size and degree of spread).

Definition

,.,Stag_ing
:.:,:4.:..:. :

.:

Stage

I

- Tumour 2 cm or less in diameter and without evidence of spread

Tumout is no larger
Stage

tJrran

2 cm and has spread to the lymph nodes

Tumour is between 2-5 crn and has or has not spread to the lymph

II

nodes

Tumour is larger than 5 cm and has not spread to the lymph nodes

Stage

III

Stage

Stage

IIIA

-

Stage

IIIB

- As

fV

-

Tumour is larger than 5 cm and has spread to the lymph nodes
ln Stage IIIA, and has spread to lymph nodes inside chest wall

Tumour has spread to other organs of the body
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Diagnoses via Mammography

2.4

-,4'mong the abnormalities

found on mammography are masses and calcifìcations.

Evaluation of a mass lesion is fìrst chancterized by its margination, whether it is
relatively well circumscribed or spiculated and poody defìned. \ffell-circumscribed
masses

with smooth margins usually represent benign lesions such as fibroadenomas,

hematomas, and papillomas. ,A,lthough well-circumscribed mâsses âre most likely

benign, some malignant cancers also may well be defined (e.g., infiltrating ductal
carcinomas). Irregulady shaped mâsses with poorþ defìned or spiculated margins
may be an indicator of malignancy [Shaw92].

Calcifications are tiny specks of calcium seen on mammograpy. The analysis of
calcifications is based on assessment of prior mammogïams of morphologic features,
size, distribution, location, and stability. Calcifications that are widely scattered,

of

uniform size, and well defined are usuaily representations of benign conditions.
These include fìbtoadenomas, fat necrosis, and oil cysts. Irregular calcifications that

are heterogeneous in size and clustered togethet m^y indicate the presence of
malignancy.
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Figure 2.2: The TNM (Tumour-Nodes-Metastases) Breast Cancer Staging System. A new and
revised
J]NM sj18J1g system can be found in the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC)
Staging Manual, 5'' Edition,

1.998.

Microcalcifications present more

of a problem for

calcifications, since microcalcifications cân represeît

^

mammography than

malignant process [aba85].

They can be divided roughly into two types based soiely on their site of origin.
Lobular calcifications tend to occur in the terminal ducnrles. Examples of processes
that may result in lobular microcalcifìcations include seceral fìbrocystic lesions (e.g.,
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adenosis, sclerosing adenosis, cystic hypeqplasia, and lobular hyperpiasia) and lobular
czrcinoma in situ. Thete are other less common mammographic signs of carcinoma.

These include dilated lactiferous ducts, focal arcas

of

symm

etry ot architectural

distortion, and thickening or retraction of the skin. These conditions are usually

benigu however,

in

some indeterminate cases biopsies are required

for

proper

diagnosis. More detailed discussion on mammographic parhotogical abnormalities
found in mammogram can be found in the following references [Vüell75 and Rose87].

LÍterature Review on the Dielectric Properties of Breast Tissue

2.5

An

EM-based screening

tool

(e.g.,

EIT) will onJy be effective if

adequate

impedance variatton exists between normal, benign and malignant breast tissues.

It

is

weli known that cancerous and normal tissues differ morphologically,
histopathologically, and physiologically

been known

[{no

88 and Btad95]. These differences have

to induce changes in their electrical properties and as such,

prompted m^ny investigators
characteÅzation.

Of

to

had

explore tissue (viz. normal and cancerous)

grezt interest, both from a screening

or therapeutic point of

view, is the chancterization of the biophysical features of cancerous breast tissue. To

this end, an analyncal and critical review of the literature on the dielectric properties

of

breast tissue at both radiowave and microwave frequencies is presented. The

purposes of this review àte to objectively assess published srudies and discuss their
fìndings.

Only a few sets of useful data on the dielecuic properties of normal
malignant breast tissues have been published. Fricke
signifìcandy higher permittivity

of breast tumour tissue

normal or malignant tissues in

vitro.

England

&

&

^t

and

Morse púc26] found

20

1<ÉIz

as compared to

Shaqples [Eng149] and England

pngl5O] discussed the dielectdc properties of breast fat and carcinomas ar 3 GHz.
Based on the observations

of pnglag] and pngl5O], Mallard

et

al. 1967 postulated

the potential use of microwave-based measurements for tumour detection
[Mall67].
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Chaudhary et a/. lChauS4] studied the dielectric properties of breast carcinoma and

normal tissues ât frequencies from 3 Mlr{'z to 3 GHz in vitro. They found significant
differences in the dielectric properties of normal and malignant tissues, in particular

at

frequencies below 100 MHz, and suggested the use

scanning

for detection of an

early stage

of

of

EM-based rad-iation

breast cancer. Solhsh et al. [Sotl81]

developed an in vivo dielectdc breast scânner based on âssumed differential dielectric

properties of normal to malignant breast tissues. Surowiec

et

a/. lSwo88] studied the

electrical properties of breast carcinomas and surrounding tissues from 20 kHz to 10
iÙ/.Hz

in vitro. They further observed differences in the dielectric properties (viz., the

real component

of conductivity and permittivity) of normal and

malignanr breasr

tissues and indicated the potential of impedance imaging as a diagnostic tool.

Mitsuyama

et

al. PYIitsS8] measured the electrical impedance of breast tumours in

vivo.

Morimoto et a/. [Mori90] and [Mori93] published in vivo data on bioimpedance measurement of breast tumours between the frequency rânge (0 200
-

kHz) and futther confirmed the signifìcant differences in dielectric properties of
normal and malignant breast tissues. Rigaud et a/., 1996 published a summary of
published works on the in vitto and in vivo characteizatson of breast cancer tissues

[Riga96]. Jossinet [Joss96] investigated the variability of impedivity (the equivalent

for a.c. of electrical resistiviy, p , for d.c.) in normal and pathotogical breast tissue
over the frequency range (0.448 kÍIz

-

1 MHz) [Joss96]. The results obtained by

Jossinet [Joss96] âre somewhat consistent with that of Surowiec et a/., lSuroSS] and
Morimoto et a/., [Voit93]. In Figure 2.3 below, the relationship berween the in vivo
and in vitro studies described earlier is shown.
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Figure 2.3: Relationship between published in vivo and in vitro studies on dielectric
properties of breast tissues at radiowave and microwave frequencies. The region
identified as M-f-S, is the frequency region at which the studies of Morimoto et ø1., {990,
Jossinet 1996, and Surowiec et øL,1988 overlap. similarly, M-I,i.-s, and C-S are the region
at which Morimoto et aI., 1990 and fossinet 1gg6, Jossinet lgg6 and surowiec et aL, {988,
and Chaudhary et ø1.,1983 and Surowiec et aL,1988 overlap.

The frequency region identifìed in Figure 2.3 zs M-J-S (i.e., bet'ween 20 kHz to
200

1<Í12),

is the region of ftequency over which the studies of Morimoro et al.,

1990[Mori90], Jossin et, 1,996 [Joss96] and Surowi ec et a/., 1988 [SuroBS] overiap. The

ovedap could Provide a frequency region over which to compare the results of each

study. However, they each had employed a different methodolo gy for breast tissue
chancterization,

and had made

meâsuremerrts

on different breast

cancer

histopathologic types. Surov¡iec et a1.,1988 employed the experimental method

of

reflectometry on ductal carcinomas (invasive), Morimoto et a/., 1990 used a threeelectrode probe method for in vivo measurements on papillotubular and solid-tubular

carci¡omas (variants of invasive carcinomas), while Jossinet, 1,996 ulltzed a fourneedle hand-held electode probe to measure variabitity of impedivity in six groups of
breast tissue, with no mention

of

histopathological

different approaches [Chau84, Camp92, and Blad95].
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Among the studies mentioned above, the work of Surowiec et a/.,1988
[Suro88]
aPpears to be the most reliable. Since meâsurements were made on the central part

of the tumour, on the tumour surtounding tissue, and on the peripheral tissue, and at

normal body temperâture, this approach reflects the general knowledge and
understanding of the natural progtession of breast cancer development. These
measurements \x/ere performed strictly on infiltrating ductal and lobular (i.e., invasive)

carcinomas, and the measurement frequency tange Q0l<FIz - 100 MHz) is v¡ell within

the frequency range (i.e.,

)

1,

MIJrz) suggested byJossinet,l.996 [Joss96]. This is not

to say, in anyway whatsoeve4 that measurements at iower frequency, for example at 2

I{Hz, do not produce adequate variation in dielectric

parameters

for

potential

diagnostic pu{pose. The in vivo study of Morimoto et a1.,1990
[Mori90] had shown

that significant variatton exists at lower frequency for both benign and malignant
tumour.

of

A property of breast tissue that is of greatinterest, in particular for the detection
tumours via EIT, is its dielectric (viz., conductivity or relative permittiviry)

Property. Since thepublished data of Sutowiec eta/., L988 was identifìed to be more
realistic, the difference in conductivity (i..., the conrrast) of rhe normai and diseased
breast tissue was plotted in order to determine how much of a conductivity d-ifference
exists as a function of frequency. For the purpose of demonstration, a dimensionless

parameter that quantifies the conductivity difference or contrast, C was introduced.

Conttast C, is defined as the absolute value of the quotient of conductivity of the
diseased tissue (o o)

C_

to that of the normal tissue (o

)

as a

function of frequenc¡

od
12.41

6n

where C is the difference or contrast in conductiviry, 6 ¿ is the conductivity of the
malignant tissue in units of (mS/cm), and

o,
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in units of (mS/cm), respectively. The conductivity contrast plot is shown in Figure
2.4below.

Conductivity Contrast (C) of Diseased to Normal
Breast Tissue as a Function of Frequency

U6
(d

E5
U

'rÈ-4
!

U

.dö

o

U

2

Figure 2.4: Real component of complex conductivity (i.e., conductivity) conkast, C,
as a function of frequency for the published data of Surowiec et ø1. 1988. It is
obvious that significant variation exists between normal and diseased breast tissue.
This demonstrates that impedance imaging at radio wave frequencies has potential
in the detection of breast tumours.

It is obvious from the contrast plot

above that sufficient variation in conductivity

exists between normal and diseased malignant breast tissue,
ftequencies above 1

in

particular at

MHz. This indicates that radio wave impedance imaging has

potential as â breâst cancer detection and as a diagnostic tool since adequate variation

exists between normal and benign breast tissue as was also demonstrated by

Morimoto et al., 1990 [Mori9O] in the frequency range of 0-200 kHz. Based on the
study of Morimoto et a/., L990, an EIT machine operating, sày
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sufficiently adequate to produce virtually pure resistivity images

of the diseased

breast.

2.6

Discussion

Â

of the literatute on the histopathologies and d-ielectric properties of
breast tissue was provided. The breast v/as identified as anatomically simple,
consisting of three main components, the skin, the subcutaneous and
review

interparenchymal fat, and the breast tissue, which includes the parenchyma and the

stroma. Microanatomicaily, the basic histopathologic unit of the breast was identified
as the terminal duct lobular unit

btanches

of

(IDLU).

The TDLU is composed of the smallest

lactiferous ducts whose

size is approximately 1 - 2mm in
^vet^ge
diameter' Such size imposes a crucial requirement on the sensitivity of a clinical or
experimental breast cancer-screening system.
Since breast

c

ncer is the most common cancer in women woddwide
fParkg3], its

tissue chanctetization has atoused great interest both on the levels of screening and
therapy [Riga96]. In the studies teviewed, it was observed that significant differences
exist in the impedance Properties of breast tissue (viz. normal, benign, and malignant)
measuted both in vitro, albeit with different experimental methods, and in

vivo. In

vivo breast tissue chatacterization studies âre very scarce, mainly due to its complex
technicai requirements

þga96]. It

was determined that more extensive, particulady

in vivo studies of dielectric measurements of

breast tissue samples

is needed to

establish values more accutately from subject to subject (i.e., inter-subject variabiJiry)

and to investigate the reality

of

any differences between the myriad

of

breast

histopathological rypes.

If

breast tumours

to be detected at a physical size atwhich the probability of
^re
metastatic spread is relatively low (i.e., within the range 1, - 2 mm in diameter or prior
to Stage I and T1N0M0), an EIT system ought to be able to detect a breast rumour ar
the equivalent size of a basic unit of TDLU (i.e., the size of
àveÍerge duct).

^n
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Following detection, àfl

diagnosis of the histopathological type of breast
^ccùrz;te
tumour, from the recovered impedance image of an EIT system, is anticipated. This
imposed a futher requitement ori an

EIT

system, one

of being able to distinguish

between benign and maügnant breast tumour from the recovered conductivity
distribution.

2.7

Summary

The concepts and basic mathematics of dielectric properties of tissue were
reviewed. The electrical characteristics of tissues covering the frequency range from
radiowave

to microw^ve

relative permittivity,

can appropdately be described by using the properties:

t', and conductivity, 6. The breast v/as identified

as

anatomically simple yet a prodigious producer of neoplasms (i.e., cancers). Excellent

prognosis is anticipated u¡ith eady detection (i.e., at a physical size

of 1 - 2

mm),

despite the histopathoiogical vaÅarion of breast carcinomas. From evidence obtained

in the literature, mammographic screening can be quite unreliable. The general figure
is that it misses 15o/o of tumours though the size rànge of the missed rumours is not
clinically knou¡n.

More extensive studies of dielectric measurements of breast tissue samples is
needed to estab[sh values more accutately from tissue to tissue and to investigate the
rezltty

is

of

any differences between tumours and normal tissue. As far as

concerned, the most crucial feature

of

tissue impedance

is the

EIT imaging
existence

of

sufficient vaúatton between different tissue types to allow appropriate imaging. Such
variations, from sparse data obtained so far, seem to be available.
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Chapter 3
The Original Wexler 2-D and 3-D EIT Atgorithm

3.1

Basics of the Original Wexler EIT Algorithm

The Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIÐ algorithm discussed here was first
developed and demonstrated by !Øexler, FV, and Neuman [X/exl85]. It has been
futther expanded in subsequent publications [amb87 and \)Øexl88] and in patent
applications [Fry85], whete the algorithm is called the "Electroscân" system. Similar
algorithms have been published since [(ohn87], and the data processing method has

to as the "double-constraint algodthm" fMorug6] or the
"\)Øexler Algorithm" [Cond96]. A review of the original 'U7exler EIT algorithm is

recently been referred

presented here. Two- and three-dimensional computer simulations of breast cancer
imaging, using the original Wexler algorithm, are performed and the results discussed.

The basic principle of the EIT algorithm is that the surface voltages (i...,
potentials) measured under a given current density are characteristic

of a particular

impedance distribution of a reg¡onf organ under investigation. In the original \X/exler

algorithm, the impedance distribution is determined from the field equations and
subsequent estimates

of the conductivity

and

resistivity

distributions

^te
calculated based upon differences between the computed field values and the âctual

at the surface. Ân initial guess is made for the impedance
distribution and the system is solved for the current distribution for one set of
measured values

boundary conditions and the voltage distribution

for a

second set

of

boundary

conditions. New impedance distributions are computed using these results. This

is

repeated until a threshold criterion based on the minimum of a residual obtained from
these two calculations is reached (i.e., an error function minimizattonatgodthm).
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To demonstrate the computational

\üTexler

EIT algorithm in the imaging of a 3-D

object, a 3-D grid of nodes is defined over a cube @igure 3.0). The cube is divided
into a 3-D fìnite element mesh of n points. Measuremerit locations are shown around
the 3-D object.

,A.

particular excitation pair is indicated centered at points a and b, and

a refetence node is at

r.

The total current flowing through the electrodes is

node points, located at mesh intersections,

1. At
the potentials are computed for each

excitation (or view), and the conductivity is then estimated within the intervening
region inside the cube. An iterative

involving successive estimates of
^pptoe'ch,
potential-conductivity-potential, etc., is employed, as shown in the flow chart of
Figure 3.1.

T

I
I

v

,/

Figure 3.0: A 3-D imaging region. Region is divided into 3-D finite elements
where a and b represent a particular excitation pair, and r is a reference node.
An excitation pair is a pair of nodes where current is injected in one and
measured at the other. Reprinted, with permissiory from reference [Wexl85].
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In summary, the algorithm proceeds
Step 1.. Calculation

of

@

as

follows

and,i with Neumann

,{.ssume initially a homogeneolrs medium

potential

þ

(see Figure 3.1):

Boundary Conditions

with constant conductivity

and the current flux density distribution

7

(r).

The

(A/mz) are computed by

solving Poisson's equation (1.0). The interior current distribution for each excitation
case

is

determined

by fìrst solving for the intetior potentials with the

known

impressed currents applied at appropriate surface node locations. For this scenario,
the inhomogeneous Neumann current boundary condition:

",

',#1,=

is specified; h( s ) (A/m2)

h(,

)

13.01

describes the electtical current

flux density entering or

leaving the breast over an electrode surface. \X/ith these boundary conditions and

a

conductivity distribution estimate throughout the intetior, the voltage þotential)
disttibution throughout the interior of the breast is solved using a numerical
technique, in particular the Finite-Element Method trEÀÐ [Redd93 and Silv96]. The

FEM computes the field at node points for each excitation. At other points within
the elements,

@

is found by interpolation perrg?f. Once

@

is known, the electric field

-=

intensity E, is given by the negative gradient of the potential, i.e.,
E =-YQ
Thus, with

@

and

j

E

13.11

obtained, the electdcal cuttent density distribution is given by

=rcE =-rcYQ

13.21

which is Ohm's Law in point form [S7exl80]
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Initialize Conductivity
Distribution, k

Calculate Q and J

for Neumann Boundary
Conditions

Compare

Calculated to
Actual Measured
Potential,
Agreement?
Image Processing
and Output

Calculate @
for Dirichlet Boundary
Conditions

Calculate Revised

Conductivity

Distribution, k
Figure 3.1: The original Wexler EIT algorithm flow chart. The algorithm is initialized using
an assumed conductivity distribution. Potentials are computed for Neumann and Dirichlet

boundary conditions over the volume and over all excitations. Resulting conductivity
distribution is then compared to exact distribution. If satisfactory, the algorithm ouþuts
the conductivity. If not, the potentials from Neumann and Dirichlet are used to compute a
new or revised conductivity distribution and this succession continues iteratively until
converSence.
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The voltages computed from application of the Neumann current

boundary

conditions ate then compared v¡ith the acnnl voltages measured. Unless the exact
conductivity distribution

rc

is known in advance, there will be a discrepancy since K is

only an estimate at the outset. The procedure continues to Step 2.
Step 2. Calculation of þ with Dirichlet Boundary Conditions

The algorithm then uses the measured voltages to

cau,se

a

change

to

the

conductivity distribution to tend toward minimization of the differences berween the
measured and calculated surface voltages. This

is performed by computing

the

interior potential distribution from application of Dirichlet boundary conditions while
leaving the remaining Neumann boundary conditions unchanged.
Mathematically, the Dirichlet boundary condition is,
@(s)

= g(s)

t3.31

whereg(Ð is the boundary potential distribution.

This computation yields reasonable potential distribution patterns, even for very
apptoximate conductivity distdbutions, due to the influence of the applied measured
voltages acting on the interior region.

A

general-sparsity preconditioned conjugate

gtadient method is used to solve the resuiting equations pry83].
Step 3. Calculation of Conductiviry

of Ohm's law Q.2) over the intedor region employing both the
estimated i
[Step 1] and. þ [Step 2] for all excitations permits a

Imposition
previously

conductivity distribution K to be found that yrelds compatibiliry of the Neumann and

Dirichlet boundary conditions. \X/ith

7 as calculated from Step 1 anð, þ as calculated

from Step 2, Ohm's law is generally not satisfied. A residual R is obtained. To
enforce compatibility, minimizatton of the square of the residual over all points and

for all excitations is sought in a least square manner:

ft=

llll,r¡ +

rcYQ).

(7 +

rcYQ)
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where R is the squâre residual sum,

V is the region over which the imagrng is

performed, and X represents the excitations over which the sum is taken. Minimizing
and rcanangng yields

Ki=

-1lll,¡

Yþ dv

ro

YQ dv

llll,

t3.sl

v¡here K, is a revised estimate of the conductivity within eiement z. Equation (3.5),

which does not involve matrix opetations, is applied to each element of the mesh in

turn to update the conductivity distribution over the entire region within which the
imaging is being performed.
Step 4. Recursive Improvement

\)7ith the new K estimate computed in Step (3), the process is repeated iteratively

ftom Step (1) until convergence as illustrated in the flow chanof Figure 3.1. The last
step involves the processing and presentation

of the impedance image. Procedures

such as edge enhancement, histogram adjustment, and other image processing
techniques ate applied

to the graylevel image obtained from transformation of the

conductivity distribution at this stage. See Appendix

I for a simplified discussion

on

the physical approach of the \ùTexler EIT image reconsrruction technique.

3.2
To

2-D Computer Simulations using the Original Wexler 2-D EIT Algorithm

of the original \Øexler algorithm, 2-D and 3-D
computer simulations were perfotmed on a simplified model of the breast. These
computer simulations, though not f"lly reaListic, are nevertheless adequate
demonstrâte the potential

representations of the problem under investigation (i.e., imagrng of breast tumour).

In the simple 2-D case, a breast tumour is simulated within a homogeneous
background ata conductivity rzt:o of 4.0:i.0 respectively (see Figure 3.2). The region

is divided into 9x9=81 fìnite
Appendix

elements

with 9 gauss points in each element

II for a definition of gauss point). It is at these gauss points
37
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3.D EIT A¿GORITHM

in order to evaluate the required integtals.

Sixteen electrodes are

ananged on the mesh boundary and eight pairs of current injections/extractions are

appl-ied.

In order to eliminate contâct

active injections/extractions

^te

resistance effects, potential meâsurements at

not used in the computation. This scenario gives tise

to 3L unknowns and 84 independent measurements (i.e., for the minimum number of
excitations needed to recover the image, using the sometimrJ measurement pattern, and
measured using a multi-probe extension of the four-probe technique, discussed firlly

in Chapter 4, Section 4.3). This setup corresponds to a determinacy of approximately
1.04, determinacy, being estimated as the ratio

of the total number of independent

meâsurements to the total number of unknowns.

Figure 3.2: Simplified 2-D breast tumour imaging setup using the
Wexler 2-D EIT imaging algorithm. Arrows show points of
injection/extraction (i.e., excitations). There are 8 pairs of current
excitations. Background region has conductivity of magnitude 1.0
and central element (i.e, the tumour element) has conductivity of
4.0.

Figures 3.3(a-d) show a sequence of images recovered for the 2-D case of Figorc3.2

using the original \X/exler algorithm after 5,50, and 500 iterations respectively. The
gray-level images were generated using the sofnvare package MictocalrM Originru
5

¡4¡s¡sçn¡t^t Origi¡rn, Version 5.0, Copyright

O lggl-lgg1,Microcal
38

Softwa¡e, Inc.
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(3.3a)

-2-D Breast Tumour Imaging Simulated Problem

Sinul-ated Breast Tumour lmaging of Conductivity (4.0)

within a Background Region of Conductivity (1.0)
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(3.3b) -- Recovered 2-D Conductivity Image at 5 Iterations
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(3.3c)

-

Recovered 2-D Conductivity Image at 50 Iterations
Recovered Gray-ScaJ-e Inage at 50 Iterations
with the Wexl-er 2-D EIT Algorithm
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(3.3d) -- Recovered 2-D Conductivity Image at 500 Iterations

Recovered Gray-Sca.Ie Image at 500 Iterations
with the i{exÌer 2-D EIT AJ-gorithm
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Figure 3.3 (a-d): Recovered conductivity images with the original Wexler 2-D EIT algorithm for setup
of Figure 3.2. Image (a) shows the gray-level of ihe 2-D setup, (b) (c), and (d) show the recovered
images at 5, 50, and 500 iterations respectively. Note that the conductivify of the tumour element
increases with iterations and surrounding elements have higher conductivities than ideally expected.
This phenomenon is termed the "Tumour-Edge" effect for obvious reason.
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3-D Computer Simulations using the Original Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm

3.3

In the simple 3-D

computer simulations of breast imaging, the fìnite element

mesh was creâted using standard linear elements with 8 nodes (see Âppendix

3-D computer model of the breast adopted is a cube of 9x9x9

-

I).

The

729 elements with a

central element representing a tumour of conductivity 4.0 within the homogeneous

of conductivity 1.0 (see Figure 3.4). Twenty current injections/extractions
pairs are employed over the five sides of the cubic region, corresponding to a

region

determinacy of approximately 0.8. Measurements âre not performed on one side

of

the cubic region, which corresponds to the side at which the breast is attached to the
chesr

wall. Figures 3.5(a-d) show â sequence of images tecovered for

3-D simulation of Figure 3.4 using the originallüTexler algorithm

of the

each layer

after.

5,50, and

500

iterations respectively.

Layer I
Layer

2

Layer

3

Layer

4

L ayer 5

Layer

6

Layer

7

Layer

8

Layer

9

Y

X
Figure 3.4: Simplified 3-D breast tumour imaging setup using the Wexler 3-D EIT imaging
algorithm. Arrows show points of injection,/extraction (i.e., excitations). There are no
injection/extraction on the side of the chest wall. There are 20 pairs of current excitations, 9 layers,
and a total of 729 elements. Tumour element is located at (x=5, y-5, and z=5) coordinates.
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(3.5a)

-

3-D Simulated Problem

(3.5b) -- Recovered 3-D at 5 Iterations
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(3.5c)
o-L) at
3-D
ar' 50
ru Iterations
lrerauons
\r'JL,r -- Recovered
^Ecuverccr

(3.5d) -- Recovered 3-D at 500 Iterations

Figure 3.3 (a-d): Recovered conductivity images with the original Wexler 3-D EIT algorithm for setup
of Figure 3'4. Image (a) shows the gray-level of the 3-D setup, (b) (c) and (d) shõw the recovur"ã
images at5,50, and 500 iterations respectively.
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Convergence Rate of the Original Wexler 2-D and 3-D EIT Algorithm

To demonstrâte the convergence rate of the odginal Wexler EIT algorithm, the
norm of the error term is plotted as a function of iteration. The norm of the error
term is defined

as:

\l*",",, - rc*^.|

Error =

t3.61

Zl*,,,,,1

)-,

where G*"., is the exact conductivity distribution obtained by direct meâsurement,
K.r.. is the calculated conductivity disuibution, and M is the total number of elements.

Figure 3.6 shows the error norm plot (i.e., the convergence rate)
\X/exler

of the original

EIT algorithm for the 2-D and 3-D simulations that were described

over 500 iterations.

Norm of Error Te-rm as a Function of Iterations
for Breast Tumour Simulations using the

Vfexler 2-D and 3-D EIT Algorithm
550
-O-2D
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Figure 3.6: Norm of error term as a function of iterations for the 2-D and 3-D
wexler EIT algorithm for the simulations described above . Note that the 3-D
algorithm. converges much faster than the 2-D algorithm (to be discussed fully in
Chapter 4).
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3.5

Spatial Resolution of the Original Wexler 2-D and 3-D EIT Algorithm

To demonstrâte the spatial resolution of the otiginal l7exler EIT algorithm, the
fult- width athalf-maximum F\X/HIVÐ of a single low-contrast object of unit arez and,
volume is imaged
ceîttal location within a 2-D and 3-D region of zrea 2500

^t ^

element2 (i.e., 50x50 elements) and L25,000 element3

(i..., 50x50x50

elements)

respectively. Backgtound region is set at a conductivity of 1.0 and the central unit
area and voiume eiement at conductivity of 4.0. Forty and t'wo hundred and seventy

excitation pairs were employed to recover the 2-D and 3-D images respectiveiy which
corresponds to a determinacy of approximately 0.94 and 0.88 respectively.

F$IHM is a parameter commonly used to describe the width of a "bump" or
object

in a picture, when the object

does not have shalp edges.

an

It is given by the

distance between points on the 2-D profile at which the function reaches half its

maximum value. Figure 3.7 shows an example

of the FWHM for a Gaussian

function.

The Full--Wídth at Hal-f-Maximum (F[¡]HM)
of a Normal Gaussian Function

Figure 3.7:

An

example

of FWHM (Full-Width at

Half-

Maximum) for a Gaussian function. The FWHM is a measure of
,spatial resolution of an image and is given by the distance
between points on the picture at which ttrè functiôn reaches half
its maximum value.
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The unit arcafvolume central element employed in the 2-D and 3-D

breast

tumour imaging simulation approximates a Dirac delta function. The Dirac delta
function is often used in imagrng to analyze the performance of an imaging device. It

is useful to

to as simple an input as possibie.
the delta function in l-D is defined in terms of the following

meâsure the device's response

Mathematically,
pfopeftles:

õ

ir x*x'
L- lr X=X

(x-x') =< [o

t3.7)

ff uf" - *')dx' = t

"Area under function is one"

t3.81

The reconstructed image of a Dirac delta function is the point spread function

eSÐ whose normalized cosine Fourier

transform would corespond

to

the

modulation ttansfer function 04TÐ of the imaging system if the latter were linear and
space inv aùant [Moru9 2],

MTF (v) =

Jr'1"¡"or 2nvxdx
t3.el

Jrç*¡a*
where F(x) is the symmetrical point spread function, z is the spatial frequency (i.e., the

denominator used to normalizeMTF(u) by the total surface under the pSF.

If it is assumed

that the PSF is the Dirac pulse response at

z

rcglon within the

image, then the MTF is that region's frequency response. The PSF is a common tool

for quanti$ring the spatial resolution of the imaging sysrem. As mentioned previously,
linearity and space invariance ate prerequisites for the proper use of the PSF. Despite

the fact that EIT is nonlinear and space variant, the PSF can provide a useful
indication of the system behavior [Guar91 and Meth96]. Figure 3.9 below shows the

recoveted two-dimensional conductivity profiles
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described above for a central Dirac impulse (see Figure 3.8), generated using the
Student Version of Matlabo6.

Dirac Delta Function Representation

0.8

06
0.4

t.2

0û
Figure 3.8: The Dirac Delta function representation. One element approximates a
Dirac function of conductivity on the imaging plane. A similar r"pres"tìáfion of Dirac
function was used by Guardo et al., 199'L [Guard91]. Though, nòt f,rUy realistic, this

representation provides a good indication of the system behaviour.

For the investigation of spatial resolution of the !íexlet 2-D and 3-D EIT
algorithms, conductivity profiles as a function of elemenr posirion (elements) were
recovered ât 100 iterations. Fot the 3-D simulation, measurements of the FWHM
were performed

in both the

cross-sectional and axial

plane. The FWHM

values

obtained fot the simulations are relatively close to those reported by Ider et a/., L995

[der95] in the 2-D

case and

Methenll.

et

al.,'1996 [Meth96] in the 3-D case as shown

in Table 3.0 below.

u

Motlub, The Ianguage of Technical Computing, Version 5.00.4073, Copyright @ lgL4-lgg6,The MathWorks, Inc.
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Table 3.0: FWHM results of the 2-D and 3-D simulations of Section 3.5. Results are compared to
those of lder et aL.,1995 and Metherallet aL,1996. Note that results are quite r'i-ilur.

Obiect Position

Ider et a1.,7995

Methetall et d1.,7996

Wexler et d1.,1985

FWHM (%)

FWHM (%)

FWHM (%)

2-D

2-D

3-D

3-D

2-D

x-s: 10
Centtal

-

dâtâ not â\'âilable,

27

axial:12.5

3-D
x-s:13

24

axtal:1,4-6

x-s - cross-scctional plane, and axial - axial plane.

3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
--l'-'2-D

2.6

-A-X-

2.4
o
cf)

2.2

b

2.O

o

1.8

rJ

r)

Profilc (lnVHM = 287Ð

3-D X-Scctiorre.l Planc ProFrlc (F\VI.lÀf = 13%)
3.D Àrial Plenc Profilc (F\VLIÀÍ = 14.6%)

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

0.6

15 20

2s

30

35

Element Positions (Elements)

Figure 3'9: F1AIHMs for the 2-D and 3-D simulations of Section 3.5. The FWHM for the 2-D simulation
is 24"/' of the diameter of the imaging region. The FI{IHM of the cross-sectional and axial plane of the
3-D simulation are 1'3"/" and14.6% of the diameter of the imaging region respectively
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Discussion

The original algorithm of \X/exlet has many advantages over other methods, the
most important being that it transfers the difference in potential between the
Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions
boundary, unlike the procedure used

to the interio r

in Newton-Raphson-Iike

rather than

to the

methods [Síoo90].

This approach yields â spârse-matrix permitring use of efficient finite-elemenr method
solution schemes. Furthetmore, currents are allowed to follow nanstalpaths, and no
attempt is made to force them to behave in beam-like fashion. Image quality is not
degraded by contact and spreading resistance as is inherent in resistance projection
techniques [Bate80].

For section 3.2 and 3.3, the magnitude of conductivity of the central tumour
element for the 2-D simulation was determined to be 1,.36,2.21, and,2.64 at iterations
5, 50, and 500 respectively. In the 3-D case, the conductivity of the central element
was 1 .58, 2.42, and 2'85
5, 50, and 500 iterations respectively. Analysis of the

^t

recovered image appears to indicate that the recovered conductivi ty
eiement

is affected by closely surtounding elements. It

of the

central

appears as though the

difference in conductivity, between simulated and recovered, is distributed
equivalently to suffounding elements. As a result, the magnitude of the recovered
conductivity of the cenffal element is consequently lower than

^veràge.

This effect

appears to be more pronounced in the 2-D case than in the 3-D simulation.

Ftom the simulations described in Section 3.4, it was obvious that the original
\X/exler EIT algorithm is slowly convergent,
though the 3-D is relatively faster than
the 2-D algorithm. Fot the more realistic 3-D breast cancer imaging simulation
described in Section 3.5, the algorithm converges in approximately 3hrs and 47
minutes at apptoximately 8,000 iterations on a SUN!ø, SPARCstation-4. The spatial
resolution (i.e', FSTHMs) of the 2-D simulation was observed to be much lower than
that of the 3-D case. The original Wexler 3-D algorithm can only resolv e up to

in the cross-sectional plane znd

1.4.60/o

L30/o

in the axial plane of the diameter of animaging

region.
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Summary

The original \)Øexler EIT algorithm correctly solves the physics of the inverse
non-Linear ptoblem of EIT' It does so by solving Poisson's
equation, which correctly
describes the flow of electrical current in a heterogeneous medium.
However, to be
of any potential clinically (i'e., in the imaging of breast rumours at an early stage),
the
algorithm needs refìnement. At fìrst glance, it appears that both the
convergence rate
and the spatial resolution of the recovered image ought to be improved
drasticaliy.

other critetiaf standards should the \X/exler EIT algorithm fulfill/meet in
order
to be of potential in the screening/imaging of small breast tumour? This
question is
\)Øhat

fully addressed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
characteristics of the original wexler 2-D and,3-D

4.1
In

Err Algorithm

Introduction
Chapter 3, the odginal \)Øexler

EIT algorithm was identified

as being slowly

convergent and the spatial tesolution of the recovered image as being
relatively low
compared to other clinical imagrng modalities. To be of potential
in the clinical
imaging of breast cancer, the \)Øexler EIT algorithm needs ro be improved.

Improving the convergence ràte and the spatial resolution, however, do not
necessarily gu'anàrltee clinical success, since many other factors such
as the

aþrithm's

ability to handle noise and patient motion âmong orhers, need to be considered
in
order to meet expected clinical imaging standards. ,{.s such, the characteristics
of the
\)Øexler EIT algorithm is thoroughly investigated here, through a
series of computer
simulated tests and effects, in an attempt to deteffiine whether

it meets the expected

clinical imaging requirements.

The choice of an initiat conductivity distribution dictates the time it takes an
iterative EIT algodthm to converge, i.e., when the difference between the
calculated
conductivity distribution

is

equivalent

to the

actual measured conductivity

distribution' Does the Wexler EIT algorithm converge sooner if the assumed initial
conductivity distribution is teiatively close or equivalent to the correct one? r¡/hat
about the effect of different excitation schemes and the number of finite
elements on
convergence rate, and consequently, on recovered image quality? How
does the
\ùØexlet EIT algodthm
perform at shalp conductivity edges (i.e., at d.iseased-to-normal
tissue interface)? What about noise handling? Can the algodthm handle
noise that

CHATTER 4. CHARACTERTST,CS OF THE
ORTGTNAL IUEX'ER 2-D 4//T/3-D EITALGORITH/Y

exists in a rcaI clinical situation? These and
many more issues are considered here by

performing 2-D and 3-D computer simulation models
of simplified breast cancer
imagrng using the !Øexler EIT algorithms.
Results of these simulations are
discussed

and presented.
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Initiar (or starting) conductivity
Distribution Effect

rn general' a highty

^cctrtateinitial guess of conductivity distribution ought to lead
to faster conveÍgence speed
fMuraS5 and ,A.visg2]. If the initial starting
conductivity
distribution is equivalent to the
exact conductivity distribution,
similar to a null rest in
image ptocessing' the wexier
EIT algorithm converges at the first
iteration. This
observation supports the accuracy
of the computer code. using the
previous 2-D and
3-D simulation setups of chapter
3 (see sections 3.2 and 3.3), hercaf.ter
referred to as
the standad 2-D and 3-D examples,
the effect of initiat (or assumed)
conductivity
distribution is investigated.

In the 2-D and 3-D simulations of

3.2 and,3.4 respectiver¡ the centrar
element/voxel (i'e', the tumour)
had a conductivity of 4.0 within
a background region
of conductivity 1'0. The imaging region
(i.e., rumour and surrounding)
was then
recovered by making an initiar
homogeneous (i.e., conductivity
equar to 1.0) guess at
the conductivity distribution'
If the initial guess at the conductivity distribution
is 2.0,
3'0,4.0, or 5.0, the time ro converge
is acceierated. Fþres a.0
@_b)show the norm
of the error term as a function of iteration,
at conductivity distribution
guesses of 1.0,
2.0,3.0,4.0, and 5.0 for the 2-D
and 3_D cases respectiveiy.
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Figure 4.0(a,b): Norm of error term as a function
of iteration for 2-Dand 3_D sefup
of Figure 3'2 and 3.4 respectively. Initiar conductivity
'r,.0,2.0,

guess of
3.0, and, 4.0,
and 5'0 are shown. Note the increase in convergence
speed when inifial

conductivify distribution guess is crose to exact conductivity
distribution.
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Ftom the results obtained above, it is obvious that a good starting value will
ptoduce correct results, while a poor initial guess may lead to slow convergence
[Mura85]. As mentioned eadiet, if the assumed conductivity distribution is equal to
the exact distribution, the \)Øexler EIT algorithm converges in the first iteration.
Similarl¡

It

accr)n^te initial guess would lead to an improved recovered image quality.
^n
can also be observed that, at similar conditions, the \X/exler 3-D EIT aþrithm

converges much fâster than the 2-D algotithm. This is associated v¡ith the fact that

cuffent is not restricted to the 2-D plane

4.3
An

Excitation configuration and Measurement pattern Effect
excitation

p^ttetn is usually defined as a set of current injections and extractions

employed to recover an image. A, measarement p^ttern is a set of measured potentials

induced by an excitation pattern [Mu9a]. In iterative
to solving the
^ppto^ches
non-Linear inverse 'static' EIT imaging problem, the choice of excitation and
measurement Pattern is crucial to the success of an algodthm
[Mura85]. In particular,
it is important that the most reasonabie number and location of elecrodes is chosen
since the incorrect choice u¡ill affect the speed

of the algorithm and concurrently the

quality of the recovered image [FIua91].

In the literatute, one finds numerous
and measurement pattern distribution.

have given,

studies on optimal electrode configuration

Ä few are mentioned here.

Seager and Bates

in a comprehensive and detailed proof, the optimum

electrode-pair

position fot t'u¡o eccentric disks [Seag}4 and Seag85]. Newell, Gisser, and Isaacson in
a sedes of papets proved that for two concentric disks, the best cuffent distribution to
be introduced (with the electrodes) is the spatially sinusoidal one
[saa86, Giss87, and

Newe88]. Lidgey

et

a/., L992 employed progrâmmable voltage sources to obtain an

optimal currerit pâttern

þdg92].

Hlua et al., "1993 used compound electrodes (i.e., a

Iatger outer electrode to inject current and a smaller inner electrode to sense voltage)

to demonstrate improvement in tecovered image quatiry þua93].
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using a method that implements a voltage source

in order to

measure current

accutately, nthet than using a constant current generâtor, showed that improvement

in the stability of the hardware

leads

to

gre teÍ image quality [Bladga]. Recentl¡

Schuessler and Bates, 1998 in a study on determining the optimal number and type

electrodes

of

for thoracic 'static' EIT imaging, argued that compound electrodes, that

permit voltage measuremerft
improvement

of

the site of current injection did not yieid any p:.zrcttcal
^t
the image quality [Schu98]. They showed that by doubling the

numbet of boundary electtodes a reduction in the reconstruction ertor by almost two
orders of magnitude could be obtained.

It is known and generally

accepted that the number and location

of

electrodes

employed in an excitation pattern depends on the algorithm, the problem at hand, and

somewhat

on experience [Mur85]. To some extent, this is a correct

statement.

Flowevet, the fact that numerical schemes are used to solve the fìeld problem, allows

the introduction of truncation (or discretization) error that is incidental to image
recovery. Ï7ith that in mind, and considering the similarity between finite elemenr
disctetizatson and lumped element networks, Mu derived some ptacdcal observations

for optimal excitation and measurement pattern of the 2-D

and

3-D Wexler

aþrithm

[Mu9a]. Among the observations, of particular interest to breast imaging, are:

o

The etrot function minimizatton algorithm, namely the \X/exler EIT algorithm, can
address both over- and under-determined problem.

o

Netwotk formulation allows selection of the minimal number of nodes, in a
topological sense, without increasing determinacy. Subsequently, optimal
measurement locatiorLs can be derived. This observation is of particular interest

for the imaging of breast

cancer.

Sensitivity analysis and graph theory implementarion revealed that the reliable
region produced by the arrangements of excitation patterns is crucial in speeding

up the algorithm and subsequently in improving image qualiry. As demonstrated

by sensitivity analysis, not all the excitation panerns are necessarily needed for
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optimal recovery time and image quality. Rather, what is needed is an optimal
^tf^ngement

o To

thât can provide a reliable region.

eliminate contact and spreading resistance

measurement scheme,

i.e., the

sometimes

for

tettapolar excitations,

a

pattern, that discards potential

measurements at active electrodes produced more reliable image and reduced the

number of independent measufements.
changing electrode shape does not improve image quality significantly.

Â more comprehensive discussion on optimal excitation and measurement
pâtterns c n be found in [Mu9a]. For the purpose of this discussion, Mu's
observations were implemented on the standard 2-D and 3-D examples

of

simple

breast cancer imaging computer simulations model. Mu's observations were verified
using the standard examples of Figure s 3.2 and 3.4.

From the results of simulations it was observed that the \ùTexler algorithm addressed
problems that are slightly under-determined and performs well at determinacy higher
than 1.0. The

with more

sometim¿J

measurement pâttern recovered impedance images faster and

àccùràcy than

the alway p^ttetn, which uses all measured boundary

potentials including those

electrode sites. Excitation patterns that employed
^t ^ctJve
â symmetrical or near-symmeffical configuration provides faster convergence and

improved image quality. The combination of minimal node involvemenr, symmetrical

or near-symmetrical excitation patterns, and sometimie-r measuremerlt patterns provide

the optimal confìguration for the imaging of breast rumour. Similar optimal
excitation and measurement configuration was shown, via simulations using the
l7exler EIT algorithm, by Mu for nonuniform geomerry [Mu9a].
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Finite Element Mesh Scheme and Size Effect

As defined eadJeÍ, the forward problem involves finding the internal current and
voltage distributions ftom the known conductivity distribution and boundary
culr:entf Yoltage distributions. There is no analytic solution

to the forward problem

for an irregular and inhomogeneous medium. Thus fìnite eiement method or finite
difference method is usually used to obtain the numerical solution
[Moru96]. The
generation of a finite element mesh usually depends on the conductivity d.istribution
and geometric shape of an object (i.e., situation-dependent). For a forward solurion,

more elements will generally result in higher

àccurzLcy

but at the expense of higher

computational time and complexity [Moru96].

Ideally, the smallest object that an algorithm can recoveÍ

accvt2¿tely

would in

principie be equal to or greater than the

the case of eady stage 3-D

size of the finite element mesh. In
^vet^ge
bteast tumour imaging, the finite volume element (or

voxel) size ought to be apptoximately (1x1xl

=

1mm3) in volume,

if a tumour of

volume 1mm3 is to be tecovered. However, considering the avenge female breast
size, one v¡ül be faced with a rathef much complicated 3-D dense mesh, and
consequently

a formidable computing task. As such, many mesh formulation

schemes have been developed

computational complexity

in

to

address the compromise between accurzcy and,

solving the nonlinear problem

of EIT [York88 and

BerÐ21.
Mu,1'994 described a procedure that starts with a coârse mesh to obtain an initial
guess and a fine mesh to recover the image accurately

in the inverse problem. Mu

argued and demonstrated that the convergence period would be greatly reduced
coârse mesh were used

if

a

fitst to obtain an approximate solution, then a ftnet mesh to

teach the true image. The implementation

1994lM.u9fl.
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of this

scheme is fr:lly described

in Mu,
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Here the obsewations derived by Mu þAu9a] were implemented on the standard
2-D and 3-D computer simulation examples for breast c^îcet imaging (Figure 4.1).
The puqpose is to detetmine whether the scheme developed by Mu c n be
incorpotated into the \X/exler algorithm in order to provide an improved algorithm
that will speed up the original corìvergence speed and recove r an image of appropriate
quality for breast imaging.

of Error Term as a Function of It,erations
for 2-D Breast Tumour Simulations using
Mu's Scheme for switchj_ng between FHvl Size
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Figure 4.1: Norm of error tern as a function of iterations for the 2-D original Wexler
EIT algorithm with and without Mu's scheme for improving converfence speed.
Note that the 2-D algorithm converges much faster with Mu's scheme than the
original Wexler algorithm. Similar results were obtained for the 3-D simulation.

It is obvious that Mu's

scheme results in faster convergence.

fn this simuladon,

a

coarse mesh of size 5x5 was used in the first 20 iterations and a ftne mesh of 9x9 was
used to recover the true image for the same geomeffy.
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convergence BehavÍour Test on spatial Location of

Does the \)Øexler EIT algorithm converge faster

rumour

if the region(s) of interest

hasfhave different spatial locations? Murai and I{agawa 1985, using 2-D computer
simulations, observed that conductivity change nearet

to the

surface was easier to

detect than conductivity change in the internal region
[Mura85]. They atrributed this

to ân "inherent difficulty" with the inverse problem. I(otre 1996
[(otr96] developed â measurement strateg]: for subsurface electrical impedance
imaging from observations of an object spatial location convergerice behaviour.
observation

There are no other reported studies of the relationship bet'ween convergence speed
and spatial location of anomaly/ies. As such, in this section a comprehensive
investigation of the time the Wexler algorithm takes to convergence às a function of
spatial location of the tumour is performed.

To test convergence behavior on the spatial location of a tumour, 2-D and 3-D
computer simulations were performed. In the 2-D simulation, â tumour of unit area
1 element2 is imaged at peripheral, intermediate, and central locations within an
imaging region

of

arca (81 elementz,

i.e.,9x9 elements). The tumour element (or

pixel) has a conductivity value of 4.0 within a background region of conductivity 1.0.

The minimum number of excitations pairs is used, i.e., eight excitation (i.e., injection
and extraction) paits are used to recover the tumour using the sometimpr pattern. This
scenario gives rise to a determinacy

of 1.04. The spatial locations of the peripheral,

intermediate and central tumour element ate at (*=1, y=5; x=3, y=5; and x=5, y=5)
respectively. For the 3-D simulation, â tumour of unit volume 1 element3 is imaged at
the peripheral, intermediate, and centrai location within an imaging region of volume

Q29 element3, i.e., 9x9x9 elements). The rumour element (or voxei) has à
conductivity value of 4.0 within a background region of conductivity 1.0. The
minimum numbet of excitations (i.e., twenty) is used to recover the tumour using the
sometimes

Pâttern. This corresponds to

under-determined problem (determinacy is
^n
approx' 0'8). The spatial locations of the peripheral, intermedi ate, and central rumour
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voxel afe àt (*= 1, y=5, z=5; x=5, y= 3, z=5; and x=5, y=5, z-5) respectively. rüØith
reference to Figure 3.4, each voxel lies on the same layer, i.e., Iayer 5 but àte
àt
different spatial coordinates

as described above.

Norm of Error Term as a Function of Iterations
for a Peripheral, Intermediate, and. Central Tumour
Pixel using the Original Wex1er 2-D EIT Algorithm
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Figure 4.2: Norm of error term as a function of iteration for the peripheral, intermediate, and
central pixel element using the original Wexler 2-D EIT algorithm. Ñotã tnat the peripheral pixel
has the highest convergence rate when compared to thJintermediate or central tumour pixel.
similar observations were made for the 3-D oiiginal wexler EIT algorithm.

Figure 4.2 above shows the convergence rzite

of the \X/exler 2-D EIT for

the

peripheral, intermediate, and central tumour pixel respectively. Similar behaviour was
observed for the 3-D algorithm. It is obvious from Figure 4.2 above that if the

tumour is located at the periphery the'VØexler algorithm converges much faster than
if the tumour is located at the intermediate or central location. The central tumour
element takes reìativeiy the longest time to converge.
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The convergence characteristic and 'dynamic' of the \X/exler algorithm

was

investigated further. This time, tather than plotting the norm of the error term, the
recovered conductivity value of a background pixel on the edge of a central rumour) a

background pixei located on the perþhery and a central rumour pixel were imaged.

The central tumour pixel has a conductivity value of 2.8. The edge and peripheral
pixels have conductivity values of 1.0. The puqpose of this investigation was ro
determine how the conductivity value of the pixel of interesg described previously,
behaves

with increased iteration counts. Figure 4.3 below shows the recovered

conductivity value for the background perþheral and edge pixel, and a central rumour
pixel as a function of iteration counts for the 2-D simulation setup.

for the peripheral and
Pixel, and Central Tumour pixel using
the Original Vrlexler 2-D EIT Àlgorithm
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Figure 4.3: Recovered conductivity value as a function of iteration for the background
qSripheral and edge pixels, and central tumour pixel element using the original Wexíer 2-D
EIT algorithm. Note that the peripheral pixel lies within a conducti--vity of airerage value 1.0.
Similar observations were made for the 3-D original Wexler EIT algorithm. The coñductivify of
the background edge pixel first increases with iterations, but thãn hter drops to its normal

value of 1.0.
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The simulation results obtained in Figure 4.3 appearcd to indicate that the
backgtound pixei kept at àn

a.vefz;ge

conductivity value of 1.0 throughout the iteration

counts. The background edge pixei conductivity increases with iteration courit ar
eatly ttennon and later drops to the correct value. Similar observations were made

for the 3-D algorithm. \Mhat is also obvious is that if the history of conductivity
distributions is known from eads,er iterations, future distdbutions can be determined
by extrapolation. The last observation is further investigated in the next paragraph.

Fitting Functions ftnptoyed to Mode1 Recovered
Conductivity Value of Central Tumour pixel
using the Original Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm
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Figure 4.4: Fit functions employed to model the conductivity behaviour of the central tumour
pixel as a function of iterations. Note that the best-fit functions are the three-parameter
exponential and the three-parameter log respectively. Similar observations were made for the
3-D original Wexler EIT algorithm.
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The behaviour of the conductivity value observed above for the central tumour
pixel is modelled. The purpose is to determine the correct "fìt function" that will fit
the observed conductivity ptogression as a function of iteration. Since the focus is on

the central tumour pixel, no fitting functions were derived for the background
perþheral and edge pixels. Besides, the conductivity value for the background
peripheral and edge pixel ought to be ideally

^t

a constànt (approximateiy an

value 1.0).

Figure 4.4 above shows the

"fit

functions"

of the recovered

^verage

conductivity

distribution for the 2-D simulation described above. In this simulation, the cenrral
tumour pixel is at a conductivity value of 2.8 and the background region is at z
conductivityvalue of 1.0. Itcanbe observed that the best fìt functions are the threeP^t^meter exponential and logarithmic functions respectively. Fitting was performed

using the software package Origin MicrocalrM. The functions are mathematically
expressed as:

t=a-bln(x+c)

t4.01

b

! = ae*+"

14.rl

where a, b, and c arc fttttngparâmeters,y is the conductivity value atiteratton x.
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Spatial Resolution Dependency as a Function of Location of Tumour

In order to investigate the spatial resolution dependency às function of location
^
of tumour for the original \X/exler EIT algorithm, a single low-conffast object of unit
atea and volume 1 element2 and 1 eiement3 is imaged

^t ^

centr^I, intermed.i zte, and,

periphetal spatial location. The area and volume of the imaging region are 50x50
elements

(i..., 2500

element2) and 50x50x50 elemenrs

respectively. As discussed in Chapter 3, the

urriLt arcaf

(i...,

125,000 element3)

volume element approximates a

Dirac function. The FWHM (a measure of spatial resoiution) of the recovered Dirac
impulse was used to determine the spatial resolution of the simulated tumour. Table
4.0 below shows the recovered FWHMs of the central, intermediate, and peripheral

simulated tumour

of

conductivity value 4.0 within

a

background region of

conductivity value 1.0.

Table 4.0: FWHM results of the 2-D and 3-D simulations of Section 4.6. Results are compared to
those of lder et ø1., 1995 and Metherall et a1.,1996. Note that results are quite s'imilar.

Obiect Position

lder er a1.,7995

Metherall et a1.,1996

\Wexler et a(.r7985

FWHM (%)

FW',HM (%)

FWHM (%)

2-D

2-D

3-D

3-D

2-D

3-r)

Periphery

1,4

13

9

Intermediate

18

t7

17

x-s: 10
Central

-

data not â\'ailâble,

27

x-s -

It is obvious

axial:72.5

cross-sectiona-l plane, and

x-s:13
24

axtal:74.6

axial - axial plane.

that the resolution at pedpheral location is superior to that at

intermediate and central. \ffhen compared to values obtained from the literature, the
spatial tesolution

of the original

\)Texler 2-D and 3-D

similar to those obtained by [der95 and Meth96].

EIT were found to be quite

It is apparenr that if the loss in

resolution as a function of tumour spatial location could be compensated for, EIT
spatial resolution would improve.
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4.7

The "Tumour-Edge" Effect

From previous simulations it was observed that the Sfexler EIT algodthm fails to
give an acceptable image with shalp edges in a reasonable time. This effect is quite
obvious in Figure 4.3 above, and in the recovered images of Chapter 3, Section 3.3.
The conductivity of the background element that is located on rhe edge of the central

tumour increases as a function of iteration. This affects the recovered conductivity
value of the central tumour. This phenomenon is termed the "Tumour-Edge" effect
and is observed at diseased-to-nomal tissue interface as seen above.

If

the original 2-D Wexler algodthm is used to image a conductiviry function

the form K =l*sin2x'sin2y located within a host medium

y < IE span the picture) the algorithm

converges

of

with r =1 (where 0 1 x,

in only a few iterations with high

image quality. This represents â smoothly varying conductiviry distributton over a 2-

D case. However, if the conductivity distribution has the form of a square pulse,
had been simulated so far and shown below (Figure 4.5a-b), the

aþrithm

as

takes much

longer to converge and the resolution the at diseased-to-nomal tissue interface is
quite poor.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5(a,b): (a) shows a 2-D region with background region of conductivity 1.0. The central
tumour has conductivity value of 4.0. The ideal recovered tumour for the central sguare pulse should
be as seen in (b). However, the recovered distribution for the central element Lsing the original
Wexler 2-D EIT algorithm is more of a Gaussian (Bell-Shaped) type and has a peak cond"uctivity vãlue
of 2.64 at 500 iterations. Similar observations were made for the 3-D algorithm. In the 3-D cãse, the
recovered peak conductivity of the central element was 2.85 at 500 iterations.

In order to quantif,i, and later assess whether resolution at the diseased-to-normal
tissue intetface improves, a figure-of-merit is defìned that characterizes how close the
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recovered conductivity distribution is

to the expected square pulse. The figure of

merit is termed the conductivity profìte ratio and is represented by the Greek letter
As seen in

Fþre 4.6 below, t is defined
-

'L=-

T.

as,

wrh.
14.21

w, h,

4 Width of Recovered Conductivity Dist.ributíon
of Simulated Conductivity DisLribution
h, Height of Recovered Conductivity Distribution
h, Height of Simulated Conductivity Distribution
w" Width

Figure 4'6: The conductivity profile ratio, t. This parameter allows one to evaluate how close is the
recovered conductivity distribution to the simulated conductivity distribution. w. and h. are the width
and height of the recovered conductivity distribution. Similarly, w, and h" are thå width and height of
the simulated conductivity distribution. A value of 1.0 impliet ittut tn" widths and heights õf the
simulated and recovered conductivify distribution is equal to each other.
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Instrumentation or Measurement Device Noise Effect
From a review of literature,

subject

to

noise and

it was found that measurements

made

in EIT

are

drift arnfacts. Boone et al., 1995 [Boon95] provided a

comprehensive assessment

of noise and drift

system, and identifìed three possible sources

afiifacts using the Sheffield Mark

I

of measurement arnfact. These are the

intrinsic noise in instrumentation of EIT, electrode-electrolyte noise and drift, and
noise and ddft in skin impedance. They suggested that the insrrumenrs contributed
about 10oÁ, 650Á arose from the skin impedance and 25o/o arose from impedance

in the tissue itself. Sinton et al., 1992 [Sint92] published quantitattve
measurements of the Sheffìeld real-time EIT's [Brow87 and Smit90] noise
performance in realistic conditions. They found image noise traded off against
variations

spatial resolution by filtering the images. 'S7ang et a/., 1994
|Wang94]
showed that noise increased by a factor of up to 30 from the perþhery towards the

temporal

ot

center of a saline-filled Phantom image. They proposed â method to equalize noise ro
a

uniform level of about 16 dB.

The measurement noise effect introduced by instrumentation sensitivity

was

simulated using the original Wexler 2-D EIT algorithm. In the simple 2-D simulation

model of breast tumour imaging, the region is divided into 9x9=81 fìnite elemenrs.
The background region is at z conductivity ratio of 1.0. The central tumour pixel has

a conductivity value of 4.0. Sixteen electrodes
and eight pairs

of

on the mesh boundary
^te ^ffànged
current injections/extractions are appJied. Sometimes and alway

measufement pattefns wefe employed to fecovef the image.

To simulate instrumentation or device noise, a pseudo-random number generator
(written in C language) was developed and implemented in the algorithm to generate
random instrumentation noise data so as
potentials at node n from

E,to E;.

to corrupt direct measured

Images were recovered

boundary

with an SNR (signal-to-

noise ratio) of 70 down to 10 in l0-decibel (dB) interuals. Figure 4.7 below shows the

g^ph of contrast, C, a p^fametü that

was defined
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conductivity of the region of interest, i.e., the tumour to that of the background for
both the

sometimes and a/wa1s measurement

patterns as â function of SNR.

Contrast, C of Recovered Images versus SNR of
the fmpedance Data from which t.hey were Reconstructed
for the sometimes and always Measurement patterns
3.0
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Figure 4.7: Contrast of the recovered images as a function of SNR for the sometimes and ø.Izaays
measurement Pattern using the 2-D original Wexler 2-D EIT algorithm. Note that t}re sometimes
pattern provides the best contrast even at lower SNR. Results obtained with the 3-D algorithm
provide slightly better contrast.

Figure 4.7 above shows graphs of contrast versus SNR for rulnetimff and always
measurement pattern. Above 60 dB SNR, contrast curves reach plateaus tLrat

^re
essentially determined by the amplitude of reconstru ctton arafacts that extends out of

the tumour element, in particular the observed "Tumour-Edge" effect observed
above. The

sometimer Ft^ttern

exhibits higher contrast than the alwals pattern. Figure

4.6 can be used to relate contrast values to the visibitity of the ûlmour object in the
recovered images. With the

sometimes

pattern, the tumour is still distinguishable atan

SNR of 20 dB.
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Electrode-Electrolyte (orElectrode-skin) ImpedanceEffect

The human skin is divided into three pdncipal layers: The epidermis, dermis and

the subcutaneous fatlayer (or hypodermis) pigure 4.8]. The outermost layer of the
epidermis, i.e., the sÍratøm czlyterlm, is the site that is constantly worn out and replaced

by new cells. The contact impedance of the elecffode-electrolyte (electrode-skin) can
sometimes be much gre

tü

than the underlying tissue [Rose88]. The skin-electrode

impedance cân cause measurement error [Boon95, Hua93, and Riu90] that will affect
image qual-ity [Boon96]. Furthermore, the qrpe of image reconstfi.rction employed will

influence the effect of measurement error on the image. Boone et a/.,1-995, using
linear back-projection reconstruction fBarbST], showed that a drift

initial impedance of 100

Ç),

of

a

5o/o, from an

is sufficient to produce image distortion. lHua

et a1., L993

demonstrated, using an iterative scheme, that FEM models for electrodes can be used

to improve performance of an EIT algorithm þua93].

HL'IVIAN SKIN
Elasal
Colle
D¡fferent¡ate And
MovG Outward,
Creat¡nq New Skln
And DlBplac¡ng
sheddlng)

¡k¡ n Cells

Þ€ad

t:;;É-.:.éiîr,tffi

í.1ëj,t,

*è'Jåiåff'Ì¿å)''
* Reprinted, with pemission, from Naturers Rain, Inc,,

1997.

Figure 4.8: Anatomy of the human skin. The human skin is divided into three principal
layers: The epidermis, dermis and the subcutaneous fat layer (or hypodermis). rrru
outermost layer of the epidermis, i.e., the stratum colneum, is the site that is constantly
worn out and replaced by new cells. The contact impedance of the electrode-electrolytã
can be much greater than the underlying skin. As such, the electrode-electrolyte
impedance needs to be accounted for in image reconstruction.
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meâsurement pattern is used

to

measure

boundary potentiâls. Âs such, the effects of electrode-cofi.tâct resistance arc mit;¡1mal,

if

any (see Appendix

I for a complete

discussion of reduced contact impedance). The

impedance of the skin and that of the chestwall of the breast ought to be considered

in the imaging

reconstruction algorithm.

To appropnately

effect of the skin and chesnvall on image quality,

^cctrtarte

address the impedance

geometricâl finite element

models are required [Hua93]. Due to the scope of this thesis, the impedance effect

of

the skin and that of the chestwall are considered as future work and zre not addressed
here.

1t
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4.10

Electrode and Patient Motion Effect

Of interest to clinical imaging is an algorithm's ability to handle measurement
device motion and patient movement. In EIT of breast imaging, since images are
acquired with electrodes attached to the breasts, any spatial deviation from the point

of contact cân câuse image attfzcts [Saha85]. However, the image antfact caused by
electrode motion is latgely dependent on the image reconstruction algorithm
employed. In the $Øexler algorithm, since an iterative procedure is used for the field
solutions (viz., the preconditioned conjugate gtadient method), the preced.ing field
solutions serve as starting approximations to the succeeding calculations.

,ts

such,

electrode motion would not affect image quality signi{ìcantly since the starting fietd
values

of the previous

iteration, pdor

to motion, would be used to dedve

field

solutions after the motion. To veri$r this argument, â two-dimensional simulation
was performed (Figurc 4.9 a-b).

(a)

(b)

*A clockwise rotation of (a) by one element
in
size causes the elecbrodes to be displayed as

shown in þ).

Figure 4.9 (a,bl: (a) shows the initial location of the electrodes, þ) shows the final location of the
electrodes after a spatial clockwise rotation of the electrodes by one element in size. Central tumour
has conductivity value of 4.0 and background 1.0. Eight excitation pairs were utilized to recover the
impedance images. Motion is simulated in the interval of 50 to 51 iterations.
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In this simulation the region is divided into 9x9 = 81 elements. Conductiviq of
central tumour element is 4.0 and background is 1.0. Eight excitation pairs are used

to recover the image at 50 iterations prior to motion simulation

and, at

the L't iteration

after motion simulation. Electrode motion is simulated during the interval of the 50

to 51't iterations. Figure 4.10 (a-b) below shows the recovered image ât 50 and lsr
iteration respectively.
(a)
Recovered cray-Scale Image at 50 lterations
with the Original Wexler 2-D EIT ÀIgoriEhn
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(b)
Recovered Gray-Scal-e Inage aÈ 50 lteraEions

with SimulaLed Electrode Motion
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Figure 4.10 (a,b): (a) shows the recovered image before the elecfrode motion simulation, þ) shows the
recovered image after the motion simulation. Note that both images are similar and that the
conductivity of the recovered tumour element are 2.2'J. and 2.10 respectively.
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It is obvious that the recovered image prior to electrode motion simulation is quite
similar to the one recovered at the first iteration after electrode motion. The
conductivity profile ratto

r for the tumour

before and after electrode motion were

0.41, anà 0.39 and the recovered peak conductivity magnitude

of the tumour

were

2.21 and 2.10 respectively. Similar observatioris were made for the 3-D original
\X/exler

EIT algorithm.

Image arnfact can also occur

if

the patient moves (i.e., consequently the breast is

displaced) during imaging. This effect is quite commorr in existing imaging modaüties

MRI and CT plerr9T and Qana99]. There are no reported studies of the effect
of patient motion arafzct on image quality in EIT literatute. Here, a simplifìed
e'g.,

simulation

of a translational motion of a tumour,

âs a result

of patient motion,

is

simulated using a simple 2-D model of the breast. The central tumour element above

is translated from the initial spatial coordinates of (x=5, y=5) to (*=3, y=3). The
tumour has conductivity 4.0 and is in a background region of conductivity 1.0. This
simple translation is taken to simulate bteast motion and consequently movement

of

the tumour. Breast motion is simulated during the interval of the 50th iteration to the

5L't iteration. Figure

all,

(a-b) below shows the recovered image ât 50 iterations

priot to motion simulation znd at the fìtst iteration after motion simulation.

(a)
Recovered cray-Scale Image at 50 Iteraeions
with the Original Wexler 2-D EIT ÀJ-sorithm

345678
\Þnber of Elqents
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(b)

Recowered Gray-Scale fmage at. 50 It.erations

with Simulated PatienL (or Breast) Motion
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Figure 4.17 (a,b): (a) shows the recovered image before breast motion simulation, þ) shows the
recovered image after the motion simulation. Note that a higher conductivity is seen at the (x=4,
y=4) coordinates, midway between the initial and final coordinates.

From above simulation,

it

can be seen that the nØexler

EIT algorithm will not

perform that accurately in the presence of patient motion.

It did recover a

distribution, though not the correct one. There

motion in

EIT.

à few ways to resolve patient
^re
An obvious one is to imptove the original convergence r^te of the

\X/exler algotithm within seconds interval so patient motion is reduced.
The other is

to quântify ioss of resolution from the motion and comperisate for it in the algorithm.
The latter had been attempted successfully in MRI imaging of the heart [Muru94]. In
his MSc dissertation, Murugan,1,994 showed that contrast loss can be quantified and
compensated

for to improve ovetall resolution. This was attempted for MRI

SPAMM tag contrast imaging [Muru94]. A similar idea can be used here.
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Effect of the Third Dimension on the 2-D wexter EIT system

Two-dimensional Q-D) impedance images
usually made from planat
^te
arrangements of electrodes [Moru96]. However, electric fìelds canriot be constrained
to flow

i¡

a

2-D plane in

a

3-D object. Conductivity vanaaons usually depend on all

thtee cootdinates and hence voltage vadation throughout
cannot be assumed

to be in the 2-D plane only. As

a 3-D imaging

region

such, off-plane impedance

changes, in most cases, imply that 2-D meâsurements are subject to errors. I(uzuoglu

et al., 1992 aryt:'ed that the correct mathematical model

example, the human breast) ought to be represented

of z physical

system (for

in three-dimension [{uza92].

However, the use of 3-D fìnite element toutines, as ârgued by l(uzuogla et a/., 1.992,

usually leads

to a few major shortcomings. In

particular, excessive storâge

tequirements are needed and with some intensive computation. For example,

if

one

uses â 100x100x100 element model (i.e., 1,000,000 unknowns), this would result in

999,999lineady independent measurements (or equations) to solve simulraneously,

a

cleady formidable computing task.

For a better understanding of the effect of the third dimension on a twodimensional EIT system, an experimental study is carried out using the ìüexier 2-D
image reconstruction algorithm on a simulated 3-D cubic imaging region.

In

this

simulation the finite element mesh was created using standard linear elements with
nodes (see Appendix

I).

The computer model adopted is a cube of 9x9x9

-

8

729

elements (or voxeis) with a central Ditac delta element representing a tumour

of

conductiviq 4.0 v¡ithin the homogeneous region of conductivity 1.0 (see Figure 3.4,
Chapter

3).

Sixteen electrodes \fiefe àrra;nged on a hoÅzontal plane, centered on the

5't'Lzyer as shown in Figute 3.4. The minimum number of excitation pairs needed to
recover the 2-D planar images, using the

sometime.î

pattern, was determined to be equal

to eight. The original \)Texler 2-D EIT algorithm was used to recover images over 50

iterations. Recovered images wete obtained when the tumour was at the centrâl
position (*=5, y=5, and ,=5), a¡d at the following off-plane positions (*=5, y= 5, z=
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4; and x=5, y=5, and z=3). The recovered 2-D

images

shown

in Figorc

4.12

below along with the cross-sectionai profìles.
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Figure 4.12: Contribution from the off-plane when using the 2-D Wexler EIT algorithm to image a 3-D
object. This renders interpretation of EIT images difficult and should be addresses in the image
reconstruction algorithm.
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Discussion

An investigation of the characteristics and 'dynamics' of the original \)Øexler EIT
image reconstfi.lction algorithms, with potential
breast

c

in the detection and diagnosis of

ncet) has yielded some important observations. The tests and effects thât

wete performed here had the purpose of determining whether the original $Øexler

EIT algorithm could

satisfy the standatd requirements expected of a potenriâl clinical

breast cancer image-reconstruction method. The results of computer simulations are
presented and discussed.

In section 4.2,

the effect of the initial (or starting) conductivity distribution on the

iterative !Øexler 2-D znd 3-D EIT algorithms was investigated. It v¡as observed that a

good starting value would ptoduce coffect results, while a poor initiat guess may lead

to slow convergence or m^y never converge. This observation is suppotted by many

other studies where incoqporating a priori information within the image
recoristruction algorithm has led to improve convergence r^te and subsequent
improved image quality þvis95 and Mees95]. In the case where the assumed (or
initial) conductivity distibution is equal to the exact distribution, rhe Wexler 2-D and

3-D EIT algorithms converge in the first iteration. This observation is an indication
of the accr)r^cy of the image reconstruction aigorithm and code.

In section 4.3, an investigation

was performed

measurement pattern configuration. Using

to derive the optimal excitation and

a multi-port network formulation

as

discretized models, along with sensitivity analyses and graph theory, Mu, L994 [Mu9a]

derived some interesting observations on the effects

of different excitation

patterns

on the ability of an EIT algorithm to recover the image. Mu's observations were
implemented on simple 2-D and 3-D computer simulations of breast cancer imaging.

From the results of simulations it was observ'ed that the \X/exler algodthm addressed
problems that are slightly under-determined and performs well at determinacy higher
than 1.0. The

with more

sometim¿r

^cctrrz.cy

meâsurement pattern recovered impedance images faster and

than the alwals pattern, which uses all measured boundary
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potentials including those at acive electrode sites. Excitation patterns that employed

a symmetrical or

neâr-syfiunetrical confìgutation provide faster convergence and

improved image quality. The combination of minimal node involvement, symmetrical

or neâr-symmeffical excitation patterns, anà

sometimrr measurement

patterns provide

the optimal configuration for the imaging of breast rumour.

In Section 4.4, an investigation into the finite element size effect on convergence
rate and image quality was conducted. Mu, 1994 described a procedure that starts

with a coarse mesh to obtain an initial guess and a fìne mesh to recover the image
accutately in the solution of the inverse problem. Mu argued and demonstrated that

the convergence period would be greatly reduced

if a coarce mesh were

used first to

obtain ân approximate solution, then a finer mesh to reach the true image. The
observations derived by Mu þau9a] were implemented on the standard 2-D and 3-D

comPuter simulation examples for breast cancer imaging. Results

of

simulations

indicated that Mu's scheme improves the convergence rzLte and subsequently the
image quality.

In section 4.5, the effect on convergence

speed

of the

spatial location

of

the

tumour was demonstrâted. It was observed that better convergence rate is attained

the tumour is located on the periphery of the object than if
intetmediate

if

it is located in an

or centtal position within the object. It was also observed that

conductivity of the element on the edge of z cenúaI tumour element increases with
iteration count
decreases

^t

^t

e tly iterations. The conductivity value of the edge element then

later itetations. This phenomenon appeared to affect the resolution at

the shaqp edges of the diseased-to-normal tissue interface. This effect was termed the

"Tumour-Edge" effect.

If

the potential and conductivity distributions are known

from past history the distributions

^t

convergence c

n be determined

interpolation. This observation will prove crucial in developing
the convergence speed of the algorithm,

as

a method

to improve

is discussed further in Chapter 5.
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In section 4.6, an investigation of the behaviour of

spatial resolution as a function

of location of tumour was petformed. It was determined that the resolution of EIT is
spatially variant. The resolution

of a tumour at a perþheral location is supedor to

that at an intermedtate andfor central location. \X/hen compared to values obtained

from the literature, the spatial resolution of the original \,J{/exler 2-D and 3-D EIT
were found to be quite similar to those obtained by [der95 and Meth96]. It is
that if the loss in resolution, in particular at the diseased-to-normai tissue
^ppa;tent
intetface, as a function of tumour spatial location could be compensated for, EIT
spatial resolution would improve drastically. This issue

is furher investigated in

Chapter 6.

The "Tumour-Edge" effect identifìed in Section 4.5 and 4.6 was investigated
furthet in Section 4.7. It was observed that the Wexler EIT algorithm fails to give an
acceptable image

with

shaqp edges

in a reasonable time. The higher conductivity

value of the tumour has an effect on the surrounding edge elements. This affects rhe
recovered conductivity value of the edge elements, since their conductivity values are

much higher than the background.

To

assess the

effect of the "Tumour-Edge" phenomenon on recovered impedance

images, simulations were petformed.

It was observed that if the original2-D !Øexler

algorithm is used to image a conductivity function of the form
located within a host medium

with r = 1, the algorithm

K=l*sin2x.sinzy

converges

in only a few

itetations with high image quality. This represents a smoorhly varying conductivity

distribution over a 2-D case. However,

if the conductivity distribution has the form

of a square pulse, the algorithm takes much longer to converge and the resolution at
the diseased-to-normal tissue interface is quite poor. To quanti& th. difference
between the simulated and recovered conductivity atthe tumour location, a fìgure

of

merit was introduced. The fìgure-of-merit was temed the conductivity profìle ratio
and was represented by

t.

This provides a measure of how close the recovered

distdbution is to the simulated distribution and is used to assess improvement in
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spatial resolution at diseased-to-normal tissue interface. The resolution at diseased-to-

normal tissue interface is addressed further in Chapter

In section

6.

4.8, the effect of instrumentation or device noise on convergeîcetzLte

and recovered image quality was investigated.

measurement pattern, tumours

of

adequately from the background

It

was observed that,

with the sometimes

appropriate contrast could

be distinguished

region. However, for the alwEt

measurement

pattern, noise would affect image quality. The fact that the algorithm can handle
noise that will be characteristic

of a clinical ElT-based

system further adds

to its

potential in medicine.

fn section 4.9,the effect of electtode-electrolyte (or electrode-skin) impedance on
tecovered image qualìty was discussed.

It

was determined that

for the !7exler

algorithm the effects of electrode-contact resistance are minimal,if any. Furthermore,
^ccvta;te

finite element models of the impedance of the skin and that of the chesnvall

ought to be considered in the imaging reconsrruction algorithm.

fn

section 4.10, the effect of electrode and patient motion was investigated on a

simple breast model.

It

was shown that the results

of the original

\X/exler EIT

algorithm is not affected significantly with electode motion. This is so since the
\Wexler algorithm is an iterative procedure and the preceding {ìeld solutions serve

as

starting approximations to the succeeding calculations. As such, electrode motion

would not affect image quatity significantly since the starting field values of the
previous iteration, prior to motion, rvould be used to derive field solutions after the
motion.
Simulation of breast motion showed that the odginal Wexler EIT

aþrithm would

not perform that accurately in the presence of patient motion. Methods

were

suggested that would address this issue. Ân obvious one was to improve the original

convergence Íàte

of the \Texler algorithm

drastically so thât radiologically useful

images are obtained within seconds, avoiding any contribution to image deterioration

from patient motion during imaging. A more pracncal approach was to quanti$r the
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loss

in

tesoiution from the motion and compensate

for it within the image

reconstftrction algorithm. The success of the latet approach was demonstrated in an
MSc dissertation on MRI cardioimaging.

,\n

expetimental study of the effect of the third dimension on 2-D \X/exler EIT

system was conducted in Section 4.11.

It

was observed through simulations that the

2-D \X/exler EIT system inevitably produces three-dimensional current flow. This
renders interpretation of

understanding

EIT images dif{icult. This study has shov¡n that a detailed

of the natute of this 3-D effect is essential and ought not to

be

negiected. This effecthas justifìed the focus of this thesis on the developmentof an
improved\)Øexler 3-D EIT algorithm nther than the 2-D algorithm.
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Chapter 5
A Modeller-Predictor-Corrector (MPC) Algorithm to Improve Time of
Convergence for the Original Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm
Introduction

5.1.

In

recent reviews

algorithm

on EIT's algorithmic

- àn eÍtor minimization

scheme

-

performance,

the original

$Texler

was characteÅzed as being slowly

convergent [York87, Isaz92 andl{yri93l. Aìthough relative to other iterative methods
the convergence rate of the 'S7exler algorithm is somewhat slow, fundamentally the

algorithm is superior in solving the physics of the inverse nonlinear EIT problem. In
particuiar, the algorithm makes no âssumption as to the pâttern of flow of electrical

cuffent within a medium. However, as shown previously, its resultant time of
convergence and spatial resolution of the recovered images are not of clinical imagrng

potential (e.g., in the imaging of breast cancer). With that in mind, the focus of this
chapter is on improving the convergence rate

of the original !Øexler EIT algodthm

for potential clinically. The issue of low spatial resolution is discussed in the next
chapter.

Initially, the low convergence f.^te of the original Wexler algorithm is
demonstrated. Thereafter, a new Modeller-Predictor-Corrector (À4PC) scheme is
developed and implemented on simplified 3-D computer simulations

of smali

breast

tumour imaging. Results of computer simulations using the MPC method
discussed and summarned.

are

c¡IAprER

5.2

s.

A n4oDErLER-pREDIcroR-coRREcroR

(upc)

¿rcontrau ro

l¡.tppRovE Trll4l oF cotwERcENcE..

Time of convergence of the original wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm

The time of convergence of the original \)Øexler 3-D EIT algorithm
demonstrated eadier (see Chaptet 3, Sectio n 3.4 and Chapter 4, Section 4.5).

It

was
was

observed that the algotithm was slowly convergent (i.e., took relatively more iterations

to

of clinical imagrng
potential when compared to existing imaging modalities. For the pulpose of the
present discussion, a sJightly different 3-D computer simulation serup of breast
converge) and, considering the time pet iteration, was not

tumour imaging is employed (see Figure 5.0).

Figure 5.0: Simplified 3-D breast model. Volume has 15625 elements. One

hundred and ten excitation pairs were employed. The

'sometimes'

measurement pattem was used. The tumour element is located on Layer L3,

with coordinates (x=13,y=13, and z=13). Though not fully realistic, this
model provides a means to investigate the problem of convergence rate in
the detection of small tumours of the breast.
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In this 3-D simulation setup,
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a cube is used

to represent a simplified model of the

breast. The modei is divided into 1,5625 (i.e.,25x25x25) finite volumeffic elements
(i.e., voxels), with the central voxel representing the tumour (see Figure

5.0). The

tumour element is located ât the spatial coordinares (x=13, y-13, anà z=13). Two
hundred and nventy electrodes wete àfta;nged over the 3-D object surface, and

minimum number

of one hundred and teri injections/extractions

a

views were

employed to reconstruct the 3-D images. This corresponds to a determinacy

of

1.15

using the'sometim¿¡'measurement pattern. The central voxel representing the tumour
has a conductivity

of 4.0 and the background region

has conductivity

of value

1.0.

Measutements âre not taken on one side of the cube. This side represents the side

of

the breast that is attached to the chest wall.

Figure 5.1 below shows the norm

of the error term plotted

as a function

iteration for the recovered 3-D breast model setup of Figure 5.0 above.

of

It is obvious

that the algorithm tends to converge faster at eaùy iterations and appears to be almost
\^ter iterations. Though the time to converge is situation dependent,
^t
this setup took approximately 104 minutes (at about 2,200 iterations) to approach

"dormant"

converge while running on a SUNTX/, SPARCstanon-4.

It is obvious that in order for the 'S?'exler 3-D EIT to be of potential in the
imaging of small breast tumour, the convergence r^te or the time for a complete
medical scan ought

to be improved drastically. The Modeller-Predictor-Corrector

(À4PC) algorithm developed

in the next

section attempts

corrvergence so as to be of clinical potential.
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of Error Term as a Function of Iterations
for 3-D Breast Tumour Simulations of Figure 5.0
using the Original Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm
Norm
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Figure 5.1: Norm of error term as a function of iterations for the simplified computer
simulation setup of Figure 5.0 using the original Wexler 3-D EIT algorithm. Note that
the algorithm is slowly convergent. The norm of error term is defined in Chapter 3,
Section 3.4
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5.3

TheModeller-Predictor-Corrector(MpC)Atgorithm

Based

on the observations reported in Chapter 4, it is obvious that with

a

knowledge of the history of conductivity distibutions as a function of iteration, one
can condense and summarize the data by fìtting

can be used as a kind

of

it to a model. Modeling, in rhis case,

constrained extrapolation, where a few given data ate

extended into a continuous function, with an idea

of the function type.

Ideally,

ot close to the exâct conductivity distribution (i.e., the distriburion
being sought) ought to speed up the time for convergence. At what iteration does
extrapolating to

one have to inteqpolate in order for the algorithm to converge (i.e., where measured is
equal to exâct conductivity disffibution)?

A narve approach would be to extrapolate

iteratively (i.e., make a guess iteration number and interpoiate to that number), while
successively comparing conductivity distribution, until convergence is attained. This

is the scheme employed in the multistep predictor-coffector approach to convergence
as

implemented by Strobel,1,996 [Stro96].

In the multistep approach adopted by Strobel L996, a'characteristic' equation of
the processing algorithm is derived ftom past known conductivity distribution and
intelpolated iteratively, via multiple guess of iteration number, to exact distribution

until convergence. The dedved equation is assumed to be characteristic of the
imaging algorithm. The multistep approach was impiemented in the \X/exler EIT
aigorithm with little,

if

any, success [Stro96]. Though the convergence rate

initial l7exler EIT algorithm imptoved,

it

was yet not optimal

for clinical

of

the

breast

imaging. The Modeller-Predictor-Corrector (À[PC) scheme developed here attempts

to solve this problem. In the MPC algorithm discussed below, both the potential and
conductivity distributions âre modelled from past behaviour in a least-squares manner

and no guess at iteratton number is needed as
convergence discussed by Strob el1,996.
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The puqpose of the Modeller-Ptedictor-Corrector (IUPC) scheme is ro improve
the time of convergence of the original\)Texler EIT algorithm. In this approach, the

potential (or voltage, Q) and conductivity (¡c) distributions

of the processing

technique (i.e., the original \Wexler algorithm) are modelled nonlinearly over the first

to n itenttons. The modeled/fitted potentiai equation

as a function

of iteration

is

then extrapolated in order to predict the number of iterations thar is equivalent to the
measured/exâct potentiai distribution. The exâct potential

is

used

to

seek the

iteration number at which the algorithm converges. "lhat iteration number is then
used in the modelled conductivity equation to derive the corresponding conductivity

distribution. It is expected that the derived conductivity distribution will be close to

if

not equal to the distribution that is being sought. Realizing that the derived
conductivity wâs atrived
by interpolation, thus error-bound, the predicted

^t

conductivity distribution is then used to reinitialize the processing algorithm. The
rcintttaltzation step allows correctiofr

of the derived conductivity distribution until

convergence is attained.

In summary the MPC algorithm proceeds

as

follows

(see

Figure 5.2)

Step 1: Model Q and Kas a function of iteration.í.

The recovered potentiai and conductivity distributiofi.s, over the fìrst to n iteratrons,
are modelled using the non-linear least-squares

pl\lf)

(see Section 5.4

fitting scheme of Levenberg-Marquardt

for a discussion of the Levenberg-Marquardt procedure). The

fìtted mathematical equations as â function of iteration i, are expressed

as:

Q =Q(i)

ts.0l

/( = rf (i)

ts.l l

where O and

K

are the potential (or voltage) and conductivity distributions

iteration i respectively.
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least-squares fìtting algorithm and to

parameters", the correct actrnI physical peak shapes (i.e., the

fit

functions) for the potential and conductivity distributions history are required. In

it

Chapter 4, Section 4.6,

was demonsuated that the ac¡nI

"fit functions" for

the

conductivity distributions were in the nâture of types of three-parameter exponential
or logarithmic functions. Due to the fact that the LM method is an iterative process
that requires a user-defìned "fit-function", any inteqpretations from the final results
are only as good as the initial inputs.

,tfter all, the algorithm

on-ly optimizes the

information fed into it; it can not inteqpret it for the user. This is discussed further in
Section 5.4.
Step

2: Predict K at iteration .I( r, )

Once the optimal equations for potential, Q, and conductiviry, K are derived from
Step 1, the potential relation (5.0) is then used to derive the iteration number 1, at

which the algorithm is considered to have convergence. This is accomplished by
substituting the known potential distribution,

Qono,,n,

obtained through direct

measurements, into the mathematcal relatson (5.0). Unlike in the multistep approach,

where guesses at iteration numbet ate taken repeatedly until convergence, in the MPC

method no guess atitetatton number is made. Rather, the known potential (þon^,,) it
used to derive the correct iteration number,

/ for which the aþorithm is considered to

convefge.

ó. =ó(I\

ïs.21

K¿ =K( I )

ts.3l

tKnowil

¡

\

/

Thereafter, the derived number of iterations,

,I,

is used in the conductivity relation

(r¿). ,tt this stage, it is
distribution at iteration (f is equivalent to or

(5.3) to derive the corresponding conductiviry distribution
assumed that the derived conductivity

close to the distribution being sought. The algodthm then goes on to Step 3.
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Initialize conductivity, K

Initialization

Reinitialize

Link predicted

or

conductivity,

Reinitialization

K¿ to Wexler

?

'Wexler

Algorithm

Run
Algorithm

Correct
predicted conductivity K¿

for n iterations

,

by running it in the Wexler
Algorithm until convergence,
as

in Flow Chart of Figure 3.1

Model
conductivity,

K

distributions over

and potential, ø
I to ¿ iteration.

Q = Q(i)

/(=rcll)
Predict

K distribution at
iteration, 1

conductivity,

Qkno*,r:Q( I )

K=K(I)

Figure 5.2: The MPC flow chart. The algorithm is initialized using an assumed conductivity
distribution. A decision is then made if it is an initialization or reinitialization procedure. If it is

initialization, the algorithm proceeds to the Run, Model, and Predict steps respectively. The derived

conductivity K ¿ , at the end of the Predict stage, gets fed back to the decision phase. At this poin! the
algorithm recognizes that this is the reinitialization step. This, in turn, is fed to the Wexler Algorithm
for error correction until convergence.
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Step 3: Cotrect K¿ by re-initializing

The eadier assumption of Step 2,thatthe derived conductivity distribution (r¿) at

(f

is equal to the distribution being sought is not entirely correcl It is
obvious that (rc) was arrived at by some interpolation operations, quite likety it
iteration

contains some

error. To minimize the errors that might have been introduced

Steps 1 and 2,the derived conductivity distribution

at

(r¿) is corrected by re-iniaaltzing.

Re-initialization involves using the derived conductivity distribution (r¿) âs rhe initial
starting conductivity distribution in Step 1 of the original'Wexler EIT algorithm flow

chart (see Figure 3.1,, Chapter

3). ,ts well as removing any discrepanc|, the re-

intttaltzatton step assures the correct physical approach

of the original Wexler EIT

image reconstruction algorithm.

5.4
As

The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) Least-Squares Fitting Algorithm
stated previously,

EIT is a nonlinear

inverse problem and as such data

modelling requires a nonlinear approach. MathemancalJy, the building blocks

fitting procedure

o

of

any

are:

The data which represent the results
sevetal independent (input) variables

of

some measurements

in which one or

(x/, x2, xi) were varied over a certain range in

a controllable manner so as to produce the measured dependenl (output) variable(s)

1/,12,13 .....

o

The mathematical expression (a function or a set thereof) in the form

1/ --fl (x/,x2,xi,. . ..;p/,p2,þ3,.

.

..)

12=J2(x/,x2,xi,. . ..;p/,p2,þ3,.

.

..)

jtj--J3(x/ ,x2,x3,.

.

..;p1

þ2,þ3,. . ..)

which rePresents the theotetical model believed to explain the process that
produced the expedmental data. The model usually depends on one or more
parameters , þ1 , P2,

or

pi.

The aim of the fitting procedure is to find the values of

the pznmeters which best describe the data.
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It is necessâry to design a figxe-of-merit function (or merit function for short)
that measures the agreement between the data and the model with a particular choice

of patameters. As will be

shorti¡ in the Levenberg-Marquardt

discussed

(LÀ4)

method, the merit function employed is the Chi-Square (12) function. The parameters

of the model are then adiusted to achieve a minimum in the merit function, yield.ing
best-fit parameters. The adjustment process is then a problem in minimi zatton jn
many dimensions. To be genuinely useful, a fìtting procedure should provide

1)

2) enot estimates on the p^rametets, and 3) a statistical measure of
goodness of fìt fPresS6]. The Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares algorithm satisfies
Patameters,

these requirements.

The Levenbetg-Marquardt (LN! method is the most widely used algodthm in
nonlineat least squates fìtting [Doga83, Pres86 and Reic92]. It is very useful for
fìnding solutions to complex fìtting problems. Basically, the Levenberg-Marquardt
method þeve44 andMarq63] combines the robustness of a steepest descent method
u¡ith the efficiency of a Gauss-Newton method [Bevi92]. The steepest descent and
Gauss-Newton methods are comprehensively discussed in Press et a/., "1986
fPresS6],
Fletcher, 1987 plet87l, and Reich, 1992 freic9Z]. For the pu{pose of this d-iscussion
and its application here, only the key features of the Levenberg-Marquardt algodthm,

an algorithm that switches continuously from a gradient method far from the
minimum to a Gauss-Newton step as the minimum is approached, ate discussed
fPres86].

As shown by
approximate

Press et al., 1986 fPresS6], the following quadratic

a, genera,l

form

can

nonlinear fit equation,

X'6) = y-d.a+ La.V a

ls.4l

where yu2 is the merit function, the parameter used to determine what the best fit is

for varying (a) which is the set of M unknown fit parameters
the shape or curve that is being fitted.

D is an MxM
93
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paftal derivatives of the functions used for fìtting and d is a gradient vector (steepest
descent of order NÐ, th. fìrst partial derivatives of the functions.
For poor initial apptoximations, the method of steepest descent will localize the fìt
patameters by finding the next parameter values (an"*ù, using the current fit parameters
(a.u), via the following equation,
âne*t = â.u,

If

* D-l . [Yxt (a.*)]

ls.5l

the initial guess is fairly close, the Hessian matrix [Pres86] merhod works better for

finding the minimized values (a-i,,), by using rhe current fìt parameters (acu) as shown
below,

âmin = âcu.

-

const x V12 (a.ur)

ts.6l

Upon carrying out the panal derivatives of the merit function, y2
vector

(þ

and a marrix

(a)

zre derived that represents

'ß,K=-!òx'
2àau
d*t

1

ò,

and, rcarcangng, a

the fit parameters,

ts.7l

l,

2 àaoòa,

ts.8l

After detetmining the panal derivatives from the gradients, a second derivative
term arises, causing a destabilization during the fìtting routine. The contribution of
the second term, which tends to cancel itself out when summed over all data points
(1rJ),

can be neglected, simpli$ring the akr tetm. Hence, ignoring the term gives the

following for the Hessian matrix, when summed over all the data points in the curve,

N,

d,,
Àr=$

f

[ðY(x,;a)

âY(x,;a)I

?"? L ðuo òu, J
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Using the inverse of the Hessian matrix, the step size can be rewritten as â set of

ltnex equations that can be solved for the ne\¡/ step size, 6a,,

õa,

=J-*
Bo
utt

ts.10l

The new steP, is then added to the current value, and tested in the merit equation for
"best

fit".

Similarþ, the steepest descent formula of equation [5.6] translares ro,

6u,

-

constantxB,

t5.111

which is then subtracted from the cufferit value to give the new pffi^metens for testing

the "best

fìt".

The final "best fit" solution is arrived when fz is at a minimum, or

when Bo values arc 0 at

all,

k values.

It should be noted that any changes in

would not affect the final p^fàmetü fit values, since its

on-ly puqpose is

ao¡

to determine

the rate (i.e., the step size) at which the minimum is obtained.

The Levenberg-Marquardt method combines the inherent stabiliry of steepest
descent with the quadratic convergence nate of the Gauss-Newton method âs
described in the previous section. The algorithm uses the method of steepest descent

to determine the step size when the results arc far from the minimum,

õu, - constantxB,
ôa' =

J-'þo
unt

But as the solution approaches the minimum, the algorithm switches to the Hessian
matrix for determining the step size in order to zero in on the best
rcaltzed that by combining equations [5.10 and 5.11], the
methods can be derived

15.1,21,

95
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õa,=

where

a

à #"Or

is a new matrix obtained by combining [5.10 and 5.11] and is defined as,

ü¡¡

:att (l+L)

d¡ =ü¡r
and

ls.tzl

)"(h>>

(,r = 1....M)

[s.13]

(j *k)

ts.14l

1) is a rcgiarizznon constant (or fudge factor) to regulate the step size.

Marquardt's equation 15.1'2) spans the fult range

of the fitting

processes, from the

method of steepest descent to the Hessian matrix (or Gauss-Newton) method.
The algorithm is usually implemented as follows:

o
o
.

Computey2(a).
Guess at a modest value for À,, say )"
Solve equation 15.1,21for

' If

y'2(a +

ða) > X'(^),

= 0.001.

ôa and evaluate f2(a + ôa).

increase

), by a factor of 10 (or

any other substantial

factor).

' If X2(a + ôa) <X'@), decrease )"by a factor of 10, and update the trial solution.
The algorithm iterates until some convergence criterion is reached. Typically this
means when a minimum in the reduced 12 is reached.

The LM method works very well in practice and has become the standard

nonlinear least-square routine
implemented

of

the

[Bevi92]. The Levenberg-Marqtart scheme

in Stepl of the Modeller-Predictor-Corrector to

is

model potential

(voltage) and conductivity distributions from a knowledge of their past history and an
idea of their cotrect^ct.) lphysical peak shapes (i.e., the {ìt function).
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3-D Computer Simulations using the MpC Algorithm

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Modeller-Predictor-Coffector
in improving the convergence râte of the original \X/exler 3-D EIT
algorithm, the previous 3-D simulation of small breast rumour imagrng described in
(IVIPC) scheme

Section 5.2 is repeated with the MPC scheme.

The modelüng is done over the first two to fifteen iterations, conductivity and
potential distributions âre ptedicted at the 15th iteration, and the correction is done
over the next fìve iterations (i.e., a total of 20 itenaons for an approximate time of
7'4 minutes). To demonstrate and compare its ability in improving convergence rate,
a compaitsori to the original \X/exler and multistep approach of Strobel, 1996 is

ptovided. Figure 5.3 below shows the error norm plot as a function of iteration
count for the original'V?exler, Strobel's multistep, and the MPC methods employed
hete.
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of Error Term as a Function of lt.erations
for 3-D Breast Tumour Simulations of Figure 5.0
using the Original Wexler, Strobel's Multistep,
Norm

and

MPC Met.hods
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Figure 5'3: Norm of error tern as a function of iterations for setup of Figure 5.0 using the
original wexler 3-D EIT, strobel's multistep, and MpC methods. Note that the MpC
method provides faster convergence than the mutistep or original Wexler 3-D EIT
methods. The recovered conductivity distribution at 10 iterations is also shown.
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Itis obvious from Figure 5.3 that the MPC algorithm succeeds in obtaining fast
and quite a.ccùrate recovery of the conductivity distribution. Though the image
recovered by Sttobel's multistep apprcach [Stro96] is close to rhat recovered using the

MPC scheme, the time to converge (approximately 16.3 minutes) was much longer
than the MPC scheme. At 20 iterations, for a time perio d of 7 .4 minutes, on a
SUNìø, SPARCstation-4, the recoveted conductivity distribution, obtained using the

MPC aþrithm, was determined to be quite close to the ex ct conductivity
distribution. Using the concept of the conductivity profile matching raao t (0 < t <
1), introduced in Chapter 4, the T value for the original, multistep, and MpC merhods

were determined to be equal to 0.35, 0.78, and 0.82 respectively. The difference
between the MPC tecovered conductivity distribution to that of the exact distribution

was identified

to be at the diseased-to-normal tissue interface.

Measurement

of

F$7HM's on the recovered image at 20 itennons in the cross-sectional and axial plane
wete 6.20/o and,7

.1'o/o

of the diameter of the imaging region respectively. These results

were an improvement over the original algorithm with FWHMs values

of

13.00/o and

14'6oh in the cross-sectional and axial plane for the central tumour respectively.
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Discussion

Using simulations, the original nØexler 3-D EIT algodthm was identified to be
slowly convergent. Method was devised to improve its convergence time. From
observations made eadier in Chapter 4,

it appears that if the history

of potential and

conductivity distributions is known, one can predict their distributions zt

time' This observation

a

was at the basis of the Modeller-Pred.ictor-Corrector

fgt¡ue

$fpc)

scheme adopted here to improve time of convergence.

In the MPC

scheme, the history of potential and conductivity distributions wAS

modelled over the second

to n itentson period. Although the algorithm is quite

stable, the recovered potential and conductivity distributions at the first iteration were

not employed in the modelling phase. From expedence obtained with the Wexler
iterative algorithm, the first iteration was always regarded as the iteration at which the

algorithm begins to "settle" down and the iteration at which it is gettin g rcady for

a

"kick stârt". Though, as mentioned above, the Levenberg-Marqu ardt algorithm is
very effìcient in determining the most appropriate nonlinear fit paramerers,
sometimes the method converges upon a local minimum,

or one or more of

pat^meter values may tend to infinity. As such, the use of incorrect

the

"fìt functions"

forms, for further interpretation, would lead to erroneous results. Flowever, in this
appJication

of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, the correct "fit functions"

were

employed as derived carefully in Chapter 4. These were identified experimentally in

Chapter

4 to be of tlpe

three-parzmeter exponential and logarithmic functions

tespectively.

Once modelled, the potential and conductivity relations were used to derive the
conductivity distdbution at which the algorithm will converge or be relatively close ro

corivergence. To minimize ernofs that may have propagated as a result of the
interpolation operations petformed on the relations, in an attempt at deriving the
conductivity distribution, the recovered distribution was used

to reinitialize the

original l7exler algorithm. This ensures that the correct physical approach of the
\X/exler algorithm is employed.
i00
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The result of the simulation performed on the simplified 3-D breast model
indicates that the MPC aþrithm is quite effective in improving the time of
convergence.

At 20 iterations, for a time

perio

d of 7.4 minutes, the recovered

conductivity distribution was determined to be quite similar to the exact conductivity

distribution that was being sought. The conductivity profile matching rano

"c

(0 <

r

<

1), for the original, multistep, and MPC methods were determined to be 0.35, 0.78,

and 0.82 respectively. Âs mentioned above, the difference between the MPC
recovered conductivity profile to that of the exact distribution was identified to be

primariþ at the diseased-to-normal tissue interface. Note that this effect, termed the
"Tumour-Edge" eadier)'was initialty identified in Chapter

4.

Measurement of F\X/HM's on the recovered images at 20 itentions

sectionai and axtal plane were 6.20/o and

7.1,o/o

in the cross-

of the diameter of the imaging region

respectively. An obvious improvement over the original algorithm with FWHMs
values 13.0% and

1'4.60/o

of

in the cross-sectional and axial plane respectively.

Despite the major improvement

in the time of

convergence

of the algorithm,

using the MPC algorithm, now companble to existing imaging modalities, the spatial

resolution

of the recovered

conductivity d-istribution,

normal tissue intetface, still requires improvement.

r01

in particular at diseased-to-
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Summary

The time to convergence of the original'slexler EIT algodthm was demonstrated,

using computer simulations, to be relatively inappropdate

in the imaging of

early

bteast tumours. The multistep acceleration to convergence as proposed by Strobel,
1996, was identified to be an improvement yet unacceptable

in the imaging of breast

tumour. A new algorithm - the Modeller-Predictor-Corrector

(À4PC) - was developed

with the obiective to drastically improve convergence rate of the odginal Wexler EIT
algorithm.
Results of the 3-D computer simulation appear to indic^te thàt the MPC method

is quite effective in improving convergence time. A cJinically useful image, showing
the tumour, was recovered in 20 itentons. This recovery process took approximately
7.4 minutes on â SUN\)ø6, SPARCstation-4. However, the resolution,

diseased-to-normal tissue interface,

of the recovered

image wâs

in

parnoÅar at

not of

potential. This issue is investigated and addressed fully in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 6
A Locator-Compensator (LC) Algorithm to Improve Spatial Resolution
of the Original Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm
fntroduction

6.1

The transition of EIT ftom the laboratoly to the clinic can only occrü if the spatial

resolution of the technique imptoves so as to be comparable to,

if not better than,

present clinical imaging modalities. Dijkstra et a/., 1993, in a review article on EIT,
argued that the poor spatial resolution of the technique, which is only about L00/o

of

the diameter of the body, is a major disadvantage in'staric'imaging
[Dijk93]. As such,
they concluded that the greatest potential clinical application of EIT ought to be in

'dynamic' imaging (e.g.,

in the monitoring of

cardiopulmonary function). Other

authors have came to similar conclusions [Camp94,Jong94,Moru96, and l(otr97].

In

Chapter 4, Section 4.6, the full-width half-maximum lFrJirHM, a measure of
spatial resolution) of the original \')Texler 3-D EIT 'static' imaging algorithm was

shown

to be approximately L30/o in

cross-sectional plane, 1,1,o/o, and 9o/o

of

the

diameter of the imaging region fot a central, intermediare, and pedpheral recovered

Dirac impulse, respectively. Further,

in Chapter 4 the ability to

image

shaqp

conductivity changes, e.g., at diseased-to-normal tissue interface, was demonstrated to

be relatively

poor. Using the MPC aigorithm of

Chapter 5,

it

was shown that the

spatial resolution at diseased-to-normal tissue interface improved slightly. Here, the
focus is on substannaly improving the resolution at the sharp edge of the diseased-to-

normal tissue.
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In an attempt to improve the original'$flexler EIT algorithm, Condamines and
Marsili, 1994 observed that the algorithm provides good qualitative results but is
quantitatively less
Simpty stated, the algorithm locates the
^ccuÍate [Cond96].
region(s) of interest (i.e., tumourþ))
very low iteration count, irrespective of the
^t ^
size and type (e.g., benign or maltgnant) of the regron(s). Flowever, the recovered
conductivity distribution detail, at such

eatJly

itennon, is somewhat far fuom what is

desired (i.e., what is being sought).

In Chapter 2, it

was discussed that for

àccvtz:te diagnosis, a breast lesion ought

equivalent

EIT to be of cünical potential and for

an

to be detected at an early stâge, physically

to ân approximate size of L-2 mm. Thus, it

appears that

the spatial

resolution that can be obtained with the original !íexler algorithm is not suitable to
image small breast tumours. This chapter focuses on improving the algorithm's
present limit

of

breast lesions.

spatial resolution ând attempts

to refìne its ability to detect

smail

A novel algorithm, termed the Locator-Compensator (I-C) algorithm,

is developed and implemented on realistic 3-D computer simulations of small breast
tumour imaging. Results of simulations are discussed and summatized.

6.2

spatial Resolution of the original wexler 3-D Err Algorithm

For the Pu{pose of this section, the simpJifìed 3-D model of the breast adopted

fot Chapter 5, Section 5.5 is employed. The focus here is on investigating the spatial
resolution of the original \)Øexler 3-D EIT algorithm nther than on irs convergence
rate discussed was in Chapter

5. The region to be imaged

(i.e., a cube) is divided into

1,5625 Q.e.,25x25x25) finite volumetric elements (i.e., voxels),

with a central voxel

representing the tumour (see Figure 6.0). The tumour element is spatially located at

the cootdinates (x=13, y=13, and z=13). Two hundred and twenty electrodes were
ananged over the 3-D object surface and one hundred and ten injections/extrâcrions

views were emPloyed

to

reconstruct the 3-D images. This corresponds

to

^
determinacy of 1.15 using the'sometim¿¡' measurement pâttern. The voxel representing

t04
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the tumour has a conductiviq, of 4.0 and is within a background region of
conductivity value 1.0. Measutements are taken on five sides of the cube. The
remaining side tepresents the side of the breast that is attached to the chest wall.

X

Figure 6.0: A simplified 3-D breast model for simulation of Section 6.2.
Volume has 15625 elements. One hundred and ten excitation pairs were
employed. The tumour element is located on Layer 13, with cioordinates
(x=13,y=13/ and z=13). Though not fully realistii, this simplified model
provides a mean to investigate the limit of spatial resolution of EIT breast
cancer imaging

Figure 6.1 below shows rfre recovered images of iayers 1,1.,1,2,1.3,L4,and 15 for
the central tumour voxel of Figure 6.0. The sparial resolution (or the FWHMs) in the
cross sectional and axial planes

for the recovered image of the tumour voxel

approximatery L2.60/o and 13.8o/o of the diamerer of the imagrng region.
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Figure 6.1: Recovered images of layers 1.L, 12, 'J.9, 1,4, and 15 (from top) using the original Wexler 3-D
EIT algorithm at 50 iterations. The Ft{IHMs (or spatial resolution) in thelross-seãtional and axial

planes for the tumour voxel are approximately 12.6% and 13.8% of the diameter of the imaging region.
Note that to accommodate for gray scaling, the elements had to be double in size. In reali[r, Ih".ã ur"
25x25 elements on the 2-D image shown above.
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6.3

EIT's Limit of Spatiat Resolution: A Discussion

The quality of an impedance imaging system is directly and closely related to the
image it can provide, and therefore to the reconstruction aigorithm, that it is to say,

the stability of ìhe algorithm, reconstruction time, precision of the reconstructed
image, computing complexity, etc. þ4oru96]. There are a number of ways one can ffy

to improve resolution. One way is by incoqporating a priori knowledge of
location

of

various tissues and the range

Mees95, and Bays98].

It

of corresponding

appeats that correct

the

impedances [rtvis95,

a pnori information is

usually not

readily avallable, for example the conductivity values within most anatomical regions
not known [Dehg99]. However, with recent developments in 'EIT spectroscopy?,
^re
impedance mapping of anatomical structures and organs contribute to the knowledge

of tissue characterization [Brow95].
Some authors have argued that in order to obtain high resolution with EIT, high
precision impedance meâsurements are needed since the image reconstruction process

is ill-conditioned and small errors in measurement can lead to large errors in the final

image fBarb 95 and Boon96]. Maybe this is so for 'dynamic' imaging-based
algorithms. However, for iterative aigorithms, e.g., the 's7exler EIT image
reconstruction method, ill-conditioning is generally not much

of a Ltrntation

as has

been demonstrated here.
\X/ith respect to EIT hardware, as seen in the literature,
the general notion is that

formidable instrumentation problems exist, due main-ly to the interaction

of finite

cuffent drive ouput impedance, recording ampJifìer common mode rejection, and
unequal skin-elecuode impedances [Boon97]. Consequently, the spatial resolution

of

EIT would be limited. However, many of the instrumentation problems that were
orLce considered troublesome have now been overcome
[Boon97]. Some have
employed sttategies like using additional electrodes, multiple electrode current
injection, or recording at muitiple frequencies, to improve image
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From simulations performed here and a review of literatur e, it appears that the
maior diffìculties with itetative-based 'static' imaging algorithms âre convergence
problems (ditectly related

to the guess made at initial conditions), noise and. an

model of the physical system being imaged [Riga96]. Despite these hurdles,
reconstruction methods that arc based on ân iterative algorithmic approach

^ccùnàte

EIT

generally provide highet image quality than direct methods
[York88 and Shah95].

A few interesting

observations on spatial resolution

of EIT can be found in the

literature. In particular, I(otre, 1,997 remarked that the spatial resolution of a 'static'
recovered

image

EIT image is iow and observed that it is worst towards the center of the

[(otr97]. Ider

et a1.,1995,

using an iterative backprojection algorithm, showed

that the full-width half-maximum

(FIùØHÀÐ,

of 2-D singie-object pernrrbations for

central, intermediate, and perþheral high-contrast objects arc 27o/o,1,8o/o and

1,4o/o

of

the imaging region diameter respectively [det95]. Similar observatiorìs were made for
the original \X/exler EIT algorithm. It was further demonstrated that the resoluti on

^t

normal-to-diseased tissue interface was relatively poor.

To be of potential in the imaging of small breast tumour, the spatial resolution of
the Wexler 3-D EIT algodthm ought to be comparable to existing high-resolution
techniques (e.g. MRI or CT, which typically go down to 1mm3 voxels) plarmg8]. The

ovetall resolution and, in particular, the spatial resolution at normal-to-diseased tissue
interface would need to be improved.

,A.s

shown in Chapter 4, the higher conductivity

magnitude of the tumour element/voxel has an undesired effect on the surrounding

normal element(s). This, in turn, contributes to the deterioration of image quality at
shaqp edges. The Locator-Compensator method described here mainly addresses the
issue

of improving the lower spatial resolution at shalp

r08

edges.
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The Peak Detection Image Processing Algorithm

Though

it is known in the literature [Hua91

Chapter 4, that the spatiai resolution

central portion

of EIT

of the image (i..., is

and Ider95], and demonstrated in

decreases

from the periphery ro the

space vaúant),

no published work

on

compensating for the loss in spatial resolution exists. The loss in spatial resolution is

a chatacteristic of the flow of electricai current through a heterogeneous medium
governed by Poisson's equation (i.e., the physics of electrical current

as

flow). Flowever,

it is imperative that the imaging
the solution of the electric fìeld equations flastS l and,

as has been pointed out by many investigators,
process

in EIT incorpotates

Pric79l.

How to imptove EIT's spatial resolution? In the case of the \X/exler EIT
algorithm, it was concluded in Chapter 5 that the algorithm locates d.isturbance(s) at
e

rly iterations.

However, quantitatively

the resolution of the

disturbance(s) at such earþ iterations are far from what is desired.
approach,

in this case, would be to

^pply

some sort

of

recovered

An

obvious

quantitative resolution

compensation to the Iocaltzed region(s). By compensating for loss in resolution as

function

of

location

of

region(s)

of

interest (i.e.,

at

a

normal-to-d-iseased tissue

interface), an increase in the spatial resolution would be anticipated. In other words,

the charactetistic EIT spatial resolution would, in theory, be shifted from

space

vatiant to spâce invariant.

How to locate these region(s) of interest and how best to appty the resolution
compensation? In her Ph.D. dissertation, Mu, 1994 discussed an approach that
combines an image processing technique, the peak detection method, to locate the

tegion(s) or peak(s)

scheme

of

interest with a modified conductivity distribution-updating

[Mu9a]. Although, Mu's method was correcr) the results of

implementation on the Wexier

EIT algorithm

its

were nor appropriately effective in

increasing spatial resolution, in particuleir àt normal-to-diseased tissue interface,where
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no dtastic improvements were noticeabie. The method and implementation of Mu's
approach is discussed in more detail in the next section.

The peak detection algodthm is an image processing technique that selectively
detects peak(s)

in the image histogram. It does so by generating a peak

detection

signal from an image histogtam [Seza89]. Using the difference berween rhe local
maxima and the zero-crossings of the detection signal, histogram peaks are then

located. Peak detection algorithms have been used successfully in selective postenhancement of digital anatomical images [Seza89]. Mu, 1.994, demonstrated its
usefulness in improving spatial resolution when applied at the pre-recovery stage

conductivity distributions using the original rX/exler EIT

aþrithm

of

[Mu94].

The peak detection method as implemented by Mu, 1994, in an ânempt to
improve convergence r^te and subsequently spatial resolution, is summarízed in the
following steps:

Stepl:The \)Texler algodthm, with its initial conductivity-updating scheme

(see

Chapter 3, Section 3.1) is applied to the imagrng region for nth iteration.

Step2:At the nth iteration, the element conductivity difference (rn -Kb=Ârn)

is

determined and saved accordingly for the whole imagrng region. !(/here K,, is

the conductivity distribution of the whole region at the nth iterarion and

r,

is

the background conductivity distribution respectively.

Step3:Peak(s) within the imaging region ísfarc then located by finding the local
maximal conductivity changes. To avoid detecting any unwanted anomalies

induced by numedcal errots via discretizatTon, a fìltering scheme is applied

Prior to peak(s) detection. The criterion for peak(s) detection is simply to
compare

(År,,) with a

subjective preset value

background conductivity (*rcø).

rf (Âr)

of

some fraction

exceeds the preset value

of

(xrr),

the

then

a modification to the updating-scheme is apptied ro the local region of the
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peak(s)' Mathematicallry, if the neighborhood within a locaLzed. peak region,
K¡,,

, with central peak element conductivity, K", exceeds * K¿, then elements

within the localtzed region, K rn, àr.e replaced

ar the (na

+

1) iteration by,

Kn+l=KIn+ú)LKn

t6.01

where ÂK,, is the difference in conductiviq for elements within the localized
region as defined eadier, and
discussed in,tppendix
Step 4: This process

a is the convergence accelerâtion factor

âs

IL

is tepeated over the whole imagrng region until

ther

e

àte

acceptable errors between calculated and measured conductivity distributions.

The peak detection method, implemented
where correct preset values are assumed.

than the conductivity difference
^PPtoprla;te

If

by

riau,

1.994,works well in ,i*u.iorr.

a guess at â preset value is relatively

(Âr), the recovered overall

resolution

for imaging small bteast tumours. In particuiar, resolution

^t

lower

is

not

diseased-to-

normal tissue interface does not improve substantially. Since a user-determined
preset value is required, the appLicability of this approach is gteatly reduced. Further,

once the peak(s) isf are located, an incorrect choice of the convergence acceleration
fàctoï,

a

czn subsequeniy

affectits stabiJity [pres86].
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The Locator-Compensater (LC) Algorithm

Despite the selective peak(s) Iocaltzanon approach adopted by Mu, 1,994, jn
attempting to improve spatial resolution, only tumours of physical size
diameter could be resolved.

Ât such size, the metastatic

)30 mm in

probabiJiry is substantially

high. As discussed earJs.e4 ideal detection size would be within the range of 1-2 ¡¡1m.
Can the original S7exler EIT image reconstruction algorithm be imptoved to resolve
tumours of size <4mm?

A novel scheme, the Locator-Compensator (.C)

method,

developed herc appears to do just that!

The Locator-Compensator Q,C) algorithm is a combination of a variant of the
peak detection method described above and a new resolution compensation scheme.

The Locator-Compensâtor method is discussed in more detail in the next paragraph.

In brief, the peak detection variant method is used to locate the spatial coordinates of
the peak(s) at early itetations. Location of peaks is done in a much different manner
than desctibed previously. Once the coordinates of the peak(s) are localized, then the

resolution (i.e., in terms of conductivity magnitude of the peak(s)), arc compensated
for. The compensation is performed by applying the original 'S7exler

EIT

conductivity- updating scheme over the locahzed regions rather than over the whole
imaging region.

In this implementation of the peak detection method,
assume â percent

rather than having to

of the background conductivity (i.e.,*Kø), which

subsequently is

used as the basis for the cdterion for peak detection (i.e., by comparing

xr, to ar),

the variant of the peak detection method employs â nofi-subjective approach for
peak(s) Iocaltzatson @igure 6.2). The \X/exler algorithm with its original conductivity
updating-scheme is used

to

sv/eep thtough an imaging region for n iterations. The

recovered conductivity distribution

averaged

over n itennons (i...,

conductivity distributi

oî

^t

each iteration (i.e., r, ,K2 ,K3,....., K,,

Kr+K2+K3 +... ..+

rcn

/

n).

The

)

is

averaged

àt n iterations (i.e., n, ) is then averaged over all the elements
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within the imaging region. This tesults in an
(rc,n = rc,

/

avere.ge

conductivity per element

N¡,Àl being the total number of elements in the adopted mesh for image

recovery (ot solution of the inverse ptoblem). Peaks are located by compari ng
K"n+t, where Ken+t> is the conductivity

K"u*,

)

if

Krn*,

3 rcrn, then the element ot an àggregate of elements isf arcnot

peak(s). To avoid detecting
discretization,

^gfeg^te

^ny

a fìltering scheme is

to

of each element at n-ll iteration (Figure 6.2).

If

rcrr, the element or an

rc rn

of elements is/are identified

unwanted anomalies due
applied prior

to

or

regarded as

truncation or

peak(s) detection. Once

element(s) isf arc identified as peak(s), the spatial coordinates
elements surrounding the peak(s) element(s) are identified.

that the new conductivity distribution

to

as peak(s)

of the immediate

It is at these coordinates

updating-scheme

is

implemented ro

compensate for loss in spatial resolution.

Once identified, the calculated potentials at coordinares of identified element(s)
are then substituted by the inteqpolated interior potentials obtained from measured or

known surface potentials. The interpolated potentials applied to the surrounding
elements node of the peak(s) element(s) caused the interior potentials (i.e., potentials
at nodes within the localtzed region(s)) to be nudged in the correct direction (i.e.,
toward minmizznon of the differences between the measured and the calculated
potentials). Since thelocaltzed region(s) would generally consist(s) of a few elements
(i.e', pixels or voxels), this selective conductivity-updating scheme is relatively fast and

effective. ìØhjle conductivity in the localtzed region is updated with the localtzed,
updating scheme just described, conductivity update for the rest of the imaging region
proceeds via the original \X/exler EIT conductivity-updating scheme.

This process

continues until measured and calculated potentials are equal (i.e., until convergence is
attained).
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The Locator:Compensator algorithm is summarized in the following steps:
Step 1.. Run Wexler Algorithm for n lterations

The original \X/exler EIT algodthm, with its conductiviry updating scheme as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.1 (see Figure 3.1), is used to sweep through the
imaging region (see Equation 3.6) for n itentions.

i

conductivity within element

-

K¡= àJlJ;,

points and over all excitations is,

t vE a'

YQ

ì[[,
where

over. all node

In brie{ the revised estimate of

[6.1]

YQ dv

.I

is the estimated electrical current density distribution, @ is the potential
obtained with Dirichlet boundary conditions, Ki is a revised estimate of the

conductivity within element

i, v, is the volume of the element i, andX represents the

excitations over which the sum is taken.
step

2.

save conductivity Distribution (Ç over i. to n Iterations

The tecovered conductivity distribution over the period of iteration L to nis saved
and averaged over n jtenttons,

o, . Th.

averaged over all the elemen tr,

K

r,

^vet^ge

=''/*.

conductivity d_istribution ¡c, is then

The

^verage

", i,

over all elements rc

then used as a criterion component for peak detection.
Step

3. I-ocate Peak(s) with the Peak Detection Variant Method at n+llterations

Peak(s) isf arc located by comparing

of

each element at

n*l

iteration.

If

elements isfare identified as peak(s)
aggregate

of

elements is/are

*r, to Ken+l, where K"n+t is the conductivity
)

rn, the element or

aî

aggfegate

of

or if Krn*, S rcrn, then the element or

an

K rn*,

K

not regarded as peak(s). To avoid detecting

any

unwanted anomalies due to truncation or discretizaton, a filtering scheme is applied

tl4
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prior to peak(s) detection. Once the peak(s)

isf

arc located, the immediately

sutrounding elements nodes spatial coordinates are identifìed. The potentials ât these
nodes are saved accordingly.
Step

4. Compensate for Resolution at (n+Z) to N Iterations

\Mhen viewed as a whole, the imaging region can be considered

to consist of

localtzed peak(s) tegion and a background region. The conductivity updating-scheme

for the background

region

is that as utilized by the original \üØexler aþrithm,

described mathematically by relation

[6.i] above. The new conductivity updating

scheme for the localized region(s) can be arrived at by applyrng the odginal ìíexler

conductivity updating scheme to the identifìed region(s) in much the same v¡ay

as

described in Chapter 3, Section 3.1. In this new approach, the calcuiated potentials zt

the spatial coordinates of the external nodes of the elements identifìed in Step 3 are
substituted by the interpolated calculated potentials obtained from the measured or

known surface potentials. That is to say, applying Dirichtet boundary conditions to
the localized tegions while leaving the remaining initial (i.e., at n *1 iterations)
Neumann boundary conditions unchanged. This causes the interior potentials to be
nudged in the correct direction. This is performed for each iteration and over the

whole imaging region iteratively until convergence at iteration

N.

Similarþ, the

Dirichlet boundary condition for the localized region(s) is,
E(ls )= g(ls )

which cotresponds

16.21

to the inteqpolated calculated

potentials

^t

external nodes

of element(s) identifìed in Step 3. In addition, the boundary conditions
must include the Neumann conditions at current-injection sites as described in
coordinates

Chapter 3.
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By following a similar derivation process as in Chapter 3, the revised estimate of
conductivity within element I over the volumetric region enclosed by the identifìed
node points coordinates and over all excitations is given as,

KI=

-}ÏL
àilL

where

7

t vç'a'
t6.31

YQ,'YQ,dv

is the estimated electrical current density distribution,

calculated potential obtained

@,

is the interpolated

ftom the measured or known surface potentials

(i.e.,

from application of Dirichlet boundary conditions), r¿ is a revised estimate of the
conductivity within element I of the localized region, v, is the volume of the element
/, andx represents the excitations over which the sum is taken.

By combining equations 6.2 and 6.3, a new conductivity-updating scheme is
obtained (6.4). This revised scheme is applied to each element in turn to update the

conductivity distribution over the entire region v¡ithin which the imaging is being
performed.

'-t+t

_X'

->lJt

7

vça'

-4llL7vç'a'
16.41

ìlJ'f,YQ'YQdv

?lJ,t,Yþ¡'YQ,dv

The Locator-Compensator aigorithm makes use of the combined updating
scheme 16.4] to recover the conductivity distribution. Chancteristicall¡ the fact that
the original \X/exler algodthm locates the peak(s) at early iterarion, application of the

LC algorithm, will in theory, ensure that the peak(s) converge(s) much faster and with
adequate resoiution at diseased-to-normal tissue interface.

Locator-Compensator (LC) method scheme
simulations.
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Initialize Conductivity
Distribution, K

Run
Wexler Algorithm for
n iterations

Save

Conductivity
distribution

K

Locate
Peaks with

Peak Detection Variant
Method at
n+1 iterations

Compensate

for resolution
with
new conductivity scheme
at n+2 iterations

Compare
calculated to

known K
Agreement?

Figure 6.2: The Locator-Compensator (LC) flow chart. The algorithm is initialized using an assumed

conductivity distribution. The original Wexler 3-D EIT is ãilowed to run for n iteîations. The
algorithm then proceeds to the Save, Locate, and Compensate steps. A comparison is then made to the
known conductivity distribution, if results agree then the algorithm ouþuts. If not, the algorithm
keeps iterafing through the Compensation step until converguñ.".
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3-D computer simurations using the LC Algorithm

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the Locator-Compensator
(LC) scheme in
improving spatial tesolution, in particular at diseased-to-normal
tissue interface, the
previous 3-D simulation of small breast tumour imaging
described in Section 6.2 and
Figure 6'0 above is repeated here. The original \X/exler
3-D EIT aþrithm is run for a
period of 15 iterations. The recovered conductivity
distributions over that time
interval

averàged. The averageddistribution is then subsequently
average over all
the elements' This is saved accordingly and the original
Wexler algorithm is ailowed
^ne

to run for one more iteration' At the 16ú iteranon, the
conductivi ty per
^vetage
element is then used as a criterion to locate peaks.
once localized, the peak
conductivities are then compensated for at the L7ú iteøtnon
by the combined
conductivity-updating scheme described
tecovered images

above. Figure 6.3 below shows

the

of layers 1'1, 12, L3, L4, and 15 for the central tumour voxel of

Figure 6'0 using the LC algorithm at 50 iterations. The
spatial resolution (or the
F$7HMÐ in the cross sectional and axial planes for the
recovered image of the
tumour voxel arc apptoxtmately 5.4o/o and 6.30/o of the
diameter of the imaging
region.
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Figure 6'3: Recovered images of layers '1.1.,12, 13,'1,4, and 15 (from top) using the LC algorithm. The
FIAIHMs (or spatial resolution) in the cross-sectional and axial plánes foi ttt" tumñ:r voxel are
approximately 5.a% and 6.3% of the diameter of the imaging regiãn. Images were recovered at 50
iterations' Note that to accommodate for gray scaling, the ãlements had to be double in size. In
reality, there are 25x25 elements on the 2-D image shown above.
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6.7

Discussion

Using simulations, the original l7exler 3-D EIT

aþrithm

was identified to have

low resolution. From observations made earlter in Chapter 4,

it

appears that the

"Tumout-Edge" effect is responsible for the observed low resolution at the edges. As
such, the Locator-Compensator (LC) method was developed to improve the overall
spatial resolution.

In bdef, the LC method involved locating the peaks with a vanant of the peak
detection image ptocessing algorithm and subsequently applying a new conductivityupdating scheme. This combination appeared to improve resolution at diseased-to-

normal tissue interface. Measurement of FWHM's on the recovered images ât 50
iterations in the cross-sectional and axtal plane were 5.4o/o and 6.30/o of the diameter

of the imaging region respectively.

These results were ân improvement over the

original algorithm with FtX/HMs of valu es 1,3.0o/o and

14.60/o

in the cross-sectional and

axial plane resp ectively.

It

should be noted that the tecovered image resolution obtained from the LC
algorithm is higher than that obtained with the Modeller-Predictor-Correcror (IV[PC).

The resolution for the MPC in the cross*sectional and axial planes was 6.20/o and
7.1'o/o tespectively. Though, the resolution of the LC method is superior to that of

the MPC, the LC takes much longer to converge. The MpC converged in 20
iterations while the LC converged in 50 iterations for the same compurer simulation

setup. If combined, one

anticipates that the MpC would help

convergence r^te and the

to

improve

LC method would improve resolution, in particular, àt
diseased-to-notmal tissue interface. This observation is further investigated in
Chapter 7.
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Surnmary

The spatial resoiution of the original Wexler EIT imaging algorithm

was

demonsttated to be telatively Iow, compared to other clinical imaging modalities. The
spatial resolution was identified to be space variant. The Locator-Compensator
Q.C)
algorithm was developed to compensate for the loss in spatial resolution at diseased-

to-normal tissue interface. Improvemeflts v/ere demonstrated on simpJified 3-D
computer simulations of eady breast tumour imaging. It was shown that the LC
method could resolve apptoximately 5.4

o/o and
6.30/o

tegion.
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Chapter 7
An Improved wexler ErT Algorithm for 3-D Breast Cancer rmaging

7.1

Introduction

It is generally

assumed, though incotrectly, that the

flow of electrical current

is

restricted to the 2-D-measurement plane while current flowing elsewhere through the

medium

is negligible [Meth96]. This gross

over-simplification has limited the

capability of EIT, as it is intuitively clear thatthere exists a three dimension alvanatton

of conductivity disttibution within the 3-D object þu88].
reconstruction via 2-D vohage distributions throughout
severe image distortions.

In

Chapter 4,

it

Consequentl¡ image

a 3-D object can lead to

was shown that significanr advantages

might be achieved by extending EIT to 3-D, in particulzLr, aÍt increase in the size of
the independent data set for image reconstftrction and an improved spatial resolution

of the derived images. To date only a few articles have addressed and contributed to
the understanding of 3-D EIT.

Using a ne\¡¡ electrode àtrarngement scheme along with the Newton-Raphson
algotithm, Liu et a/., 1.988 obtained good resistivity images of a 3-D object
þuB8].
I(uzuogiu et a/., 1992, demonstrated the effect of the three dimensional variation of
conductivity distribution in 3-D EIT using FEM and the frontal algorithm of Irons

fot matrix inversion [{uzu92]. Metherall et a/., 1,996, using a previously developed
EIT system and an inverse-matrix based algodthm, demonstrated the practtcal
potential of 3-D EiT in clinical applications of lung or brain imaging
[Meth96]. A
thtee-dimensional image reconstnrction algorithm for EIT, based on the inversion of
the sensitivity matrix for a firnte right circular cylinder, was derived by l(leinermann

et
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a/',1'996 [<lei96]' The authors showed that the 3-D algorithm recruits more central
information than the nvo-dimensional image reconstruction algorithm. And recently,

Glidewell et a/., 1997, from simulation results demonstrated and emphasized the
impotance of tissue anisottopy in 3-D EIT [Glid9z.

In this chapter, the inevitabie

questions raised in Chapter 1 arc addressed. Could

an improved Wexler 3-D EIT algorithm be used to image (viz., detect and diagnose)

breast tumours? Could

it

here, using an improved

aþrithm

be used to detect breast cancer before the onset of
metastatic spread i.e., at physical size of L-2 mm in diameter? ,A.n
provided
^ttemptis
obtained by combining the development

of

the

two previous chapters, in paticular, the Modeller-Predictor-Corrector (À{pC) scheme
to improve convergence sPeed and the Locator-Compensator (I-C) algorithm to
improve overall spatial resolution. The potennal of the improved 3-D Wexler EIT
algorithm is demonstrated through realistic (i.e., pertinent to clinical situation)
computer simulations imaging of small breast tumours (viz., benign and malignant).
Results are presented and discussed.
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7.2
In

An Improved and Refined Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm

4, through computer simulations, it was demonstrated that the
convergence Í^te of the original \X/exler 3-D EIT algorithm would need to be
Chapter

improved drastically. This was achieved in Chapter 5 by using a rÌew and efficient
scheme, the Modeller-Predictor-Corrector @aPC) algorithm. The efficiency

of

the

MPC scheme was demonstrated on 3-D computer simulations of small breast tumour
imagrng. tX/ith an improved convergence ràte, a subsequent improvement in overall
resolution was also observed. However, it was observed that resolution at diseasedto-normal tissue u/as not of optimal level for the imaging of small breast tumours.

An algodthm (i.e., the Locator-Compensâtor, LC) that carefully locates region(s)

of interest and

updates the region(s) conductivity

with a combined conductivity-

updating scheme was developed in Chapter 6. It was shown, using simulations that

if

the Locator-Compensator (LC) algorithm is appropriately implemented, a substantial
increase in ovetall tesolution, and

in

patlcts.la4 at diseased-to-normal tissue, could be

achieved.

On the basis of the previous discussion, it is anticipated that an improved (i...,
fast and accurate) Wexier EIT image reconstruction algorithm, capable of producing
radiologically useful 3-D conductivity images, couid be used to image (viz., detect and
diagnose) small breast tumours. This feat could be accomplished by combining the

development of the last two chapters (i.e., Chapters 5 and 6) with optimal parâmeters,
identifìed while investigating the charactedstics and 'dynamics' of the original SØexler

EIT algorithm, of Chapter

4.

The flow chan of the improved \X/exler EIT algorithm is shown in Figure 7.0
below. In this combined approach of the improved aigorithm, the conductivity r
and potent:al Q are first initialized. The odginal ìTexler 3-D

used

to

EIT algorithm is then

sweep through an imaging region for n iterations. Thereafter, the MPC

algorithm

is used to model the past behaviour of potential and conductiviry

distributions. From the modeled potential and conductivity relations,
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Initialize conductivity, K and potential,@

Initialize

Reinitialize

Reinitialize

or

with conductivíty,

Reinitialize?

rc¿

and

potential, þ at K,l

Original Wexler (Step 1-4)
Run

Wexler Algorithm
for ¡rz iterations

Original Wexler (Step 1-4)
Run
Vy'exler Algorithm

for n iterations

LC (Step 2-4)
Run

Steps2-4of
MPC (Step 1-2)
Run

Locator-Compensator
Algorithm, p iterations

Stepsl-2of
Modeller-Pred itor-Corrector

Algorithm

r(

Figure 7.0: The improved Wexler EIT algorithm flow chart. The algorithm is initialized for k and
The
algorithm then proceeds to the MPC algorithm. This ouþuts a ãerived conductiviÇ, which is@.then
employed in the LC algorithm' If the resulted conductivity is equal to the measured áonductivity,
the

algorithm ouþuts the image. The improved algorithm runs for approximately

iterations.
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disttibution Kd is derived that is assumed to be close to the conductivity distribution
being sought (i.e., at convergence). The extrapolated conductivitry, rco is then used

to reintialize the original Wexler 3-D EIT algorithm. The MPC is applied for over m

iterations. Subsequently, the LC algorithm is applied to the derived conductivity
distribution rco for a period ofp iterations. The LC algorithm localizes peak(s) and
updates conductivity appropriately. This process continues unril the calculated value

is equal to the measured potential. The algorithm then oulputs the recovered image

in a considerably faster rime and at higher spatial resorution.

In summary the improved algorithm proceeds

as

folows @igure

7.0):

step L: Run original wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm for z rterations.

The original Wexler EIT algorithm, with its conductiviry updating scheme as
desctibed in Chapter 3, Section 3.1 (see Figure 3.1), is used to sweep through the
imaging region (see Equation 3.6) for n iterattons.
Step 2: Run the MPC

Algorithm for m Iterations.

Ftom the history of the recovered potential and conductivity distributions of Step

1, the MPC algotithm is

appJied

to model, predict, and correcr for a derived

conductivity distribution, Ko. As discussed eadier, the correction is performed using
the origínal Wexler algorithm and this is performed for m iterattons.
Step 3: Run the LC

Algorithm forp Iterations.

Following Step 2, the Locator-Compensator (I-C) algodthm is applied. This
localizes the peaks and the revised conductivity distribution scheme is applied
subsequently

to

update the conductivity appropriately

(i..., for localized

and

backgtound regron). The LC algorithm is applied o.vet p iterations. This process
continues until the calculated is equal to measured potential (i.e., until convergence).

The algorithm then ouq)uts the recovered conductivity image. The whole process
takes approximately c

(c- n *

vx +

p) iteratrons ro converge.
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The Original Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm: A Realistic 3-D Simulation

The \X/exler 3-D EIT algorithm was thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3 and a few
tests and effects on the algorithms were performed in Chapter

4. For the purpose of

this section, a more reaListic 3-D simulation that is representative of small breast
tumour imaging is performed here (Figure 7.1). As in Chapter 3, the breast is
physically rePresented as a cube. The 3-D cube is divided into 50x50X50 (i.e., for a

total of 125,000 elements or voxels). The central voxel representing rhe malignant
tumour (conductivity equal to 4.0) is spatially located on rhe 25th layer ar coordinates

of (x=25, y-25, anà x=25). The intermediate voxel representing rhe benign rumour
is located on the 25'h Iayer at coordinates of (x=13, y-13, and z=25) respectively.
Thtee hundted excitation pairs were employed
corresponds

to a determinacy of

to

recover the 3-D images, this

approximately 1.08,

a slightly over-determined

problem' Measurements âre made on fìve sides of the breast model region, and no
measurements were made to the side that is attached to the chest wall. To render the
simulation as close to the realistic situation (i.e., conditions prevalent

in a clinical

situation), a SNR level of 30 dB was added to the simulation. This was intended to
simulate instrumentation noise.
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Figure 7.1: Simplified 3-D breast tumour imaging setup using the original Wexler 3-D EIT imaging

algorithm. Arrows show points

of

injection,/extraction (i.e., ãxcitations). There

is

no

injection/extraction on the side of the chest wall. There are 300 pairs of current excitations, 50 layers,
and a total of 125,000 elements. Tumours þenign and malignantJ elements are located at (x=I3, y=1g,,
and z=25) and (x=25, y=25, andz=2$) respectively.

Figute 7.2 below shows a sequence of images recovered for layers 23 to 27 for
simulation of Figure 7.1 using the original \X/exler 3-D EIT algodthm ar 100
iterations.
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Figure 7.2: Recovered conductivity images with the original Wexler 3-D EIT algorithm for setup of
Figure 7.1-. Image (a) shows the gray level images of layers 23,24,25,26, and,27 (from top to bottom)
for 100 iterations.
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7.4
In

The Improved'Wexler 3-D EIT Algorithm: A Realistic 3-D Simutation

order

algorithm,

to

of the improved \X/exler 3-D EIT
the previous simplifìed 3-D simulation of small breast tumour imaging
demonstrâte the effectiveness

described in Section 7.3 is repeated here. In this combined approach of the improved

algorithm, the conductivity lc and potential @ were fìrst initialized

to

1.0 and 0.0

respectively. The original Wexler 3-D EIT algorithm was then used to sweep through
the imaging region for 9 itenttons. Thereafte4 the MPC algorithm was used to model

the past behaviour of potential and conductivity distributions. From the modeled
potential and conductivity relations, a conductivity disribution Kd .w^s derived. The
derived conductivity distdbution wâs used

to rcitittaltze the odginal $Øexler algorithm

and was allowed to nrn for approximately 5 iterations. Thereafter, the LC algorithm
was applied for apedod of 20 iterations. The whole recovery process took about 34

iterations to converge using the improved \üØexler 3-D

EIT algorithm. Figures

below show a sequence of images recovered for layers 23 to 27 for the simulation
Figure 7.1 using the improved !Øexler 3-D EIT algorithm at34 itenrtons.
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Figure 7.3: Recovered conductivity images with the improved Wexler 3-D EIT algorithm for setup
of Figure 7.1' Images show the graylevel of layers 23,24,25,26, and 27 (from top to bottom) for 34

iterations. Note both tumours are idemtified at layer 25
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7.5

Discussion

In this chapter, the original

\X/exler

3-D EIT algorithm was used to image a
simplifìed comPuter simulation model of small breast rumours
þ.rigr and
malignant). The breast modei

\Ã/âs a

cube of size 50x50X50 mm3. The malign ant and

benign tumours were each of physical size

i

mm3 in volume and had conductivi ty 4.0

and 2.0 respectively. The recoveted image at 500 iterations had, an àverztge F\X/HMs

value

of

9'4o/o and 1.0.3o/o

malignant tumour

for the benign tumour and

L3.60/o and L4.90/o

in the cross-sectional and axial plane respectively. The

for

the

F1)øHM

obtained for the central (i.e., malignant) voxel (14.90/ù here is in accordance to the
measurements obtâined in Chapter 3, Section 3.5 (14.1,W. The difference was a
result of the total number of excitations pairs used to recover the image.

\)fhen the improved algorithm was employed to recover the image, the
convergence t^te and the ovetall spatial resolution improved dramattcally. By

of the two previous chapters, i.e., via Mpc and LC
algorithms, the convergence rate and spatial resolution of the original Wexler
combining the development

algorithm improved dramattcalTy even in the presence of a SNR levei of 30

FWHMs

in the cross-sectional and axial planes were 2.2%

intermediate benign tumour and 2.70/o and 3.10/o

dB. The

and 2.5o/o for the

for the malignant fi:rnour of

the

diameter of the imaging region respectively. The recovered conductivity values for
the benign and malignant tumours u/ere 1.93 and 3.87 for known values of 2.00 and

4.00. An obvious improvement in resolution ât diseased-to-normal tissue interface
resulted with the implementation of the improved algorithm. The work carried out
here demonstrates clearly an improvement over the original algorithm with FlíHMs

in the cross-sectional and axialplane of

1,3.0o/o and L4.50/o respectively.
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7.6

Summary

Using simpl-ified 3-D simulation of breast tumour

&.rigr

and malignant) imaging,

it was observed that the original \üØexler 3-D EIT algorithm recovers images with low
resolution, in particulat at diseased-to-normal tissue interface and that image quality is
degraded with addition of noise.

Implementation of the combined MPC and LC algorithms on the original rüØexler

3-D EIT algodthm was demonstrated to improve both the convergence rate and
overall spatial resolution. Simulation results indicated that the improved aþrithm
could resolve tumours

þ..igt

or malignant)

of

size

2.2 - 3.1 mm in diameter and in

the presence of noise. The recovered conductivity values for the benign

and

malignant tumours were determined to be equal to 1..93 and 3.87 for simulated values

of 2'00 and 4.00 tespectively. This degree of performance is clinically useful.
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I

Results and Discussions
Breast cancer is the most common câncer in women woddwide
[Park93]. It is
ranked first in cancer deaths âmong women in developed countries and was second

only to cervical cancer in developing countries [Pisa93]. As a consequence of
demographic trends in aging and population growth, breast cancer deaths
^re
expected to increase. If these trends continue in previously low-tisk countries, it is
predicted that the woddwide incidence of new breast câncer cases will be over one

million annually by the year 2000 MIt86]. Most of the women that develop breast
c ncer have no fzmlly history or other rccogntzable risk factors. There is no way to
tell who will get bteast cancer and no proven \¡¡ay to prevent it, so the best possible
defense is to find the tumour as early as possible. Successful early detection depends

on three methods [Newm97]:

o

Performingmonthlybreastself-examinations,
having ayearly cljnical breast examination by a health care professional, and
getting regular mammograms after age 40.

$Øhile routine breast self-examinations have been shown to aid

consequently

in improving survival tàte, à

great majority

in early detection and
of women still do not

practice breast self-examinarions [McLe88 and Mah92). Modeste et al., 1,999,

in a

study among u/omen in a Cadbbean population, identified a low levei of breast self*

examination, infrequent clinical breast examinations âs
unavailability

of mammography

detection [Mode99].

services, and cost

of

p^tt of regular c re,

screening as barriers

to

ea¿y

It is evident that changes in the behaviour of women and
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physicians ate needed to increase the use

of breast self-examination, clinical breast

examination by a health care professional and mammographic screening
[Frie98].

The ideal bteast clinical test combines high sensitivity and specifìcity. That is,
neaÄy all patients with disease will be identifìed by the test and patients without
disease will not be inaccurately identified - few false negative and false positive
results.
However, current ptocedutes for detection and diagnosis illustrate the difficul ty of
optimizing both sensitivity and specifìcity. Neither screening mammography nor
clinical breast self-examinations provide a definitive diagnosis of breast cancer. Every
patient with a positive screening test requires biopsies. Howeve r, in 67 -87 percent of
biopsy of breast lesíons discovered via screening mammography is negative for
malignancy [<uni93]' These usually tesult in associated risk, unnecessâry discomforr,
cases,

and increased cost.

In

clinical ftials, screening mammography has been shown to reduce mortality

from breast cancer by about

25o/o

to 30o/o among women aged 50 years and older after

only 5 to 6 years from the initiation of screening. Among women 40 to 49 years old,
the evidence supporting the efficacy of scteening mâmmogaphy is less convincing

Mll93, Neug95, and Esse96]. Elwood

et a/., 1993 argted that the difference in

effectiveness of screening mammography in younger women might relate both to the
greater diffìculty in distinguishing normal from abnormal tissue, and

to gre ter growth
speed and different biological chancteristics of rumours plwo93]. In a study to
detetmine factors that influence the sensitivity of modern fìrst screening
mammography, I(edikowske et a/., 1,996 showed that sensitivity

is lowest

among

women younger than 50 years, possibly because of rapid rumour gïov/th
[(efl96].
Thus, despite the value of mammography as a breast cancer screening tool and
improvements in the technique, it remains an imprecise diagnostic technique.
Jackson
et a/., L993 discussed that the radiologically dense breast in young women remains

diffìcult to image despite improvement in mammography equipmenr and technique
Iack93].
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A

few imagrng techniques are presently being investigated as a potential or
complementary breast screening or diagnostic tools. Among these
are ultrasound
(us), nuclear medicine oJÀ4, computerized tomography (cÐ and magnetic
resonance imaging (À4zu) [Ders89].

Âs previously described in Chapter 1, these
modalities have a ümited role and have yet to demonstrate their efficacy.
In brief,
ultrasound has a limited role in the differentiation of cystic from solid mâsses

and, as a

guide fot aspiration and pteoperative \ocaltzatton of selected breast

lesions.

Computed tomography has a more limited role to determine the spatial orientation
a lesion detected only in the lateral mammographic position.
The other modalities

of
are

generally consideted expedmental with no demonstrated effr,cacy for early
detection
or diagnosis of breast cancer.

,t

new and emerging imaging technique, erectdcal impedance tomography (EIÐ,
has been given a lot of attention recently. EIT is a technique that produces
images of
impedance (viz. conductivity or relative permittiviry) distribution in a
süce through the

body by meafl's

of

noninvasive electrical measurements and

a

reconstruction

algorithm. EIT has mâny advantages âmong which are its noninvasiveness (i.e., no
associated radiation hazard), its relatively inexpensive hardware requiremenrs,
and its
ease

of operation (i.e., minim aI operator supervision). This technique

medical, industrial, and environmental appJications.

has potential

in

In medical applications, EIT

is

being considered in lung, brain, and heart imaging among others
[Moru96].

Many experimental studies have postulated that due to the differential electrical
(ot dielectric) properties of breast tissue (viz. normal, benign, and malignant), an EM
radiation-based imaging rechnique (..g.,

EIÐ

ought

to be able to

detect the

characteristic dielectic conttast. To date, only a limited amount of work has
been
done on EIT of breast cancer imaging. This is mainly due to the fact that the spatial

tesolution requirement fot clinical breast cancer imaging is considerably high and that
the time for a complete scan is relatively longer than established imaging modalities.
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Despite these sttingent requirements, a few atempts at breast EIT imagrng
have
been made. Skidmore et a/', 1,987, descdbed a data collection sysrem for
gathering
electrical impedance meâsurements from the human breast
Holder et a/.,

tskid84.

1'994, obtained good qualìty in-vivo images

of the

female breast using the Sheffield

Mark 1 electrical impedance tomography system
[{old94]. Larson-\X/iseman, 199g
using the Rensselaer's third-generation adaptive current tomograph (ACT3) EIT
system' along with a clusteted elecrode anay conftquration, showed the possibitity

of

eaily brcast cancer detection þars98]. Recently, Radai et a/., 1gg9, using 2_D
simulations, demonstrated that the impedance technique is quite reliable and
could be
used to detect breast cancer [Rada99].

The purpose of this thesis was to demonstrate whether an improved ìTexler 3-D
EIT 'static' impedance image reconstruction algorithm could be used to detect and
diagnose small breasr rumours (i.e.,

of

physical size 1-2 mm3

in volume). If

successful, a high detection rate would result, opening the prospect of making
breast
cancer a highly cutable disease. Since EIT would be economical

in

capital outlay and

maintenance, a much larget proportion of the female population (e.g., minorities
and
isolated communities) could be reached more effectively for screening purposes.

Simplifìed two- and three-dimensional computer models

of the breasr were

employed to demonstrate the feasibiJity of the Wexler EIT algorithm in the detection

and diagnosis of small breast tumours. The observations and results of the
simulations are discussed here.

In Chapter 2, a review of the literature on the dielectric properties of breast tissue
was provided. In some cases, it was observed that sigruficant differences exist in the
impedance properties

However,

it

of

bteast tissue þetween normal, benign, and malignant).
was concluded that more extensive, particulady in vivo, studies of

dielectric meâsurements of bteast tissue samples are needed to establish values more
accutately from subject to subject (i.e., inter-subject variabiliry) and to investigate the

redtty

of

any differences between the different breast histopathological types and
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normal dssue' However, as fat as EIT imaging is concerned, the most cruci al featwe
of tissue impedance is the existence of sufficie nt vatiatson between different
tissue

t)?es to allow appropriate imaging. Such vadarions, from the sparse data obrained
so
far, seem to be quite reliable.

In Chaptet 3, the original

\)Øexler (also known as the double-consraint method)

image reconstruction algorithm was reviewed by performing simple 2-D and.
3-D
computer simulations of breast câncer imaging. fn terms of image reconstruction
methodologY,

it

was observed that the Wexler algorithm has many advantages, the

most imPortant being that

it

ttansfers the difference

in

potential be¡yeen the

Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions ro the intedor (i.e., it provides local
support) r^ther than to the boundary, unlike the procedure used in Newton-Raphson-

like methods [s7oo90]. This approach yields a sparse-maffix permitting use of
efficient finite-element method solution schemes. Furthermore, currents are allowed
to follow nattxal Paths, and no attempt is made to force them to behave in beam-like
fashion and image quality is not degraded by contact and spreading resistance as is
inherent in resistance projection techniques
[Bateg0].

Optimally, in the clinical situation, image acquisition ought to be relatively fast and
accutate' However, it was
ftom the simulations performed that the original
^pP^rent
\)ØexÌer EIT algorithm was slowly convergent and that the spatial resolution
was
inadequate for clinical imaging purposes. For the more realistic 3-D model of
breast
câncer imaging simulation described

in

Section 3.5, the algorithm converges in

approximately 3 hours and 47 minutes at approximately 8,000 iterations on a SUN\üØ,
SPARCstation-4' The spatial resolution of the 2-D simularion was observed to be

much lowet than that of the 3-D case. This was associated with the physics of the
inverse ptoblem. The original \Vexler 3-D algodthm can only resolve up to "13.0o/o ln
the cross-sectional plane and 14.60/o in the axial plane of the d.iameter of an imaging
region as demonstrated by simulations.
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Closer analysis

of the recovered image

appears

to indicate that the recovered

conductivity of the centtal element was affected by closely surounding
elements. It
appears as though the difference in conductivity, between
simulated and recovered

conductivity

fot the central element, was

to the immediate
suttounding elements. As a result of which, the magnitude of the
recovered
equally distributed

conductivity of the central element was consequently lower than
what was anticipated.
This effect appeârs to be more pronounced in the 2-D case than the
3-D case. This
phenomenon is ptobably due to the fact that electrical current is
not restricted to the

2-D plane.

The observadons and results of Chap ter 3 arc summarized and discussed

as

follows:

The algorithm used the correct physical approach. ,\s such, it yields a
sparse
matrix permitting use of efficient finite element schemes.

currenrs were allowed to follow natural paths and image quality \¡/as not
degraded by contact and spreading resistance.

Being iterative, the algorithm's convergence rate was characteristically
slow.

Recovered spatial resolution both

in the cross-sectional and axial plane

was

not of clinical potential.
Recovered conductivity differences (i.e., between simulated and
recovered) of
an element (i.e., pixel or voxel) of interest âppears to "dissipate" or
"spread,,
equally âmong immediate surrounding elements.

Though faster convergence tàte and relatively higher spatial resolution
^îe
important requirements of a reliable clinical image-processing algorithm,
they are not
the only prerequisites. In Chapter.4, a series of tests and effects, of relevance
ro
clinical expectations,'was conducted on both the original Wexler 2-D and
3-D

EIT

algorithms' These tests and effects were cond.ucted for the purpose of evaluating
the
potential of the Wexlet EIT aþrithm in a clinical environment and
to identiSr ,,ate^s
needing improvement".
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The observations and results of

Chap

ter

4 are summ

arized and discussed

as

follows:

o It

was determined that

equivalent

if

the initial starting conductivity d-istriburion was

to the exact conductivity distribution, the \)Øexler EIT algodthm

converges at the first iteration. This observation supports rhe accuracy

mathematical code. Through simulations,

it

of the

was also observed that a good

starting value would produce correct results, while â poor initial guess may
not
lead to convergence. This observation is supported by other studies

þurag5

and Âvis95]. In the 2-D and3-D simulations the tumour element (i.e.,
pixel or

voxel) had a conductivity of 4.0 and the background region v/as ât 1.0. It
was

observed that,
conductivity

If the algorithm v/as

of 2.0, the

inlahzed, with

convergence ràte improves

a

homogeneous

over that of

the

homogeneous L.0. However, the improvement is not signifìcantly better
than

if

the initial assumption

of

supports the impottance

3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 was made. This observation

of

incorporating

a priori information in EIT

algorithms.

In section 4.3, an investigation was performed to derive an optimal excitation
and measurement pattern confìguration.
Patterns that employed

It was determined that excitation
a symmetrical or near-symmetrical confìguration

provide faster convergence and improves image quality. The combination of
minimal node involvement, symmetrical or near-symmetrical excitation

Patterns,

and someÍimes meâsurement pattems provide the

optimal

confìguration for the imaging of breast tumour.

In

Section 4.4, àn investigation

into the fìnite element size effect

convergence râte and image quality was conducted.

on

Mu, 1994 described a

procedute that stârts with a coârse mesh to obtain an initial guess and a fìne
mesh to recover the image accutately in the solution of the inverse problem.

Mu

argued and demonstrated that convergerice speed would be greatly
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reduced

if a coarce mesh u/ere used fìrst to obtain an approx imate solution,

then a fìner mesh to reach the true image. The observations derived
by Mu
[Mu9a] were implemented on the standard 2-D and,3-D computer simulation
examples fot breast cancer imaging. Results of simulations
ind-icated that Mu,s
scheme improves the convergence rate and subsequently
the image quaìity.

o rn section 4.5, the effect on convergence
tumour was demonstrated.
attained

if

speed

of the spatial location of

It

was observed that better convergence rate is
the tumour is located on the pedphery of the object than
if it was

located in an intetmediate or central position within the object.
It was also
observed that conductivity of the element on the edge of a
centar tumour
element incteases with itetation count at eatly iterations. The
conductivity
value of the edge element then decreases atlateriterations.
This phenomenorl
appeared to affect the resolution at the sharp edges of the
diseased-to-normal
tissue interface. This effect v/as termed the "Tumour-Edge"
effect. If the

potential and conductivity distributions are known from past history,
the
distributions
convergence can be determined by interpolation.

^t

observation

This

will prove crucial in

developing

a method to improve

the

convergence speed of the algorithm.

In

section 4.6, an investigation

of the behaviour of

spatial resolution as

a

function of the location of the tumour was performed. It was determined
that
the resolution of EIT is spatially variant. The resolution of Í)mout

^

^t ^

periphetal location is superior to that at intermed"iate and central locations.
\X/hen compared to values obtained from the literature, the spatial
resolution

of the original

\ùTexler

2-D anà 3-D EIT were found to be quite similar to
those obtained by [ded5 and Meth96]. It is apparent that if the
loss in
resolution, in particular at the diseased-to-normal tissue interface,
as a function
of tumour spatiai location could be compensated, EIT spatial resolution
would
improve drastically.
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The "Tumour-Edge" effect identifìed in Section 4.5 and, 4.6 was
investigated
further in Section 4.7. It was determined that this effect was
responsible for
the poor spatial resolution
diseased-to-normal tissue interface. ,{ fìgure^tthe
of-merit was introduced to quantifii the difference berween the
simulated and
recovered conductivity

at the rumour location. The fìgure_of_merit

was

termed the conductivity profile ratio and v/as represented
by
a measure of how close the recovered d-istribution is

t. This provides
to the simulated

disttibution and would be used to

assess

improvement in spatial resolution at

the diseased-to-normal tissue inteúace.

In

section 4.8, the effect of instrumentation or device noise
on convergence
rate and tecovered image quality was investigated. It was
observed that, with
the sometim,rJ measurement pâttern, â tumour of appropdâte
contrâst could be
distinguished adequately from the backgound

region. The fact that rhe
algorithm can handle noise that will be chancteristic of a clinical
EIT-based
system further adds to its potential in medicine.

In section 4.9,the effect of electrode-electrolyte (or electrode-skin) impedance
on recoveted image quality was discussed. It was determined that for
the
$Texler aþrithm, the effects of electrode-contact resistance
are minimal, if

^ny.

Furthermote, àccura;te fìnite element models of the impedance

skin and that

of

the

of the chestwall ought to be considered in the imaging

reconstruction algorithm.

rn section 4.10, the effect of electrode and patient motion was investigated
on
simple breast model' It was shown thar the original \X/exler EIT
algorithm is
not affected sigrufìcantly with electrode morion. Simulation of breast
motion
showed that the original \)Øexrer EIT algorithm would not perform

that

accutately

in the presence of patient morion. Methods were suggested that

would address this issue.
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o 'tn expedmental
EIT

study of the effect of the third dimension on rhe 2-D lüexler

system was conducted

in Section 4.11. It

simulations that the 2-D l7exler

EIT

was observed through

system inevitably produces three-

dimensional current flow. This renders inteqpretation of EIT images
d-iffìcult.
This study had shown that a detailed understanding of the narure of this
3-D
effect is essential and ought not to be neglected. This effect
has justified the

focus

of this

thesis on the development

of an improved

\)Texler 3-D EIT

algorithm rather than the 2-D algorithm.
Based on the observations made in Chapters 3 and 4,

it was obvious that one of

the crucial "ateàs needing improvement" of the \X/exler algorithm
was the relatively
longer time it took the algodthm to converge. Further, as
discussed in Chap ter 4, it
was of significant importance that any realistic âtrempt at imaging
the breast ought to

be done in three-dimensions, i.e.,

3-D. As such, the focus of chapter 5 was to

improve the convergence râre of the original \x/exler 3-D EIT algorithm.

Ân algorithm was developed and implemented on 3-D computer simulations
of
small breast tumour imaging. The algorithm was arrived at from
an important

in Section 4.6, an investigation on the convergence rate of the
as a function of spatial location of tumour. It was observed
that if the

observation made

algorithm

potential and conductivity distributions of the algorithm at the fìrst few iterations
are
known, future (i.e., at Iater iteranon) disttiburions could be predicted.
That was the
basis of the Modeller-Predictor-Cotrectot
@aPC) algorithm developed to improve the
time of convergence.

In brief, the MPC involved modelling past behaviour of potential and conductivity
distributions, predicting conductivity distribution at an itentton close
to convergence
by using predicted potential distribution, and correcting conductivity distribution
by

reinitializing the odginal ì(/exlet algorithm with the predicted conductivity
distdbution. Results of simulation performed on a simple 3-D breast model
(of

size

25x25x25 mm3) in an attempt to detect a
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algorithm is quite effective in improving the time
of convergence.

At z0 irerations,

fot a time perio d of 7.4 minures, on a suN$Ø, spÁ.RCstation_4,
the recovered
conductivity distdbution, obtained using the Mpc
algorithm, was determined to be
quite close to the exact conductivity distribution.
The conductivity profile matching
rats'o I (0 < t < 1), for the original \X/exler,
Strobel's multistep, and MpC methods
wete determined to be 0.35, 0'78, and,0.82 respectively.
The difference berween rhe
MPC recovered conductivity profìle and that of the
exac distdbution was identified
to be atthe tumour (i'e', benign and malignant)-edge
interface. Note that this effect,

termed the "Tumour-Edge" effect earlJ,eï, was initially
identified in chapter 4.
Despite the major improvement in the time of convergence,
now comparable to
existing imaging modalities, the spatial resolution,
in particul ar at djseased-to-normal
tissue interface, u/as yet to improve. The
"Tumour-Edge" effect, identifìed ea¿ier as
responsible for the observed low resolution,
was closely investigated in Chapter 6.

The observadons and results of chap ter 5 zre summarized
and d-iscussed

as

follows:
The original wexler 3-D EIT argorithm was identifìed
as srowry convergenr.
The Modeller-Predicror-corrector (\4pc) algorithm
was developed to improve
time of convergence of the original wexrer 3-D EIT
algorithm.
Results

of computer simulations on a simplified 3-D breast model,
using the

MPC scheme, showed

a drastic

imptovement in convergence râte.

conductivity profìle matching rauo ^c was identifìed
to be higher than the
original or multistep methods. consequentJy, an appropriate
and useful
conductivity image was recovered in a relatively shorter
time span comparable
to existing imaging modalities.
overall spatial resolution had improved. The FVTHMs
of the recovered image
at 20 ttentions in the cross-sectional and axial
plane were
6.20/o and 7.1o/o

of

the diameter of the imaging region respectivery. These
resurts u/ere

an
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lmprovement over the original algorithm with F$7HMs
in rhe cross-sectional
and axial plane of 1,3.0o/o and 1,4.5o/o respectively.

It was observed that due to the "Tumour-Edge" effect, resolution
at diseasedto-normal tissue interface did not improve that
consid enbIy.

The Locatot-compensator (r-c) algorithm developed
in chapter 6 was used to
address the observed "Tumour-Edge" effect.
rn brie{ the LC algorithm involved
using a variant of the peak detection method to
locate peak(s) and, a combined
conductivity-updating scheme to compensate for
resolution at located peak(s). The
LC method was implemented on a computer simulatio
n of a simplifìed 3-D breast
model (of size 25x25x25 mm3), in an attempt to image
a small rumour of sjze 1 mm3
in volume' The F\)7HMs in the cross-sectional and
axial plane
were 5.4o/o and 6.30/o

of the diameter of the imaging region respectively. Results
showed an improvement
over the original algorithm with F\x/HMs in the cross-sectional

and axial plane of

13.0% and 14.5o/o respectively.

The observadons and results of chap tet 6 arc summarized
and discussed

as

follows:

¡

The original \üTexler 3-D EIT algorithm was identified
to have overall low
resolution.

The Locator-compensator

(-c)

algorithm was developed to improve spatial

resolution of the originar \)Texrer EIT argorithm,

in

patrcurat, at diseased-to_

normal tissue interface.
Results

of computer simulations on a simpJified 3-D breast model,
using the

LC scheme, showed a drastic improvement in resolution
at diseased-to-normal
tissue interface.
,{.n observed two-fold increase in resolution magnitude
was observed.
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In chaptet 7, an improved $Øexler 3-D aþrithm
was demonstrated on a more
realistic computer simulation of a simplifìed
breast model. The breast model
was â
cube of size 50x50x50 mm3' The malign
ant and, benign rumours were of physical
size 1' mm3

in volume and had conductivi ty 4.0

and 2.0

respectively. By combining
the development of the two previous chapters,
i.e., Mpc and LC argorithms, the
convergence rate and spatial resolution
of the original \)Texler algorithm improved
dramaacallv even in the pfesence of a
sNR level of 30 dB. The F$øHMs in the
cfoss-

sectional and axial planes werc 2.2o/o
and 2.5o/o
and 2'7o/o and 3'L0/o for the malignant

for the intermediate benign tumour
tumour of the diamerer of the imaging region

respectively' The tecovered conductivity
values for the benign and malignant
tumours were 1.93 and 3.g7 for known
varues of 2.00 and 4.00. The improved
l7exler 3-D EIT algorithm cleatly demonstrated
that
smalr breast tumours can be

deteced and diagnosed accurately with
EIT.

The observadons and results of chap ter 7
arc summarized and discussed
follows:

o

as

The original \wexler 3-D EIT aþrithm was
identifìed to have overall low
convergence tate and spatial resolution,
in parti culat at diseased-to-normal
tissue interface.

o By combining the Mpc and the LC
respectivery, an improved ìØexrer 3-D

o

r

argorithms

of

chapters

5 and 6

EIT argorithm was obtained.

Results of computer simulations on a
more realistic 3-D breast model, using
the improved LC, showed a drastic improvement
in resolution at diseased-tonormal dssue interface.

EIT can be used to detect and diagnose sma, breast
tumours.

The imptoved wexler 3-D EIT algorithm for
imaging small breast rumour
developed here was demonstrated on
uniform geometry. Though realisticall¡ the
bteast is not uniform, the improved
and refined algorithm
perform similady for nonuniform geometry

presented here would

âs demonsrrated by
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Chapter g
Conclusions and Future
Work
9.1

Conclusions

The statistics for breast cancer,
a common cancer in women,
are sobering and
downright scary' The chance

of recovery (i.e., prognosis) and
choice of treatment
depend on the stage of discovery
of the càncer. Earlydetection
is

a woman,s hope
for effective treatment and better
suryival fates. Howevef,
pfesent clinical techniques
ate either ineffective (t'g', mammogr
aphy) for early detection

or financiary
unjustifiabre (e'g', magnetic
fesonance imagrng) for
mass screening. As such,
other
imaging modalities are being
investigated ..g., urtrasound,
computerized tomo g^phy,
radionuclide scanning, and
electrical impedance tomogr

^phy.
Among the screening techniques
under investigation, electrical
impedance
tomography (EIÐ âppears
to offer the most promising
solution. EIT offers severar

advantages over othe¡ clinical
and experimenral techniques.
EIT,s positive attributes
are its ability to produce images
at reduced , if any, bioiogical
hazard,its relatively
inexpensive insÚumentation
requitements, and its physical
ease of operation. Despite
these obvious advantages,
EIT remains an experimental toor
with rjttre , if any,
importance to medicine yet'
so far, fuom amedicar perspective,
the spatial resorution
of EIT is not as good as may
be achieved by other techniques.
The goal of this thesis
was to demonstrate otherwise.

CHAPI-ER 9. CONC¿U'IONS
AND FUruRE I,I/ORK

The originai ìØexrer EIT argorithm
was reviewed by performi
ng 2_D and 3_D
computer simulations of
simplified bteast cancer imagrng.
It was observed that the
algorithm satisfies most of
the standard criteria expected
of anEIT image-processing
scheme' with crinicar potentiar
in the eady detection of breast
tumoufs.

The
approaches utilized and
the results obtained in this
work, in an attempt to accomprish
the objective, àre summarized
as

follows:

o on the basis of the alatming
statistics
x-ray

mammography

for

for breast cancer and the ineffectiveness
of
eatly detection, an arternate
method

(Erectricai
rmpedance Tomography,
EIT) was investigated. The focus
v/as ro further the
development and refinement
of an existing EIT ,static, image
reconstrucdon
algorithm, namely,the $Øexrer
aþdthm. The inevitabre question
was posed. can
an improved \x/exrer EIT
'static' imaging aþrithm be
emproyed to image sma'
breast tumours of size 1 _
2 mmin diameter?

o

The nttonale for choosing EI!
as an alternate breast cancer
imagng modarity,
was discussed in chaptet 2.
EIT is an imaging methodoro

gy thatis based upon
(or 'dielectric) contrasts rvithin
the body. A review of
ütetarure on the dielecttic properties
of breast dssue was conducted.
electrical impedance

Genera,¡

differential dielectric properties
(viz', conductiviry or rerative
permittiviry) between
normal and diseased breast
dssue were observed.
However, it was concluded
that
despite the variabilìty of dielectric
properties of tissues, more
extensive studies of
dielectric measurements of breast
tissue sampies are needed,
in panicurar, to
establish

and to

tissue'

values more accurately from
tissue to dssue (i.e., inter-subject
variability)
investigate the reality of
any differences between

tumours and normal

far as Err imaging is concerned,
'A's
the most cruciar feature of
tissue
impedance is the existence
of sufficient variation between
different tissue rypes to

allow appropriate imaging.
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o In chapter 3, the original !Øexler EIT algorithm
was reviewed.
were identifìed'

A few advantages

In

particular, the algorithm yields a sparse-matrix
and thus
effìcient fìnite-element method solution
schemes could be employed, currents
are
allowed to follow natotalpaths without
constraining them to behave in beam-Iike
fashion' and image quality is not degraded
by contact and spreading resisrance as
is inhetent in resistance ptojection techniques.
However, eady observations of
two- and three-dimensional computer simulations
on simple 3-D breast model
perfotmed
to indicate two major difficulties that are
crucial to the clinical
^Ppe2f,
success of the algorithm in the imaging
of breast càncer. The convergence rate
was too slow and the recovered spatial resolution,
in particul

at at

djseased-to-

normal dssue interface was not suffìcient for
eady breast cancer imaging

(i.e.,

detection and diagnosis).

More detailed analyses were performed on
the original r7exler 2-D and3-D EIT
algorithm to determine its charactedstics
and ,dynamics,. The purpose of the
analyses wâs to detetmine whether
the original wexler algorithm cou-ld satis$r
the
stdngent requirements expected of an established
clinical imaging algorithm, and
to identifii "are^s needing improvement,, in an
âttempt to image sma¡ breast
tumours' The abiJity to provide fast, accurate,
repeatable, low-noise, and cìinicaily
meaningful images were among the c'teùa
of interest. Two_

and

three_

dimensional computer simulations indicated
that, in general, the algorithm coujd

perform well

in a

environment. Image quarity was not affected
with
the presence of noise, and reasonabre images

crtntcar

patient motion and

in

were
recovered when electrode-electrolyte impedance
was taken into account. In brief,
\x/exler
the
algorithm was observed to be stabre and
quite robust. However, rwo
crucial "aïe^s needing improvement" were identified.
These were the scan time
(or convergence rate) and the overall spatial
resolution, in paticular at diseased-tonotmal tissue interfaces' The focus of this thesis
\üas on developing methods that
would improve these shortcomings.
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One of the observations made in Chapter 4 was that with a knowledge of past

conductivity distribution, future distributions could

be

determined by

extapolating the modeled past conductivity distdbutions. Simpty stated, if the
history of conductivity distributions is known at early iterations, it can be
modelled and used to estimate the distributio

n

^t

làter iterations. This is the

observation, which was at the basis of the Modeller-Predictor-Corrector (À4pC)

scheme.

In brief, the MPC

method involved modelling the pasr behavior of

conductivity and potential distributions ât eady stage. Subsequently, the fitted
equations were used to derive a conductivity distdbution close to or
^t
convergence' To minimize erÍot due to extrapolation, the derived conductiviry
distribution wâs used to rcintaahze the image reconstruction algorithm. When
implemented on 3-D computer simulations of eady stage breast tumour imaging,
convefgence fâte âppeafs to improve dramatically. As such, scan time was

relatively comparable

to present breast câncer imaging modalities. This

cleady identified as an improvement over the original Wexler 3-D

was

EIT algorithm.

Itwas also observed in Chapter 4 that the spatiai resolurion of EIT is relatively
lowet at the center than at an intermediate or peripheral location for a region.
Simply stated, EIT is space variant. Further, the resolution at diseased-to-normal
interface was determined

to be relatively poor. on that basis, a Locatoç

compensator (LC) scheme was developed and impremented on 3-D computer
simulations of eatly stage of breast tumour imaging. In bdef, the LC method

involved two major steps.
Iocaltzed using a variant

In the fìrst step, region(s) of

interest was/wete

of the peak detection algorithm. Once localìzed,

the

conductivity values of the peak(s) were compensated for loss in spatial resolution
using a combined conductivity-updating scheme. Results obtained with the LC
algorithm improved resolution at diseased-to-nomâl tissue interface considerably.
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In Chapter 7, a combined algorithm, incorporating the MPC and LC schemes with
the original \X/exler 3-D EIT algodthm, was developed and implemented on
simplified 3-D computer simulations

of

small breast rumour þenign and
malignant) imaging. The focus was to show that an improved \X/exler 3-D
algotithm could be used to image small breast tumours. Results of simulations

indicated signifìcant improvement

in

convergence

t^te and overall

spatial

tesolution. Detection and diagnosis of eady breast diseased tissue (viz., benign
and malignant) of physical size 2.2 - 2.7 mm was demonstrated with the improved
algorithm.

In this thesis, an EIT image reconstruction algorithm, namely, the original Wexler

EIT algorithm

was investigated

to demonstrate its potential in the imaging of

early

of breast caflcer. The algorithm was tested rigorously, using simulations, to
assess some critetia expected of a clinical imaging tool. It was shown that the
algorithm is relatively stable and robust. However, initial scan rime and spatial
stâges

resolution were not

for medical applications. As such, methods were
^pptoprrate
devised to refine and improve the original algorithm. The improved \X/exler 3-D EIT
algorithm was implemented on simplifìed 3-D computer simulations. It was observed

that the algorithm could tesolve up to Q.2 - 2.7)o/o of the diameter of an imaging
region' For the simplifìed model of the breast adopted here, the improved algorithm
was able to detect and resoive tumour of size similar to

^n

aveÍage

duct

size (1-2 mm).

The goal of this thesis was to demonstrate that an improved Wexler 3-D EIT
algorithm can be used to detect and diagnose breast tlrmour of size 1 - Z mm in
diameter (i.e., the size corresponding to ân aver^ge female human duct). The work
carried out here, was successful in demonstrating:

The potential of EIT as a clinical tool in breast c^ncer imaging.
That the continuous development of a cltntcal EIT system is justifìed.
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I

The medical community will have at thek disposal an inexpensive noninvasive

tool that will either replâce ot complement mammography in the race for a
cufe.

9.2

Future Work

The focus of this thesis was on the algorithmic development of an iterative EIT
image recorìstruction algotithm, namely, the Wexler algorithm.

It was demonstrated,

through realistic computer simulations, that the improved Wexler algorithm could be
employed to image small breast tumours. Ideally, for a proper clinical assessment

of

the algorithm, real measurements on a statistically representative gtoup of subjects
will have to be used. Consequently, this can onìy be accomplished with the use of
existing anåf or development of an

^pptoptrz;te

data

acquisition sysrem.

The clinical success of the improved \Wexler EIT 'static' image reconsffuction
algorithm will depend on the appropriate hardware. Though this work has
demonsffated the usefulness

of a robust and fast algorithm, only with the proper

hardware, complementary with the algorithm developed here, wilt

EIT be successful

in the detection of small breast tumours.
The improved !üexler EIT algorithm, as demonstrated in this thesis, can be of
potential in the imaging

of

eatly stage of breast cancer. However,

it is evident that

what has been achieved hete is only a demonstration of feasibility, requiring further
development to meet the ultimate goal of a clinical EIT-based breast cancer imaging
system (i.e.,

to be able to detect and

diagnose breast tumour

of

size 1.0 mm3 in

volume). As such, the focus of future developments, complementâry to the improved
\X/exler

EIT algorithm, would most

Jìkely be

in the following âreas, outLined here

as

questions:

o

How best to take measurements on the breast? Would a plastic breast holder
fashioned in the shape of a brassiere cup with the appropriate q4)es, sizes, and
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electrodes be more effective than immersing the breast

of electrically conductive fluid with the inner

surface

in

a

of the container

supporting the electrodes? Can the algorithm be implemented with existing, i.e.,

off-shelf hardware?

How will the improved \)lexler 3-D EIT algodthm petform in real clinical
situations? This can only be known if a clrlcal EIT machine is buiit in the very
near

future' The works carried out in this thesis justifies the feasibility of

developing such a unit.

o If a clinical unit is developed, more studies on larger groups of subjects and
comparisons with existing techniques need to be performed to correctly assess the

potentiai of EIT as a clinical tool.
These and other questions will need to be fully addressed befor e

a chrical EIT

system, utiJizing the improved l7exler image recorìstruction algorithm, c î be
developed. It is anticipated that with the algorithmic development presented here,
along with the future works outlined above, the transition of EIT from the laboratory

to the clinic would become a realtty.
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Appendix I
Wexler EIT Atgorithm for the Novice

In

1985, $Øexler et a/. $/exl85] proposed an iterative reconstruction algorithm

commoniy called the "double-constraint method' or the "'Wexler Algorithm", to solve

for the nonlinear inverse problem in electrical impedance tomography. Â discussion

of the Wexler EIT algorithmic approach

was ptovided

in Chapter 3. The basics

mathematics of iterative image reconstruction algorithm, using the \X/exler algorithm
example or the ART algorithm, is descdbed Âppendix II and Appendix III
^s ^n
tespectively. Here a discussion of the simplistic physical approach of the !üexler

itetative

EIT algotithm is provided. The purpose is to show that the ìTexler

algorithmic approach can be easily understood with as simple a concept as Ohm's
Law, a concept commonly found in any undergraduate physical sciences curricula.

Ohm's Law deals with the relationship between voltage and current in an ideal
conductor. This relationship states that the potential difference (voltage,

\)

across an

ideal conductor is proportional to the current I through it,

V=IR

[4r.1]

where R is the constânt of proportionality, called the resistance,

V is the potential

difference between two points that include a resistance R, and I is the current flowing

through the resistance. Fot biological work, it is often preferable to use conductance
G, the inverse of R. In this form Ohm's Law is given

I=GV

as:

IAr.2l

APPENDTX T. WEXTER E]T ALGORITH¡4 FOR THE NOVTCE

In the \X/exler EIT algorithm potentials

(voltages) are measured on the surface

of

the object being imaged using a multi-probe extension of the four-probe technique.

In the four-probe technique (or tetrapolar confìguration), currerrt enters the object via
two injecting electrodes (cutrent electrodes) while the signal þotential difference) is
picked up by a second pair of electrodes (voltage electrodes) attached to the surfâce
of the object

(see

Figure,tI.O below).

Figure AI.0: A simplified four-probe measurement configuration. Current I, is
injected via a pair of electrodes through the continuous object (e.g., cylinder)
and voltage V measurements are made on the surface with the other pair of
electrodes. In the Wexler algorithm, a multiprobe extension of the four-probe
technique is employed to produce sets of currents and voltage measurements.

To produce an acceptable conductance map of the object,

J-ineady independent

multiple cuffent and voltage meâsurements âre employed. These meâsurements are
mâde at low frequency and using high impedance probing electrodes. Since no
current leaks across the object, contact resistance for the continuous object (in this
example, a cylinder) is of minimal,

if not

any, impottânce. This provides true voitage

measurements thât are used to determine the conductance of the object.

tX/ith potentials âs measured by application

of Neumann (i..., current)

and

Ditichlet (i.e., voltage) boundary conditions, Ohm's Law is generally not satisfied
within the whole imaging region and

a residual

R = (r-cv)

R is obtained,

[Ar.3]

n5

APPENDIX 1. WEXLER EITALGORITH(|í FOR THE NOVICE

To enforce compatibiJity, the minimization of the square of the residual over

rhe

whole imagrng region is sought,

R' = (r_cv),

lAr.3l

aR' z(l-cv).v=o
=

òG\/

[4r.4]

VI
v2

tAr.sl

G-_

- ?fft,
I

?ffl,

t vç a'
t3.sl

YQ'YQ dv

Equation ÂL5 yields,

GV=I

[4I.7]

which is Ohm's Law. Note thatif one substitutes
one gets equation 3.5 in Chapter

3.

V for YQ and I for i in [4I.5],

Equation 3.5 is the revised conductance for the

imaging region.
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Appendix II
Basics of the Iterative Technique
Generally, there are a few steps that are common to most iterative methods. These
are outlined below:

^)
b)

,tssume an initial value for conductivity distribution.
Solve the forward problem to calculate surface voltages Q fuom the assumed

conductivity distibution. The Finite Difference Method (FDNÐ

or

Finite

Element Method (FEi\Ð is normally used to solve the forward problem.
Ð

Appiyt"g the results from the Forward problem to determine how close the
assumed conductiviry distribution is

to the real

(i.e., measured) conductivity

distribution.
d)

Improve conductivity distribution recursively.

Ð

Repeat from

predicted

It is primarily

Q

þ) until convergence, i.e., the difference

between measured and

is zerc or suitably small.

steps (c) and (d) which distingurshes one iterative reconstrucrion

method from another.

Most of the iterative algotithms, e.g., the \X/exler algorithm, employ Poisson's
equation (1.0) to describe the continuous elecftical fìeld problems and solve surface

potential disttibutions with numerical techniques. The finite elemenr method FEnÐ
is usually the numetical technique used in solving electric fìeld equations to obtain the

potential distribution within a region

of

interest under an assumed conductivity

distribution and boundary conditions. These techniques provide the ability ro generate

APPENDIX

I/,

BASICS OF THE ]TERATIVE TECHNTQUE

estimates of boundary potential measutements for a given impedance disuibution and
âre the basis

of most iterâtive techniques.

The fìrst step of the numerical solution of Poisson's equation with FEM involves
dividing the region of interest into many smaller regions called elements. The total
region is then described on ân element-by-element basis (Figure,\II.1).

Figure AII.1: An arbitrary 2-D region divided into some finite
quadrilateral elements. K¡, is the conductivity of element i and j
represents a node of an element.

The FEM uses the variational principle, in which the field is represented using

a

piecewise continuous function and the variational integral is minimized with respect

to the residual or functional to best approximate the actual field. The variattonal
method is fully described in þen92l.
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If

the region is divided into smaller eLements the values of conductivity

r,within

each element are assumed to be constant. The field @ is given by

Q

=2o,(r,v)Q,

lAtr.1]

i=1

where

u,(x,!),

is the intelpolation polynomial defìned over the

x-l

surface, and n is

the total number of nodes within the element. Equation (ÂU.1) can also be rewritten
âS,

Q

=a'Q

=Q'a

[Atr.2l

The appropriate functional for the solution of the Poisson's equation is

, = I¡,1(#)'
where

å

.[#)']**

-rlrh ds -zJ!,0r a*at,

r^rr

3l

is the Neumann condition on the boundary. Equation (,q.iI.3) is minimized by

differentiating with respect to the variar'onalpa;r^meter Q , and set to zero

dF

aQ

=o

tAtr'41

Upon substitution of (,A.IL2) into (,tIL4) and differentiating with respect to the new
vanattonal p^f^mefer Q,, one yields,

# = ï,"1(*0,**a* )*.(+, -+Q ¡+ )*1,*
-zJrna,as-zlJrfu,d.xdy

=g

i,

j

=1,2,.....,n

tAtr.sl

The fìrst integral yields a squâre n x n matrix where n is the number of variational
nodal points and the latter two integrals can be summed to yield a vector of lengþ
The resulting set of linear equations can be put in standatd matrix form

t79

as,

n.
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sQ

=þ

tAtr.6l

where,

,,=il,.(*+.**)*,
b,,=

whefe,

i,

Jha

ds+

lAtr.7l

J[ufa, a*at

tAtr.8l

i =1,2,....,n and Q, are the unknowns to be solved.

Subsequently, the integtation is petformed using a standard procedure. One such

to map a standatd squâre element into a general quadrilateral before
integration perr9Z} ,A.n appropriate transformation is used to map â square element
procedure is

in local coordinates to the genetal quadrilateral in global coordinates. By introducing
nev¡ variabÌes of integration,

x=x(€,\) and

y=y(É,n)

and using the Jacobian transformation to map the element in local space to global
space,

I

d*

dxl

il
læ

r =l';

[Atr.e]

d,l )

equation (AII.7) can be simpJifìed

as,

II,¡tr,v)dxdv = II,.¡ lr(8,Ð, yG,ùlltl
whereby, the values

"f *-

^O

+

¿É¿Tl

can be determined from,
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I

arl

l*l =u tl'il,
l+)

vt

lAtr.11l

laÉ)

and this provides a desired result to perform the integration over a square element

using numerical quadrature schemes, e.g., the generalized Gaussian Quadrature
methods for two-dimensional and three-dimensional approximations |F,e:rr92). For

multiple integration over 2-D
estimating an integral
generaltzattons

or 3-D, the Gaussian

of a function ¡ (É)

""

quadrature formulae for

the intervat -1 <

( <t

is simply the

of those for 1-D respectively. In 1-D, the Gaussian quadrature

formula for estimating an integral of a function

f

(6)

""

the interval -1 <

(<t

is

given by,

Il,'

where

{,

¡Ø¿t

=

iw, r (€,)

lAtr.12l

i=1

is some point located in the interval, W, is a weight associated with the

z'-th

point, and ru is the total number of points. The weights and points are determined by
assuming that f is a polynomial of degree 2m-1 and then computing the points and

weights that gtmantee an exact result fot such a polynomial. Similady, integration
over 2-D and 3-D is given by equations (,{II.13 and,tII.14) respectively.

J]i

j]j sG,ù dë dn = Zw,w, s (É,,n i)

J],'J],'

Jl,'

,(É,r,ç)

d'É

dn dç

=

,rLo*,*,woh(É,,4

lAtr.13l

¡,Ço)

lAtr.14]

Gaussian quadrature uses the fact that the choice of abscissas at which to evaluate

the function to be integrated can substantially contribute to improving the accuracy

the result. Further

fot example, by

of

can be obtained by using higher order approximations,
^ccvtacy
adding more nodes to the elements. In the \X/exler 2-D BIT
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algorithm, the degree of approximation is improved from linear to quadratic by using
9-node quadrilatetals as shown in Figure ,NII.2a.

123
05

4

6

789

(b)

(a)

Figure AII.2: (a) Higher-order elements employed in the 2-D Wexler algorithm. Element
has 9 nodes quadrilateral,

þ)

the standard element in 3-D, obtained by adding depth to 2-D

element.

Higher-order elements can produced better results, however, increasing the
number of nodes is equivalent to increasing the number of unknowns which in turn
would require more computational effott. ,{s such, the elements employed in the 3-D
\X/exler algorithm arc created by adding depth

to

elements

Berryman 1,992 þen92l.
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standard

('\II.2b). Justifications for
this thesis are provided by

elements in 3-D is linear with 8 nodes as shown in Figure

the choice of elements confìguration employed in

of 2-D. The

Appendix III
Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques (ART): Its Relation to EIT
Gordon, Bender, and Herman introduced algebraic teconstruction techniques

(ARÐ in L970 for solving the problem of three-dimensional reconstnrction from
projections

in

tomogtaphy

electron microscopy and x-radiology [Gord70].

(CÐ for

example,

In x-ray computer

ART is a conceptually simple method of

feconstructing the attenuation matrix from the measured rây sums (or projections)

[Maco83]. It is an iterative approach where the matrix of x-ray attenuation values is
fìrst assigned a random value. Thereafter, a sequence of steps is petformed where
sums along the paths through the matrix are given new values

to

mâtch the

corresponding measured ray sums. The literature on ART and variants are numerous.

Gordon, 1.974 gave a comprehensive tutorial on ART [Gord74], Macovski, 1.983
provided simple illustrations and examples of the method. Recently, Guan and

Gordon, 1.996, using different projection schemes, demonsttated the potential of
ÂRT in computed tomography [Guan96].
Barber and Brown developed one of the first in vivo EIT image reconstruction
algorithms [Barb83]. The algorithm was an adaptatton of the filtered-backprojection

method used

in computed

tomography [Maco83].

In EIT, the tay sums are the

measured voltage differences between the adjacent electtodes for each pa:n of current

electrodes. The images produced by each current configutation are summed and
filtered as in CT imaging, to form the tomogtaphic image. Realizing that EIT is

a

nonlineat inverse problem, requidng an iterative approach for the correct solution, an
atrempt was made here at adapting a CT-based algorithm, ART,
problem.

to solve the EIT
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ffS
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EtT

Two- and three-dimensional computet simulations v/ere employed to

access the

potential of the basic ART algotithm in producing tomographic impedance images.

In ART, the resistivity of each element is corrected

^t

evefy prE'ection angle (or uiew).

Here the term projection angle describes the procedure of solving Laplace equation,

ot

measuring voltage on the electrodes (voitage electrodes), with a specifìc active

electrode pair (current electrodes).

The

impedance images recoveted using

the basic ART algorithm

were

disappointingly of low quality. The poor quality of the recovered image, using the
basic ART algorithm, is the result that at every correction, the number of unknowns

(number

of

elements) is usually gte^tü than the number

of lineatly

independent

measurements (i.e., number of equations). This caused the method to diverge unless
some restrictions to the number of the unknowns are placed. One possible solution

would be to maintain the resistivity of some elements

coflst^nt value? For the
^t ^
nvo-dimensional simple simulation model employing 9x9 eÌements with 18
electrodes, one has 81 unknowns and only a maximum

of 1,7 unique

fot a single view. This scenario is equivalent to a determinacy of

1.7

measurements

/81, = 0.21 (i.e., a

very underdetermined problem).

With SIRT (Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique), all the lineady
independent measurements are coÌlected first by taking all the possible projection
angles (this is called an iteration). Subsequently, the elements resistivity correction are

made. This algorithmic approach is similar to that employed by the Wexler EIT

algotithm. Using the previous example, the total number of independent
measurements, using SIRT, is N (lrï-1) /2 - 153, which is much greater than the total
number of unknowns for a determinacy of = L.89. This is an appropitate determinacy

for avoiding divergence.
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